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The  J2effrz.cfed jwczferz.cz/f o//BA4, if any,   included in this document are made avail-
able subject to the terns and conditions of either:

•   The Agreement for IBM Licensed Programs, or

•   The  IBM Agreement for Education  Courses with  Restricted Materials as  stated
in your country's IBM Education Catalog.

The  terms  and  conditions  of these  contracts  covering education materials  are  sum-
marized as fonows:

The  customer  shat use these  Restricted  Materials furnished by  IBM  solely for
the purposes  of the  IBM education class in which they are provided.  The  Cus-
tomer agrees not to  copy any  Restricted  Materials.    In the  event the  Customer
has   a  hcense,   under  the  terms  and  conditions  of  the  Agreement  for  IBM
Licensed  Programs, for an  IBM hcensed program to  which the  provisions  con-
ceming  Restricted  Materials  apply,  the  Customer  may  additionally utilize  such
restricted Materials solely for the fouowing purposes:

1.  making  modification  to  the  Customer's  products  and/or  programs  so  that
they will function with the licensed programs to which the Restricted Mate-
rials apply;

2.  making modifications,  subject to the provisions  of the  section entitled  "Per-
mission  to  Modify"  of the  Agreement  for  IBM  Licensed  Programs,  to  the
hcensed programs to which the Restricted Materials apply; and/or;

3.  assisting the Customer in problem determination, problem source identifica-
tion   and/or  problem  resolution  activities   associated  with  the  use  of  the
ficensed programs to which the Restricted Materials apply.

The  Customer  win  not  provide  or  otherwise  make  available  any  Restricted  Mate-
rials,  furnished  by  IBM  under  the  Agreement  for  IBM  Licensed  Programs  or  the
IBM  Education  Agreement  for  Restricted  Materials  as  provided  in  your  country's
IBM  Education Catalog, in any form without IBM's prior written consent except to
the Customer's employees or IBM employees,  or to  other persons during the period
such other persons  are  on the  Customer's premises,  for purposes specifically related
to  the  Customer's  authorized  use  of  the  IBM   Licensed  Program  to  which  such
Restricted Materials apply.
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TOPIC 1:  Introducing  OS/2

T erminal objective..

After attending this topic the studeat should have a general understanding Of the main
fieatures Of OS / 2 .

Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the student should be able to recognize the fouowing
as features of OS/2:

•   Multitasking

•   Memory Capabhities

•   Protection Mechanism

•   Ciraphical Interface

•   Apphcation Support

•   Database Manager

•   Communication Capabihties
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Evolution  of  the   PC

PS511000

Figure  I-1.    PC  Evolution

The  employment  of Personal  Computers  is  at  a  turning  point.  PCs  are  no  longer
confined   to   support   and   enhance   personal   productivity   only,   but   are   seen   as
windows  to   company-wide  resource  access  and  mission  critical  applications.     In
order to deal with all these aspects,  PCs have to fulffl several requirements:

•   Industrial strength rehabhity

•   Comprehensive network support

•    Easeofuse

•   Investment protection and exploitation

•   Performance in terns of overall throughput and concurrency

•   Costs should not exceed the benefits

It  is  important  to  state  that  a.Il  these  requirements  are  to  be  satisfied  by  the  oper-
ating envirorment.
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Workstation   Environment

PS511002

I=`igure  I -2.   Workstation  Environments
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•   Standalone workstation

Personal  productivity  and  standalone  versions  of small  business,  department  or
special   purpose   apphcations,   no   LAN   attachment,   eventualy   asynchronous
communication to external host database services.

•   Enterprise workstation

No  LAN  attachment,  Controller based cormection to  a midrange or mainframe
host, local personal productivity

•   Workgroup LAN

LAN  based  resource  sharing,  local  and  distributed  personal  productivity,  mail,
small   business,   department   and   special   purpose   apphcations,   Server   based
systems management.

•   Enterprise LAN

Large  LAN  networks,  Host  communications,  Workgroup  applications  and  dis-
tributed host apphcations,  Host controued system and network management.
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1990 1993

Figure  I-3.   OS/2's  Evolution

ln the mid-1980's the need for an advanced operating environment that was capable
of exploiting  the  functions  of the  present  processors  was  obvious.  IBM  met  these
demands  by  a continuous  development from  a first character-based OS/2 version in
1987/88 up to the integrating platform of OS/2 2. I  in  1993.

The  major  features  of  OS/2  2.x  consist  in  its  being  based  on  the   80386  micro-
processor which provides function in the areas of:

•   Utilization of the flat memory model

•   Exploitation of the micro channel architecture

•   Multiple virtual DOS machines

•   The Workplace Sheu

•   Compatibhity

qu`+S      ~   u+utorul   +r¢fusqJiv+  SGrua4es.
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OS/2  Components

PS511006

Figure  I-4.   OS/2  Components
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OS/2  2.i  enhances  the  performance  of the  Workplace  Sheu.  In  order  to  improve
productivity  without  purchasing  additional  software,  a  variety  of mini-applications
and tools,  applets,  are  provided.  Included  in the  base  package  are  also  some  games
for new users to become familiar with the new environment.
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Micro  Channel  Support

Figure  I-5.    Micro  Channel  Support

The objective of PS/2 Micro  Channel architecture is  I/0 and processor simultaneity.
Unless  the  operating  system  is  designed  to  make  use  of it,  however,  the  hardware
capabhities are useless.

OS/2 2. I  has the abihity to take advantage of IBM's Micro  Channel architecture and
advanced, inteuigent adapters while  supporting a variety  OEM  hardware.  The  effect
of this use of the  Micro  Channel is that it reheves the 80386 Microprocessor of most
disk related  I/0  activities.
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OS/2's  Multitasking

Context  Switching Multitasking

ps511010

gure  I-6.   OS/2's  Multitasking

OS/2  allows  the user to  run multiple  concurrent  apphcations,  but there  is  only one
CPU  and  that  CPU  can  run  only  one  task  at  a  time.    The  CPU  handles  this  by
dividing  the  time  between  multiple  processes  to  make  it  appear  to  the  user  that
those  processes  are  running  simultaneously.    Note  the  difference  between  "context
switching",  where  applications  he  dormant  until  dven  the  user's  focus  and  "multi-
tasking", where applications continue to execute when in the background.
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OS/2's  Memory  Capabilities

Figure  I-7.   OS/2's  Memory  Capabilities

OS/2  2.i   supports  a  32-bit  addressing  model.  Although  based  on  the   Intel  386
processor family,  it is more  a  32-bit  system than  Intel-specific.  A part  of the  design
of OS/2 2.1  was to gain the best platform for future portabhity.

The  386  processor  supports  up  to  4  GB  of linear  address  space,  but  for  compat-
ibility   reasons   with   16-bit   OS/2   apphcations,   the   address   space   per   process   is
restricted to  512  MB.  OS/2  2.1  is therefore  able  to  use  more  memory than  is  phys-
ically  installed  in  most  systems.  That's  why  it  allows  the  use  of the  disk  for  addi-
tional memory, usually referred to as virtual memory.
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In a multitasking system it is very important that tasks be protected from each other
and  that  sharing  of infomiation  be  carefully  controued  by  the  operating  environ-
ment.   All   process   address   spaces   are   therefore   kept   separate   from   each   other,
whether they  be  DOS,  Windows,  OS/2  apphcations  or  even  parts  of the  OS  itself.
If a process attempts to  use memory outside its own allocated memory space, it win
be caught by the operating system.
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Figure  I-9.   OS/2's  Graphical  Interface

The Workplace Sheu is on the one hand the user interface for the operating environ-
ment itself and on the other hand it is an environment in which apphcations can be
integrated in order to optimize the cooperation between themselves and OS/2.

The OS/2 Workplace Sheu is an object-oriented user interface.   A user interacts with
icons  representing  objects  such  as  printers,  folders,  shredders  etc..    The  main  idea
behind  this  is  to  allow  users to  work  in  a  more  task-oriented  way and therefore to
focus on what they want to do and not on how to do it.
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OS/2's  Application  Support

DOS  3.3  Application

DOS  5.0  Application

Windows  3.0  Application

Windows  3.1   Application

OS/21.3  Application   (16   bit)

OS/2  2.1   Application   (32  bit)

ps5mon8

Figure  I-10.   OS/2's  Application  Support
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OS/2 2.1  provides the widest range of apphcation choice by running OS/2,  DOS and
Windows  3.X  apphcations.    It  adds to  the  existing  DOS  and  Windows  apphcations
the  benefits  of preemptive  multitasking,  comprehensive  memory  support  and,  reh-
abhity.   Os/2 acts as a base for powerful 32-bit OS/2 apphcations.

In  addition  -  the  whole  is  greater  than  the  sum  of  its  parts  -   OS/2,   DOS  and
Windows apphcations are integrated on the same  Desktop.   The user has the advan-
tage  of  making  working  combinations  and  is  stin  communicating  with  only  one
interface.
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OS/2's  D82/2

Applications

Bemote
Data
Services

EEEjEjE
Plemote

Database

8nudery  Mgr
DBM  Tools

Command
Hne
Interface

Database  Services

SOL  Engine DB   Admin.

FjFj
Database  A         Database  8

ps5En020

Figure  i-11.   OS/2  D82/2

OS/2's   D82/2  is  based  on  the  relational  database  model  with  SQL  (Structured
Query Language) as the common interface. Query Manager is a front-end to  D82/2.
It  assists  users  in  creating  complex  queries  without  the  user  requiring  SQL  syntax
knowledge.    With  DDCS/2,  access  to  host  databases  that  confomi  to  the  Distrib-
uted  Relational  Database Architecture  (DRDA), which includes  D82,  SQL/DS  and
OS/400,  is possible.
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AS/400

S/390

OS/2's  Connectivity

Pis/6000
and  OEMs

ps5n i022

figure]-]20S/2'sconne;tlsv/I;}prov]desacomprehens]vecommumcat|onsupporitootheroperatmgenvITon-
ments  via  various  protocols.   As  a  consequence  of its  multitasking capabhities,  it  is

g                                         :::;c::::]t;y  equipped  for  fun  chent/server  support  to  multiple  other  systems  simul-
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T     :csummary
In this topic the student was introduced to highlights of OS/2 and some of its` other
components:

•   Multitasking

•   Memory Capabhities

•   Protection Mechanism

•   Graphical Interface

•   Apphcation Support

•   Database Manager

•   Communication Capabilities

This concludes the first topic
"Introduction."
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TOPIC  2:  Installing  OS/2 Version  2.1
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objective:
Terminal objective..

After attending this  topic  the  studeat  should be  able  to  install the  OS|2  Version 2.1
operating  system  such  that  OS|2  provides  the  most  effiicieat  support for  the  use/s
work on that particular system.

Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the  student  should be able to  plan an OS/2 installa-
tion using one of the instalation types hsted below.

•    Basic Installation

•   Dual Boot Instalation

•   Boot Manager Installation

•   Selective  Instanation of Options

•    Response File  Installation

p\Oii  ~   rdunGrd  6sl.
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•minary  planning

btopic objectives
Terminal objective..

After attending this  subtopic the  studeat  should be able to plan an OS|2 2.I  installar
tion.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to plan an OS/2 2. I  installa-
tion by considering the fonowing:

•   Hardware requirements

•    Backing-up of existing hues

•   The different OS/2 2.1  configurations that are possible

•   The various media avalable for the installation of OS/2 2. I

Q~qvI\\`nTsfaprK9+a;i¥~L,€f,cc,Sr€7s`
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Hardware

Intel  80386  or  higher  processor

6MB   F3AM

•     Hard  disk  with  20  to  50  MB  free  space

•     Floppy  disk  (CD  PIOM  drive  would  be  nice)

•     VGA  monitor

®     Mouse

pe512100

Figure  2-1.   Hardware  Considerations

Before  you  install  OS/2,  it  would  be  beneficial  to  plan  the  instalation  process.
Consider what hardware  OS/2 win be running.   Installation provides  a good oppor-
tunity to tune the system.
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p8512102

figure 2.2    Back.up
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Depending on your insta.llation options, it may be a good idea to back up your hard
disk.
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OS/2

Figure  2-3.    Basic  System
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A basic installation  sets up the  system  so  OS/2 is the  only operating system on the
computer.

Keep in mind that OS/2 Version 2.1  alone can run:

•   Existing OS/2 programs,

•   DOS programs, and

•   Windows prograns.

In most cases, the basic installation win be sufficient.
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ure  2-4.   Dual  Boot System

If there  is  a  version  of  DOS  already  installed  on  the  hard  disk  of the  computer,
OS/2 can  be  installed  on  the  hard  disk  along  with  it  so  that  the  dual  boot  feature
can  be  used.    Dual  boot  permits  the  user  to  switch  back  and forth  between  OS/2
and DOS.

If the  user has  DOS  programs that  win not  run  under the  OS/2  operating  system,
then he/she can switch to  Native DOS and run those programs.
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Figure  2-5.    Boot  Manager  Installation

The advanced installation procedure  sets up the computer's hard disk for the instal-
lation  and  operation  of several  operating  systems.    Boot  Manager  coordinates  the
booting  of the  operating  systems.    With  Boot  Manager  each  operating  system  is
installed  in  its  own  disk  partition.    Each  operating  system  is  displayed  on  a  menu
and selected by the user at system start-up.
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Installation

Diskette   1

Figure  2-6.   CD-ROM  Install
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As  operating  systems  and  apphcations  get  bigger,  users require  ways to  shorten the
installation time and manufacturers look for more efficient ways to package the hues.

During  OS/2  2.1  beta  testing,  IBM  introduced  the  capabhity  to  install  OS/2  from
CD-ROM.  At the printing this course,  the fouowing were supported CD  ROM  De
Vices:

•IBM

•    Hitachi

•NEC

•   Panasonic

•   Sony

•   Texel

•   Toshiba
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Installation   Diskette Server
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Figure  2-7.    Remote  LAN  Install

lf you  are  a  system  admhistrator  or  coordinator  who  must  install  and  configure
operating systems on a number of computers, installing OS/2 across a network may
be of interest to you.
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`opic Summary
In this subtopic the student leaned  to plan an OS/2 2.i installation.

The student was taucht to consider the fouowing:

•   Hardware requirements

•   Backing-up of existing fues

•   The different OS/2 2.1  configurations that are possible

•   The various media avalable for the instauation of OS/2 2.1

This concludes the subtopic of the topic
"Installing OS/2 Version 2.1".
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objectives
Terminal objective..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to install OS|2 Version 2.I  as
the ONLY operating system on the computer.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to:

•   BeSn the instauation of OS/2 Version 2.1.

•   Select the instanation options desired for your system.

•   Fouow the instructions on tbe screen to complete the instauation procedure.
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Figure 2-8.   The  First Screen

This  subtopic describes how to insta.II OS/2 as the ONLY operating system on your
computer.   The basic installation described in this topic  can be used to  install  OS/2
on a new system or on a system that already contains data.

If you  have  OS/2  Version  2.0  on  your  system,  the  basic  installation  win  replace  it
with OS/2 Version 2.1.   Similarly, if you have  DOS on your system, the basic instal-
lation can replace it with OS/2 Version 2.I.

To beSn the installation, insert the installation diskette into drive A and turn on the
computer.   If it is  on,  press and hold  CTRL  +  ALT and press  DEL to restart the
System.

The screen shown above appears.

Throughout the installation, you win be asked to remove the diskette in drive A and
insert  another  diskette.    Leave  the  diskette  in  drive  A  until  the  instructions  direct
you to replace it.

You  will  replace  diskettes  several  times  before  completing  the  installation.     You
should have at least  13 operating system diskettes not including the
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installation  diskette.    During installation,  the  installation  diskette  will  be  requested
more  than  once.    During  installation,  diskette  number  1  may  be  requested  more
than once.
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Figure  2-9.   Welcome t.o  0S/2

To  be  able  to  start  OS/2 from  diskette,  you  have to  insert  the  installation  diskette
first and then diskette  1.

On this panel,  where  you are welcomed to  OS/2,  notice  the    ESC= Cancel  option.
It win provide you with a command prompt.

From  that  command  prompt  you  can  start  OS/2 fun  screen  apphcations  or  OS/2
commands, and have fun access to hues on HPFS drives.
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Figure  2-10.    Drive  Selection
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When  the  above  screen  appears,  you  are  being  asked  whether  you  want  to  accept
the default installation partition as indicated on the panel.   If you are installing on a
system that a.Iready contains partitions, the installation program indicates which par-
tition it win use to  insta.II  OS/2 2.1:

OS/2   wi.1l    be    i.nstalled    on    dri.ve   C:

A  partition  is  an  area  on  the  hard  disk  of a  fixed  size.    The  size  and  number  of
partitions is dependent  on the size of your hard disk.   You can choose not to  break
your hard disk into  separate lodcal units (partitions).   In that event, the installation
program installs  the  operating  system in one partition that takes up the entire hard
disk.

To  accept the default,   press ENTER.   Creating new or changivg existing partitions
win be covered in the subtopic Boot Manager.
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Figure  2-11.    Change  Diskettes  (Full  Screen)

The panel instructing you to  change the diskette win be  a fun screen text panel like
the one above.    The  same  kind  of panel  win instruct  you  when it  is  time  to  insert
diskettes.
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Figure  2-12.   Format the  Hard  Disk
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At this point during the instalation, you must decide whether or not to format your
disk.   When a disk is formatted, its track and sector control information is rewritten.

Formatting is required on a new partition because it has no track and sector control
infomation.

If you  did  not  change  the  partitions  and the  drive  on which  you  are  installing has
been previously formatted, it is not necessary to format the disk.
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Figure  2-13.    File  System

2-20     oS/'22.I

If  you  should  decide  to  format  your  hard  disk  partition,  then  you  have  another
choice to make.   OS/2 provides a choice of two ffle systems that may be installed on
a partition,

•   File AIlocation Table  File System (FAT)

•   High Performance File System (HPFS)

There can only be one fie system per partition.   You must choose one for the parti-
tion on which OS/2 win be installed.   A good rule of thumb is to use the  HPFS on
data disk partitions greater than  looMB.   The added performance on a hard disk of
lesser size is neghtible compared to the FAT system.

The  OS/2  operating  system  can  read  or  write  HPFS  or  FAT  Rues.    DOS,  on  the
other hand, can read and write  FAT Rues.   This is important to keep in mind if you
should  decide  to  configure  a  dual  boot  system.    This  issue  win  be  discussed  in
greater detail in the subtopic Dual Boot Installation.
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Figure  2-14.   Transferring  Files
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When the instauation program beSns transferring ffles to the hard disk, a panel that
shows the target ffle and a progress indicator win be displayed.

If you  chose  to  format  the  partition,  a panel  similar  to  the  one  above  win  be  dis-
played  which  indicates  that  the  partition  is  being  formatted.    Once  formatting  is
complete, the above panel win be shown.

Once all the necessary Rues are transferred to  the target  location from the  diskette,  a
similar  panel  win  prompt  you  to  replace  it  with  the  next  diskette.     Follow  the
instructions.
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Figure  2-15.   Setup  and  Installation  Dialog

After the  system has been restarted, the  OS/2 Setup and  Installation screen appears.
This panel permits you to make choices regarding which features to install and learn
about using the mouse.

1.  Learn how to use a mouse

2.   Install preselected features

3.  Install all features

4.  Select features and Install

To  select a choice:

•   Use the Down Arrow key to highlight the choice, and then press ENTER.

•   Move  the  mouse  pointer  untn  it  is  on  the  choice,  and  double  click  mouse
button one twice.

By default, mouse button one win be the first button on the left  side of the  mouse
or  directly  beneath  your  right  forefinger.     Mouse  buttons  one  and  two  can  be
swapped later if this is desired.
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Figure  2-16.   System  Configuration
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If Selective  Instau is  started, the System Configuration screen is displayed.

By  selecting  check  -  boxes  on  this  screen  and  then  chcking  on  the  OK,  push
button, further dialogs are displayed

•   These dialogs can be used to  specify installation details for:

-Scsl adapter support

-    SCSI based CD-ROM devices

-Printer support

-    Mouse

-   The installation procedure automatically detects the type of mouse cur-
rently attached to the system (if any) and sets the default option accord-
indy.

-    Keyboard

-   The  instalation  procedure  automaticauy  detects  the  type  of keyboard
currently attached to the system and sets the default option accordinaly.
When  you  select  a  keyboard,   you  indicate  to   the   operating  system
which character to  expect when you press a key.   The keytop character
arrangement varies from country to country.
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-   Country

-   The default settings are United States.

-   Primary code page of 437 is used.  Code page of 850 is used as the  sec-
ondary code page.   These are used for United States and Canada.

-    Display

If you have two  displays  attached to  your  system,  choose the  display  with
the highest resolution as your primary display; this one win be used for dis-
playing the Workplace Sheu. Select the display with the lowest resolution as
your  secondary  display;  this  one,  win  be  used  for  displaying the  OS/2 fun
screen sessions.

-    When all the options are  specified,  cfick on  OK to  display the  OS/2 Setup
and Installation  screen.
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i,#; Documentation    [0.EMB]

i,#ZFonts    [1.9MB)

i,.% Optional  Sg§tem  utililig§     [l.6MB]  ..,.,........,. I ......,.,......,. I

!#2TODLs  and  Games    (6.OMB]

!#OS/2  DOS  Support    (1.3HE]  ,..........,......,.,......,.,..,...,.,......

!ife'WIN-OS+2   Support     [g.DMB]  ..^ ....... ` .,...... ` .,...... ` .,...... ` .,.....

!#High  Performance  File  SHstem    (0,4MB]

{#Advanced  Power  Management    [0.1MB]
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Bit  Maps    [0.IMB

Figure  2-17.   OS/2  Setup  and  Installation  Panel
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If you  chose  Select  features  and  install,  a  screen is presented on which you indicate
which features you do  not  want to  instau.   When the  screen first appears,  au of the
items have been selected with a v/ in the box next to the feature.   To remove the /
from the feature (keep the feature from being installed), do ONE of the following:

•   Move the mouse pointer to the feature and chck once with the mouse.

•    Move the cursor to the feature and press the Spacebar.

Some features have a More push button displayed next to them.

Select the More push button to fine tune the selections for that feature.

For example, if you decide you want to install only some of the doc#mcHfafJ.on..

1.  Select the  More push  button to  the  right  of Documentation  to  display  a hst  of
the documentation available.

2.  Remove the / that is next to any documentation you do not want to instal.

Here is a short explanation of the available options to select;

•    Documentation
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Use  this  to  indicate  which  of  the  fonowing  informational  units  you  want
instaled on your system.

MORE offers to  select either OS/2 Tutorial   and/or   OS/2 Co]]rm.and Reference
and/or REXX Information.

•   Foals

Select  the  fonts  you  want  installed  on  the  hard  disk.  If no  fonts  are  selected
then,  only the  System proportional,  Helvetica fonts  and,  Courier fonts  win be
available on your system.

•   Optional system utilities

This  provides  a fun  set  of system  uthity  progralns.    Some  of the  uthities  are;
Installation Aid,  Backup, Restore,  Label, etc..

•    Tools a[nd Games

These  are  tools  and  games  that  are  provided  as  productivity  alds  as  weu  as
games.

•   OS/2 DOS  Support

Enables  DOS programs to run on the  OS/2 operating system.  If you select this
this  option,  you  will  be  prompted,  at  a  later  time,  to  indicate  which  of your
existing DOS appfications you want to migrate to OS/2.

•   WIN-OS2 Support

Enables  Microsoft windows programs to  run on the  OS/2 operating  system.  If
you  select  this  this  option,  you  win  be  prompted,  at  a  later  time,  to  indicate
which of your existing Windows apphcations you want to migrate to OS/2.

•   High Performance File System

Provides fast access to large disk volumes.

•   Advanced power Management

Select this option if your computer has Advanced  Power  Management capabili-
ties.   (During  initial  installation  of  the  operating  system,  this  choice  win  be
checked if the installation progra.in detects this capabhity.

•   PCMCIA  Support

Select this option if you have a computer that has a PC  Memory  Card  Intema-
tional Association Adapter.

•   REXX

Use this option to instal the  REXX OS/2 procedures language on your system.
This  batch  language  can  be  used  to  develop  Systems  Apphcation  Architecture
prograns.

•    Serviceability and Diqgnostic Aids

Select  this  to  enable  your  system  to  gather  information  that  can  be  used  to
isolate and correct system problems.

•   Optional Bit Maps

Provides  a  set  of bitmaps that  you  can  use  to  change  the  background  of your
System.
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Virtual  Memorg  Management

Make  sure  there  is  a  check  mark  next  to  each
item  you  wish  to  install.

i..3r{§t€i{:€    RE§3di}    i{ti§}r}{j€:(3    i

|£! Virtual  Expanded  Memoru  Management I 1 g KB]

%2VirtuaL  Extended  Memoru  Support  (8KB]

u
•E+I
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B
s512216

Select  the  drive  where  tiles  rBquired  for
WIN-OS/2  support  will  be  installed.

E`±,i  Destlnatlon  drive

Make  sure  there  is  a  check  mark  next  to  each
WIN-OS/2  feature  gou  wish  to  install

{JZ F{eadme  flLes  ( 1431(8)

;,# Accessories  I 1154KB]

:¥ Screen§aver§  (77KB]
IE Sound  [253KB]
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gure  2-18.    .Vlore...(Fine Tuning)

If you  decide  you  want  only  fomc  of the  available  DOS  environment.    Select  the
More  push  button  to  the  right  of OS/2  DOS  Sz/fxpor/  and/or  W/jv-OS,/2  Swf2por/.
When the  panels  shown  above  appear,  select the options you want to  include with
your DOS or WIN-OS/2 features.

The number that is shown to the right of each feature indicates the amount of hard
disk space required to install that entire feature.
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Figure  2-19.    Insert  Diskette

After  you  proceed  past  OS,/2  Setup  and  Installation,  you  win  be  prompted  to  to
insert diskettes.

Insert diskettes and select the OK push button.   When all   of the ffles required from
this  diskette  have  been transferred to  the  hard  disk,  you win be prompted to  insert
the next diskette in the sequence.

While files are being transferred, the progress indicator win be shown on the screen.

The panel indicates which diskette is being processed and the progress indicator will
show the percentage of required ffles that have been transferred.   Above the progress
indicator, the text win show the name of the ffle which is currently being processed.
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Figure 2-20.   Advanced  Options
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The  installation  process  then  shows  you the  Advanced  Options  dialog.    Make  sure
there is a cbeck mark next to  any action you  want to  perfomi  and then  select  OK.
/#Jfcz//  Dcvz.ce  SzJf7f7orf  Dz.Ike/fe  Check  this  button  if you  want  to  install  additional
device  drivers that  are  not  supphed by the  operating system and the  device  you  are
installing  comes  with  a  device  support  diskette.     A4z.grczfe  App/z.ccz/z.o#f  Check  this
option if you  want to  migrate  DOS  and  Windows  programs  on  your  hard  disk  to
the  OS/2 WPS.   The programs win be placed in a folder on the Desktop.   Co#figzJre
W/IV-OS,J2  Desk/ap h.Check this  box if you  want  to  instau  a  standard  WIN-OS/2
Desktop    or    preserve    a    currently    installed    WIN-OS/2    Desktop.        /W!.grczfe
COIVF/G.Sys/4 U7TOEJYEC.BA7T  Check  this  box  if you  want  to  copy  statements
from    an    existing    CONFIG.SYS    or    AUTOEXEC.BAT    fie    to    your    new
CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT.

Depending on  how  many  of the  above  boxes  you check,  you  win  get  dialogs  with
configuration details pertaining to those options
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In this  subtopic the  student  learned how to  instau OS,/2 Version  2.1  as the  ONLY
operating system on the computer.

This subtopic inustrated how to:

•   Bean the installation of OS/2 Version 2.1.

•   Select the instalation options desired for your system.

•   Fonow the instructions on the screen to complete the installation procedure.

This concludes the subtopic of the topic
"Installing OS/2 Version 2.1".
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I  Boot  Installation

btopic objectives
T erminal objective..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to install the OS|2 version 2.I
operating  system  on a hard disk that already  has  DOS  installed so  as to  be  able to
use both operating systems.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to:

•   Set up the DOS directory structure for dual boot.

•   Modify the DOS CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT Rues for dual boot.

•   Instal the OS/2 Version 2.1  operating system for dual boot.
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OS/2          DOS

Figure  2-21.    Dual  Operating Systems

With dual  boot,  you  set up your primary partition to auow you to  switch back and
forth from  OS/2 to  DOS.   The  OS/2 operating system is installed with  DOS  in the
same primary partition of your hard disk.

Note:    It  is  assumed that  DOS  is  a.Iready installed  on your system and that you are
finiliar with using DOS.

The  DOS  version  must  be  3.2  or  higher.  The  DUAL  BOOT  feature  is  operable
only after OS/2 is installed.

Keep  in  mind  that  although  both  operating  systems  win  reside  on  the  same  hard
disk partition, they cannot both be rurming at the  same time.   You  switch between
the operating systems.
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-  Drive C:

Figure  2-22.   'rhe  Primary  Partition
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The  DOS  operating system must exist on drive C: before the OS/2 operating system
is  instaued.     Dual  boot  win  operate  only  after  OS/2  2.1  is  installed.    Notice  that
both  operating  systems  win  exist  on  the  C:  drive.    Either  can  be  started from this
partition on your hard disk.

OS/2  versions  i.3  and  2.0  also  have  dual  boot  capabhity.    If  DOS  currently  exists
on  your C:,  either alone  or as  a dual boot  system with  a previous version of OS/2,
you must be able to  start the computer with it in order for dual boot to  work  cor-
rectly.
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autoexec.bat

ps512304
all   DOS  files

Figure 2-23.   Directory Structure

Before installing OS/2 Version 2.I, check to  see that your DOS system is setup cor-
rectly:

•   The  DOS  AUTOEXEC.BAT  and  CONFIG.SYS  Rues  must  be  in  the  root
directory of your hard disk before OS/2 is installed.

•   All  DOS  commands  and .uthities  must  be  located  in  a  subdirectory  (such  as
C:\DOS) and not in the root directory.

•   COMMAND.COM used by DOS must be in the DOS subdirectory.
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set  comspec  =  c:\dos\command.com

path  =  c:\dos

append  =  c:\dos

copy  c:\dos\command.com  c:\  >  nul

Figure  2-24.   Modifications  t,o  AUTOEXEC.BAT
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Before    installing    the    OS/2    operating    system,    you    must    modify    the    DOS
AUTOEXEC.BAT hues on your hard disk.

Using any editor, add the following statements to the AUTOEXEC.BAT ffle:

SET    COMSPEC=C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM

PATH=C : \DOS

APPEND=C : \DOS

COPY    C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM    C:\    >NUL

Note:    These  statements  include  the  minimum  required  parameters  for  dual  boot.
You can  add  additional  parameters  if you  wish.    Ensure that  the  DOS  directory is
specified as indicated above.
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CONFIG.SYS

shell  =  c:\dos\command.com  /p

Figure  2-25.    Modifications  to  CONFIG.SYS

Before  installing  OS/2,  you  must  also  modify the  DOS  CONFIG.SYS  file.    Using
any editor, add the fouowing statement:

SHELL=C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM    /P

Note:    These  statements  include  the  minimum  required  parameters  for  dual  boot.
You can add additional parameters if you wish.

When     you     instau     OS/2,     the     instalation     program     win     create     OS/2
AUTOEXEC.BAT      and      CONFIG.SYS      hues.             Your      existing      DOS
AUTOEXEC.BAT and  CONFIG.SYS Rues win be moved to the C:\OS2\SYSTEM
subdirectory and their file extensions win be changed to  "DOS."
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Figure  2-26.    Install  OS/2 Version  2.I
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After  the  DOS  preparations,  insert  the  OS/2  Instanation  diskette  in  in  drive  A.    If
your  system  is  on,  press  and  hold  the  CTRL,  ALT  and,  the  DEL  keys.    If your
system  is  off,  insert  the  OS/'2  Instalation  diskette in  drive A and turn on the com-
puter.

Note:    Remember that you must not fomat your hard disk during installation.

After installing OS/2, use the BOOT comma.nd to switch from one operating system
to another.   If you are running OS/2 and want to  switch to  DOS, type:

BOOT    /DOS

from an OS/2 command prompt.

If you are running DOS a.nd want to switch to OS/2, type:

C:\OS2\B00T   /OS2

Whenever this  partition  is  selected  to  start,  it  starts  in  whichever operating  system
was last used (DOS  or OS/2).
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In this  subtopic,  the  student leaned how to  install the  OS/2 Version 2.1  operating
system  on a partition that  already has  DOS  installed  so  as  to  be  able  to  use  both
systems.

This subtopic inustrated how to:

•   Set up the DOS directory structure for dual boot.

•   Modify the DOS CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT Rues for dual boot.

•   Instal the OS/2 Version 2.1 operating system for dual boot.

This concludes another subtopic of the topic
"Installing OS/2 Version 2.1".
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•  Manager

btopic objectives
Terminal objective..

After attending this  subtopic the  student should be able to cortfligure the hard disk so
as  to  be  able  to  install  multiple  operating  systems  from  which  the  system  can  be
started.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to:

•   Set up multiple partitions on the hard disk during the instalation of OS/2.

•   Install the Boot Manager feature.

•   Start the computer and use the  Boot  Manager startup menu to select one of the
operating systems.
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Figure  2-27.    Multiple Operating Systems

With  the   Boot   Manager  feature  of  OS/2  2.1,  you  can  have  multiple  operating
systems installed in  separate  partitions  of your hard disk.   The hard disk can be  set
up  to  accommodate  a  variety  of operating  systems.    As  with  dual  boot,  the  oper-
ating  systems  cannot  be  run  at  the  same  time.    Unlike  dual  boot,  each  operating
system win exist in its own partition.

Once  the  operating  systems  are  installed,   Boot  Manager  is  used  to  select  which
operating system you want to start.
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Figure  2-28.   Boot  Manager  Menu
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To  manage  the  selective  startup  of multiple  operating  systems  on  one  computer,
you use the  Boot  Manager.   From the  Boot  Manager menu you  select  which oper-
ating system you want to use each time you start your system.

The  figure  above  is  an  example of a  Boot  Manager menu that includes three oper-
ating  systems.    The  FDISK  uthity  program  is  used  during the  installation  of OS/2
2. I  to insta.11 the  Boot  Manager feature.
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Figure  2-29.    Installation  Drive Selection

During installation you have the option of installing OS/2 in one partition that takes
up the entire hard disk or to  separate  your hard disk into  partitions.    If you choose
to  separate your hard disk into multiple partitions,  you select option 2 at the Instal-
lation Drive Selection screen.
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ure  2-30.   The  FDISK  Screen

From  the  FDISK  screen,  you  specify  the  number  and  type  of partitions  that  you
want created.   There are two types of partitions:

•   Primary partitions

•   Extended partitions

Primary  partitions,  which are typically used for operating systems,  are  created from
the  FDISK  screen.   LOScal drives are also created from this screen.

Lodcal  drives  exist  in  an  area of the hard disk that is outside of the primary parti-
tions.   This area is known as the extended partition.All lorical drives in an extended
partition  are  accessible  at  any  time,  regardless  of which  primary  partition  is  active,
provided that the format  of the  lotical  drive  is  supported  by  the  current  operating
System.

The fouowing two diagrams and the accompanying text discuss the concept of parti-
tions in more detail.   Fouowing that discussion, we win return to the FDISK screen.

The MByte partition sizes win vary depending on your environment.
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+  Bootable  DOS  5.0
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+  Bootable
+  Data  Drive
+  Data  Drive

Extended
Partition

Figure  2-31.    Primary  Partitions  and  Logical  Drives

The  hard disk  can  be  separated into  a maximum of four partitions.   You can have
up to four primary partitions or   up to  3 primary partitions and one extended parti-
tion.

If you  are  going to  install  multiple  operating  systems  on  your  hard  disk,  you must
create  one  primary  partition  to  contain  the  programs  that  manage  the  startup  of
multiple operating systems.   This partition is referred to  as the  Boot  Manager parti-
tion.

The  iuustration  above,  shows  an  example  of  a  hard  disk  that  is   subdivided  to
include lorical drives within an extended partition.   Lodcal drives are typically used
to hold programs and data.   However, you can install OS/2 2.i  in a loScal drive.
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Primary  partitions  share  C:
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Figure  2-32.    Drive  Letter Assignments
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All  of  the  lorical  drives  exist  within  one  partition,  the  extended  pa.rtition.     The
extended partition is created the first time you create a lorical drive.

One  of the  differences  between  a lodcal  drive  and  a  primary  partition  is  that  each
lorical drive is assigned a unique drive letter.   In contrast, al primary partitions on a
hard  disk,  share  the  same  drive  letter.    On  the  first  physical    hard  disk  on  your
system,  the  primary  partitions  share  drive  C:.    This  means  that  only  one  primary
partition on a hard disk can be accessed at a time.

Note:     The   Boot   Manager  partition  is   different  from   other  primary   partitions
because it is never assigned a drive letter.

The  operating  system  that  is  active  when  you  start  the  system  performs  a  process
known  as  drive  mapping.     Drive  mapping  assigns  drive  letters  to  partitions  and
lorical drives.   Primary partitions are mapped first and then all lorical drives within
extended partitions are assigned subsequent drive letters.
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Figure  2-33.    Back  to  FDISK

You use the  FDISK uthity program during the instalation of OS/2 2. I to install the
Boot  Manager feature.   The fouowing is  a hst  of the  steps  we  win fouow  to  set  up
the hard disk for multiple operating systems.

1.  Instau the  Boot  Manager in its own partition (I  MB).

2.  Create partitions for the other operating systems you are going to install.

3.  Create a drive (primary partition or extended lodcal) for OS/2 2.1.

4.  Create any data drives (typically extended lorical) if any.

5.  Create any Installable  Fhe System (IFS) drives if any.

6.   Instal the OS/2 Version 2.1  operating system.

7.  Instal the other operating systems in the partitions you created for them.

This iuustration reflects an  FDISK screen showing a hard disk with no primary par-
titions, extended lorical drives, or Boot  Manager partitions.   It is clean.

Notice the lower right comer of the panel.   By pressing the ENTER key,  you bring
up the Options menu.
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Figure  2-34.    Install  Boot  .Vlanager
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To create a Boot Ma.nager partition you win require  I  MB of Freespace.

1.  Make  sure that the  Freespace   line is highlighted.   If it is not,  use either the up
or down alTow to move the bar and highlight it.

2.  Press ENTER to display the options menu.

3.  Select Install Boot Manager   and press ENTER.

4.  Depending  on  how   your  machine  is   configured,   select   either  the   END   of
Freespace or the START of the Freespace.

The above picture indicates that the entire drive is freespace, that win not always be
the case.
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Figure  2-35.    Fdisk  Screen  Updated

After you  create the  partition for the  Boot  Manager, the  FDISK  screen changes to
reflect the existence of a new partition.

•   The  partition  has  no  name  since  it  win  never  appear  in  the  Boot  Manager
menu.

•   The  status  is  Startable    meaning  that  it  will  be  the  partition  that  is  activated
when you start your system.

•    File System type is simply "Boot Manager."

•   The size in  MegaBytes is  1  MB.

Next we create a small primary partition on which to install DOS.   Move the black
bar  with  the  up  or  down  a.ITow  so  as  to  highlight  the  Freespace    line.     Press
ENTER to display the options menu.
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Figure  2-36.   Create  Primary  Partition
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When  you  press  ENTER,  you  bring  up  the  Options    menu.    The  Options  menu
displays  some  options  in  blue text  and  some in black.    Only  the  black  options  can
be  selected.   The blue ones are not available.   The avallabihty win change depending
on what is being done.   For example, in the above panel, the only avalable options
are  Create Partition   and  Set  Startup Values.   The option Create Partition is high-
hchted.

Select Create Partition   and press ENTER.
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Figure  2-37.   Size  of the  Partition

The next piece of information you are prompted for is the  size of the partition you
are  creating.    When  the  box appears,  it  has  the  size  of   the  freespace  not  yet  allo-
cated on your hard disk.

Pressing  the  ENTER  key  at  this  point,  would  create  a  partition  the  size  of the
remainder of hard disk space.

Typically one types a number in the box to indicate the size of the hard disk.   After
you type the size, press ENTER.
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igure 2-38.    Primary  or  Extended  Partition
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The  Type of Partition   prompt  requires that  you  select  whether your partition win
be  a primary  or  extended  partition.    Before  proceeding,  here's  a brief recap  on  the
subject of partitions.

The most fundamental division of a hard disk is the partition.   A hard disk may be
divided into multiple partitions.   Each partition is a loScal boundary around a phys-
ical  rerion  of the  disk.    Partitions,  once created,  do  not change  size.   ChanSng the
size  of a partition  requires  FDISK  and win  result  in  erasing all  of its  contents.    A
pariinon .is e;Ithel aL Primary partition  or an Extended partition.

Only  one  primary  partition  per hard  disk  can be  active  at  a time.   Thus,  only one
primary partition is assigned the letter C at any time.   Any other primary partitions
are not napped, ie..   they win not be riven drive letters.

An Extended partition may be divided into  multiple lorical disk drives.   Each drive
is accessed with a different letter as if it were a physically  separate  disk drive.   Their
drive letters could start from the letter D  and on through the alphabet.

To select Primary Partition   simply press ENTER.
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Figure  2-39.   Second  Primary  Partition

As  you  can  see in the iuustration above,  the  FDISK  screen has been updated once
again to  reflect a new primary partition.   FDISK indicates that it is a prima.ry parti-
tion, that it is unfomatted and that it is 4 MB in size

Notice also the  C:.   Since it is the only primary partition in the configuration, so far
(aside from the Boot Manager partition), it is made active by default.

A hard  disk  can hold  a maximum  of four  primary  partitions.    We  have  now  used
two.

In the example we've been fouowing, we win create another primary partition which
win be used to install OS/2 Version  1.3.   Assume that the same steps that were used
before, to  create the 4  MB primary partition shown above, were repeated.   The one
difference is that the size of the partition is adjusted for OS/2  1.3.
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Figure  2-40.   Create  Extended  Partition
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On the space that remains in this example, we win create an extended partition   with
two logcal drives.

Once  again the  bar is moved over the area labeued as  Freespace   and the  ENTER
key is pressed.   The Options   menu appears.   To create the first of two  loBcal drives
in the extended partition, the black bar is moved so  as to highight  Create Partition
and ENTER is pressed.
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Figure  2-41.    Extended  Logical  Drive

The user is now required to select between Primary Partition   and Extended Logical
Drive.

To  indicate  Extended  Logical  Drive,  the  bar must be moved  so  as to  highlight  that
option.   Once Extended Logical Drive   is highlighted, the ENTER key is pressed.
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Figure  2-42.   Logical  Drive  Letter  Assigned
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The FDISK screen is updated to indicate the creation of our first lodcal drive.

The  new line  indicates  a new drive  which has  been  assigned the  drive  letter  D:  .    It
is sbown to be a lorical drive, unfomatted, and 33 MegaBytes in size.

We have now utilized our maximum of four (4) partitions.

•   One for the  Boot Manager.

•   One for the first  Primary Partition (4 MB).

•   One for the second Primary Partition (23  MB).

•   One for the Extended Partition.

There  are  still  59  MB  of free  disk  space,  however.    Remember  that  an  Extended
Partition   can have multiple Logical Drives  within it.

To  finish  our  example,  assume  the  bulk  of the  remaining hard  disk  space  win  be
used for a lodcal  (data)  drive  within  the  extended  partition.    The  line  which  indi-
cates Freespace  is highlighted and ENTER is pressed.
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Figure 2-43.   Options  Menu  Choices

In the  Options   menu,  move the  black bar to the  Set  lnstallable   option and press
ENTER.

Set Installable   is used to  mark a partition  or lotical drive  as the target for installa-
tion.    For  example,  before  you  install the  OS/2  Version  2.1  operating  system,  you
set  one primary  (or lodcal drive as in this  case)  as installable before you  install  the
operating system.

Later,  when  you  install  other  operating  systems,  you  mark  their     partitions  as
installable before you install the operating system that win go  on those  other parti-
tions.

After you install OS/2 2.1, the status of this partition is changed from Installable   to
Bootable
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Figure 2-44.   Assign  Boot  Manager  Menu  Name
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Because  the  Boot  Manager partition has  been  installed and we have  indicated that
this loacal drive is to be Jnsr¢//¢b/c, the installation program assumes that it is to be
added  to  the  Boot  Manager  menu.    To  appear  on  the  menu,  the  selectable  drive
requires a name. This name is one that should be meaninfful to you.

For  the  purpose  of this  example,  we  win  call  it  OS/2  2.I.    As  indicated  in  the
window, it can be any name that is eight characters (including blanks) in length.
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Figure  2-45.   Last  Full  Screen  FDISK  Update

The  system  is  now  ready  for  the  instauation  of OS/2  2.1  on  a  loScal  drive  which
win be selectable from the Boot Manager menu.

After  installing  OS/2  2.1,  then  you  can  install  the  other  operating  systems  on  the
partitions you created for them.

Notice the bottom center of the FDISK panel.   To exit  FDISK,  F3 is pressed.
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ipic summary
In this subtopic the student leaned how to configure the hard disk to have multiple
operating systems from which the system can be started.

This subtopic inustrated how to:

•   Set up multiple partitions on the hard disk during the instauation of OS/2.

•   Install the Boot Manager feature.

•   Start the computer and use the Boot Manager startup menu to select one of the
operating systems.

This concludes another   subtopic of the topic
"Installing OS/2 Version 2.1".
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ctive  Install

ubtopic objectives
Terminal objective..

After attendir.g  this  subtopic the  studeat will be  able to  selectively  add options to  an
existing OS/2  2.I  system.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to:

•   Start the Selective  Install option.

•   Select options to install from the OS/2 Setup and Installation panel.
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Figure  2-46.   Selective  Install

I.  Open the System  Setup object

2.  Start the Selective Install program.
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Figure  2-47.   System  Configuration
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During  the  initial  installation  your  system  bad  certain  configuration.    Should  you
determine  that  you  want  to  alter  this  configuration,  for  instance  the  mouse,  this
panel win permit you to do so.
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Make  sure  there  is  a  fhcfk  in  the  box  nc*l  t8  the  f€3turBs  ljou  wish  t8
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ij{;';;£ DDCLlmentatit[n    to.BMB)

ij?;ij Ftints    |1.9MB]

{jae optional  §u§tem  Utilities    |1."E| .,......,.,......,.,........,.....

{£Tools  and Games    [6.OMB]

i#OS/2  DOS  Support    [l.3MB)  ...,........,........,........,....... ` ,.....

;r£§#W|N.OS,2   Suppo,t     tg.DMB]  ..... `^ ...., `,` ........ ` ...... `,`^ ........ A.

r;:i.i.Z High  Performance  File  §g§tem    (O.4MB]

r;?;fz Advanced  Power  Management    (D.1MB)

i:;?;{j PCMCIA  Support    (D.1ME]

;-;i;:3-i FIEHH     (0.4MB]

ffiserviceabilitg  and  Diagnostic  Aids    {0.7ME}]    `
!#OptionaL  Bit  Maps    [0.1MB}

Figure  2-48.   Selective  Installation  of Features

During the  initial installation  you  select  certain features to  install in OS/2.   Should
you determine that other features, not previously installed, are required you can then
do so from this panel.
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Figure  2-49.   Selecting Options
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This  picture  win  appear  when  one  selects  the  MORE  push  button  for  Opfj.ona/
System Utilities.
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S.  -  `opic Summary
In this subtopic the student leaned how to use the selective install of OS/2 2.1.

This subtopic inustrated how to:

•   Instau various options of OS/2 2.1 after the initial installation of OS/2.

This concludes another subtopic of the topic
"Installing OS/2 Version 2.1".
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-native  Installation

btopic objectives
Terminal objective..

After  attending  this  subtopic the  studeat  should be  able  to  briefly  desaribe the  eavi-
rormeat that has  created the need and ability fior  ceatral  distribution and a general
deseription Of how it can be done.

Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the student should be able to describe:

•   How to create a response fie to install OS/2 2.1
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Figure  2-50.   Regular  Installation

A  regular  insta.Ilation  is  one  in  which  the  process  is  started  from  drive  A:     by
inserting the  "Installation  Diskette" in drive A:,  starting or rebooting the  system and
proceeding by feeding diskettes, in turn, into the A: drive.

Redirected  I/0  refers to  capabihty of OS/2  2.I  to  use  drive  letters that are not con-
nected to  local drives but to  drives,  directories,  or subdirectories that  are  located on
a remote workstation.
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2-51.    Redirected  Drive

A  workstation  must  be  assigned  as  the  server  that  distributes  the  OS/2  2.i  Rues.
Refer to the  docuner[ta:ric>n   GG24-3780  Remote  Installation and  lMaintenance fior
OS/2 for specific detals.

the server can be either an

•   IBM LAN Chent/Server

•   TCP/IP Chent /Server

•   Noveu Netware Chent/Server
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Installation   Diskette Server

ps512604

Figure  2-52.   LT  Diskette
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The  LT  Diskette to  be  created  contains the  absolute  minimum necessary hues,  but
must contain:

•   LAN driver support

•   Code to estabhsh protocol with the server
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Figure 2-53.   Overview Without  Response  File`E
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The regular installation process requires the insertion of diskettes and the answering
of  prompts.     Previously  you  learned  how  you  can  eliminate  the  need  to  insert
diskettes.

The  attended,  dialog driven  insta.llation  is  a special version of a regular installation.
It  uses  SYSINST2.EXE,  asks  the  user  questions  that  must  be  answered  before  the
instauation can proceed, but removes the need to feed diskettes.
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-  Response  File

-  Minimal  intervention

-  RSPINST.EXE
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Figure 2-54.   Overview With  Response  File

OS/2 provides  a  so-called  response  ffle    SAMPLE.RSP.    It  can  be  used  to  edit  an
instalation  template  for  different  machines.     There  is  also  a  response  file  called
USER.RSP, that contains all the answers you gave at diskette instalation time.
After instauation, these ffles can be found in the subdirectory :

\OS2\ I NSTALL

Both the  regular installation  and the response fie installation use  SYSINST2.EXE.
SYSINST2.EXE win always search for the executable RSPINST.EXE.  If the system
fmds it,  it  win  executed it.    Otherwise the  system win perfomi an attended installa-
tion.   contents, and installs without further attendance required.

If you do not have a code server, it is stin possible to  use a response fie.   This win
avoid  you  from  entering the  same  choices  over and  over again when  installing dif-
ferent machines.

To perfom a diskette response ffle installation, do the following :

•   Copy the ffle xxxxxxx.RSP (x=filename SAMPLE or USER) to  Diskette  1.
•    On Diskette  1, rename it OS2SE21.RSP.
•   Copy RSPINST.EXE to that same diskette.
•   Start the diskette installation with the regular Installation diskette.
•   when prompted for Diskette  1, insert the copy.
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Figure  2-55.   Sample  Response  File

Included is an example of a response ffle after installation.
(User.rsp):
AltemateAdapter= 0       specifies there no other display adapter
BaseFflesystem = 1          specifies the install partition is  HPFS
CDROM = I                       specifies the instauation of all cD IFs ffles
Countrycode = 001            specifies us country code info to be installed
Documentation = 1            specifies all documentation to be installed
DOSEnvironment = I          specifies DOs and WIN-OS2 environment
Fonts = 1                       specifies all fonts to be installed
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pic Summary

In this subtopic the student learned about the response ffle as an alternative installa-
tion method.

Enabhag objectives:

This topic enabled the student to create and test their response fie

This concludes the final   subtopic of the topic
"Instahing OS/2 Version 2.I".

In  this  topic  the  student  leaned  how  to  install  the  OS/2  Version  2.1   operating
system  such  that  OS/2  provides  the  most  efficient  support  for  the  user's  work  on
that particular system.

The  student  was  taught  how to  plan  an  OS/2  instauation  then  execute  whichever
one of the installation types hsted below is  appropriate and be aware  of the remote
instauation feature.

•   Basic Installation

•   Dual Boot Installation

•   Boot Manager   Installation

•   Selective lnstalation of Options

•   Creation of a simple  Response Fife

This concludes the topic
"Installing OS/2 Version 2. i ."
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TOPIC 3:  The Design  of OS/2

Terminal objective..

After attending this topic the  studeat Should be able to list the fieatures Of the 80386
and higher micro-processors that OS|2 2.I  has been designed to exploit.

Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the student should be able to describe key features of
the  80386:

•  Pipehig
•   32-bit memory management

•   Mulititasking

•    Privhege level

•   Virtual 86 Mode
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Figure  3-I.   Microprocessor  Structure

The  80386  architecture  is  made  up  of six  functional  units  that  operate  in  parauel.
The units of the  80386 are:

•    Bus  Interface  Unit.

•   Code  Prefetch  Unit.

•    Instruction Decode  Unit.

•   Execution  Unit.

•   Segmentation Unit.

•   Pachg unit.

3Lir'`t'    fadi\r+``\     i+`u='.
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F`igure  3-2.    Instruction  Pipelining
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Several instructions are performed simultaneously;

•   fetching

•   decoding

•   execution

•   memory management

•    bus accesses

This  parauel  operation is  caued pipelined instruction processing.   Each instruction is
executed  in  stages  and  the  processing  of several  instructions  at  different  stages  may
overlap as shown in the figure above.
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32 lines, 232possible addresses

P1071304

Figure  3-3.    Memory  Interface

The interface between the hardware and the  80386 Central Processing Unit (CPU) is
a  set  of address  lines  that  go  out from the processor to  memory.   The  CPU  places
an address on the bus and memory responds by returning the value at the address or
by accepting a new value for that address.

The  address bus  of the  80386 contains  32 lines.   This  capacity and the fact that the
diStal computer is binary in nature,  means that  a  system  with  32  address  lines  can
reference  anywhere  from  byte  0  to  byte  2++32  (2 to  the  32nd  power)  in  memory.I
This   linear  addressing  capabhity  is   consistent   with  the   design   of  the   hardware
memory.   The memory in the hardware a.Ilows access beSrming at byte 0 and on to
the  last  byte  of memory  in the  system.    This  linear approach  is  known  as  the  flat
memory model.

I    Figure and  explanation  by  Ross  P.  Nelson, The  80386  Book.
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Figure  3-4.   Segmented  Memory.
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The  80386 has  a memory model different from that of the hardware and of the bus
design.    The  memory  model  of the  80386  is  one  in  which  memory  is  divided  into
chunks or segments.

A program can only access data contained in those segments.   Within each segment,
addressing  is  linear  and  an  apphcation  program  can  access  byte  0,  byte   1,  byte  2,
and on to the limit of the segment.

Addressing is relative to the start of the segment and the hardware address associated
with  software  address  0  (zero)  is  internal  to  the  processor  and  hidden  from  the
Program.

Multiple   programs   are   able  to   coexist   within   the   computer`s   physical   memory
because  in  a  multitasking  environment,  this  brea.king  up  of the  memory  into  seg-
ments, isolates processes from one another.i

Note:     For  our  present   purposes,   the   word   "segment"  is  intended  to   denote  a
memory object and not any pa.rticular alocation size.
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Figure  3-5.    Privilege  Levels

The  80386  protection  mechanisms are based  on  a hierarchy  of privilege.   There  are
four  privileges  ranSng from  level  0,  the  most  privileged,  to  level  3,  the  least  privi-
1eged.   The four levels may be visualized as concentric rings with the most privheged
level at the center.   All data and code segments are assigned a privilege level.   A task
can execute under only one level at any dven moment.

A task  executing at  one  level  cannot  access data at a more privneged level  (i.e,  level
3  cannot  access  data  at  level  1)  nor  can  it  invoke  a  procedure  at  a  less  privneged
level  (i.e.,  level  1  cannot invoke level  3).

A memory object`s privilege level is defined in the descriptor.
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Figure  3~6.   The  8086  Environment.
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An  apphcation  developed  for  the  8086  runs  in  a  sinde  task,  unprotected  environ-
ment.   The  8086 does not inhibit the apphcation from accessing the hardware in any
Wary .
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Figure  3-7.   The  Real  Mode  Environment.

In   protected   mode,   only   the   processor   can   access   all   memory   or   even   issue
instructions.    Apphcation  program  code  is  inhibited  from  accessing  the  hardware
memory directly and is constrained to addressing a subset of the address space.

The  program  code  for  DOS  apphcations  does  not  behave  as  described  above.    To
support  DOS  apphcations,  the  80286 processor was  designed  with  the  capabhity  to
operate in  Real mode.   The  80286 could be switched to operate as a simulated  DOS
system  in  a  compatibhity  process  known  as  the  DOS  box.     In  Real  mode,  the
processor behaves much like a fast  8086.

Programs  that  run  in  the  DOS  box can  not  be  prevented from  accessing the hard-
ware  out  of  turn  because  in  Real  mode,  au  programs  share  a  common  address
space.  The only way for Real mode applications to inhabit a system which operates
Protected mode programs is to suspend Real mode operation when it is in the back-
ground.
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Figure  3-8.   Virtual  8086  Mode.
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The  80386 can execute  8086 programs in one of two modes:

•     Real mode as already described, and

•     in a sub-mode of the  80386's protected environment.

This  special  environment  is  actually  a part  of the  protected  mode environment  pro-
vided  by  the  80386.    Therefore,  a  protected  environment  now  exists  for  8086  pro-
grams.   A Virtual 8086 Mode.

Attributes of a V86 task:

•   A V86 task runs at privnege level  3.

•   A  V86  task  executes  concurrently  with  protected  80386  tasks  and  other  V86
tasks.

•   A V86 task can utilize the 80386`s paSng and virtual memory capabhities.
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Pentium

Dual Pipelines

8Kb cache for data

8Kb cache for code

each cache has its own TLB

64 bit data bus

pages can be extended to 2 MB and 4 MB

ps514016

Figure  3-9.   The  Pentium

Topic Summary

The application instruction set  of the  Pentium processor includes the complete lntel
80486 instruction set with extensions to  accommodate  some additional functionalty
of the  Pentium.   All software within for the  Intel  80386 and  Intel  80486 win run on
the Pentium without modification.

As shown above,   the  Pentium  processor has  several  enhancements to  increase per-
formance.

In  this  topic  the  student  was  taught  the  features  of the  80386  and  higher  micro-
processors that OS/2 2. i  has been designed to  exploit.

The student should now be able to describe the following features of the  80386:

•   Pipehag
•   32-bit memory management

•   Muhtitasking

•    Privilege level

•   Virtual 86 Mode

The  Designofos/2      3-11
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This concludes the third topic
"The Design of OS/2".
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Topic objectives

4-2      oS/22.I

T erminal objective..

After  attending  this  topic  the  studeat  should  have  a  general  understanding  Of the
implementation Of the 80386' s memory managemeat in OS/2 V2.x.

Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the  student  should be  able to highlight  the  intemals
of OS/2 2.x's:

•   Memory management scheme

•    Input output privilege level

•   Dynanric Linhig

•   Process management

•    Scheduler
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Tory  Management
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Terminal objective..

After attending this subtopic the studeat should be able to explain OS|2 2.x' s memory
management scheme.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to explain:

•    Memory addressing.

•   Virtual memory management

•   Concept of "thunking"

•   Segment swapping

OS/2  2.x  lnternals      4-5
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131,072 Pages
o     4`KB+ . Flat Memory Model

14 Gigabytes Address Space

.1  Byte to 4 Gigabyte Memory Objects

I Memory Paging

1  page = 4,096 bytes
1  megabyte = 1,048,576 bytes

1  gigabyte = 1,073,741,824 bytes                pS512512

Figure  4-I.   OS/2  2.x  Flat  Memory  \Jlodel

In OS/2 2.x the name for a range of memory is "memory object".

OS/2  2.x  utihzcs  the  32-bit  addressing  capabilities  of  the  80386.     This  addressing
scheme  auows  2**32  possible  addresses  which  equates  to  4  Ggabytes  of  address
range.

The memory model used by this version of OS/'2 is the  Flat Memory  Model.   ''Flat"
refers  to  the  fact  that  the  memory  is  conceptualy  seen  as  one  large,  linear  address
space of 4 Ggabytes.

If  OS/2  2.x  handled  over-commitment  the  same  way  previous  versions  did,  this
same  4  Gigabyte  size  would  potentially  be  used  as  the  size  of the  swap  segment
causing  severe  problems  due  to  the  size.    All  available  memory,  both  real  and  sec-
ondary, right not be enough to accommodate it.

A  4  Knobyte  memory  object,  therefore,  is  now  the  unit  of memory  on  which  al
swapping and  addressing is  based.   This 4 Kilobyte memory object is adopted from
the mainframe environment and is known as a "PAGE".
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Virtual Memory Management
4GB

512 MB

32-bit Region

16/32Ibit Region

Figure 4-2.   Virtual  memory  management
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Each  prt]ccss  has  its  own,  distinct,  address  space.    Theoretically,  the  space  is  4  GB
but the maximum is defincd at  system initialization and is  somewhat  smaller than  4
GB.    It  is  smaller due  to  the  system  reSon  memory objects.   The  operating system
reserves the  topmost  layer to  itself.    Each  process  has  a maximum  address  space  of
512  MB.  The  OS/2  2.x  implementation  of the  32-bit  80386  has  this  liritation  to
accommodate  16-bit apphcations.

The   address   space   below   the   system   rcSon   is   divided   into   two   rerions.      The
16/32-bit  reSon, which  is found below the  512  MB boundary, accommodates apph-
cations that use the  LDT addressing scheme.

Above  512  MB  is  the  process  address  space  addressable  using  only  the  0:32  (zero
base  :  32-bit offset)  memory scheme.

OS/2 2.x  lnternals      4-7
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Viltual Memory Management - Process Region

512 MB

expansion

'

'.expanslon

grife

private
private

private EXEcodeadata
shared EXE code

r-`igure  4-3.    Process  Region

The mixed  16/32-bit reSon of each process address  space is further divided by OS/2
2.x into two reSons:

•   A private regon that contains the EXE code and the process`s private data.

•   A shared redon that  is  used to  hold  shared  memory objects  such  as  DLL code
and shared data areas.

The  shared  process  region  is  automatically  reserved  at  the  topmost  part  of  the
address  space  of all  executing processes  and  expands  downward  in  memory  as  new
elements are loaded by the process.

The private process region expands upward in memory.
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•  Address Conversion
•   Parameter Size Conciliation
•  Stack Conversion
•   Overcome (16:16) 64 KB Men.
•   Call Model Conversion

Figure  4-4.    Vlixed  Environment  Considerations
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One of the major conccms in implementing this 32-bit version of OS/2 was ensuring
backward  compatibhity  with   16-bit  applications.    The  kemel  uses  0:32  addressing
but few,  if any,  apphcations currently  use true  0:32.    However,  as time passes, there
win  be  0:32  applications  and  some  considerations  of  compatibhity  must  be  taken
into account:

•    Running  16-bit applications in a 0:32 environment.

•    0:32 applications utilizing  16:16 procedures.

•    16: 16 applications utilizing ():32 procedures.

•    Large memory objects  (over 64  KB).

All  of the  above  are  the  responsibility  of  special  routines  called  thunks  which  are
designed to propcrl,v handle the differences.

OS/2  2.x  lnternals      4-9
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32-bit entry point

Ie16-bit Mod

i

16-bit entry point

Figure  4-5.   Thunks

4-10      oS/'22.I

Source  modules  are  compned  to  produce  object  modules.     As  there  arc  different
entry  points  for  each  module  (as  mustrated  in   Figure  3-8),  it  is  possible  to  mix
16-bit and  32-bit function calls in an apphcation.

Within  each  module  is  a  thunk  layer that  is  packaged  with the  module.    The  layer
contains  the  supporting  code  in   16-bit  Apls  for  a  32-bit  entry  point  and  the  sup-
porting code in  32-bit Apls for a  16-bit entry point.

Thunks are available for:

•    Executable programs  (.EXE)

•    Import hbraries  (.LIB)

•    Dynamic link libra.ries (.DLL)

•    Presentation  Manager messages.
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ManagirBg Pages

Fixed              Discardab[e     swappable

ps512517

I.`igure  4-(>.    Managing  Pages
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Pages can have the following types:

•    Fixed

These pages are permanently resident in memor}J'.

•    Discardable

lt  is  possible  to  reload  these  pages  from  either  an  EXE  or  DLL  fie.    When
memory becomes over-comritted,  space used for discardable pages can be freed
up, and when the page is required again they are reloaded from the oriSnal fie.

•   Swappable

When there is a shortage of memory, these pages can be swapped to the hard drive.

The  operating  system  needs  more  information  over  and  above  those  contained  in
the  Page directories and page tables to  manage the  paSng process.    OS/2  2.x bunds
three anays of data structures that represents:

1.   Committed pages in the process and  system address spaces

2.   Pages in memory

3.   Pages held in the  'pager'

OS/2  2.x  lnternals       4-11
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Page Swap

•E3
1 ) Count free pages

2)Find least recently used pages

3) SWAP LRU to disk

4) Swap pages to designated slots

5)lfswapper.dat  toosmall,add512KB         ``r't '`   7

6) If swapper.dat too large, reduce by512 KB      i

''    ',1`'
~J-

!    ,,   t  `!

TEE---L

ps512518

Figure  4-7.    Page  Swapping

Swapping that  is  based  on  pages  instead  of segments  is  implemented  somewhat dif-
ferently  in  OS/2  2.x.   The  swapping algorithm  is  much  simpler and  easier to  main-
taln and is designed to improve performance.

The  most  apparent  difference  is  the  SWAPPER.DAT  fie.    It  is  managed  dynam-
ically.    It  will  not  simply  grow  indefinitely  until  there  is  insufficient  disk  space  to
accommodate  it.    When  an  application  is  terminated,  the  disk  space  being used  by
its  swapped  pages  is  recovered  and the  SWAPPER.DAT file  actually  shrinks.    The
operating system  determines when to  shrink it and by how much in in temrs of 512
KB.
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I.`igure  4-8.    Page  Swapping  and  the  Swap  File
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Space  in  the  SWAPPER.DAT  fie  is  managed  on  the  basis  of a  swap  frame  array
where specific  slots are reserved for each swapped page.

A  page  being  swapped  out  to  disk  for  a  second  or  subsequent  time,   is  always
returned  to  its  assigned  slot  unless  the  entire  swap  fie  is  reorganized  to  reduce  its
size.   In that case, the entire swap frame aITay is rearranged.

The system maintains a linked or chained list (a hst in which each data element con-
tains information for locating the next element) of free swap frame slots.   The linked
list improves ffle access speed when  swapping is required.

The  SWAPPER.DAT  ffle  is  created  at  system  initialization  with  a  size  based  on
available disk space and  RAM memory.

OS/22.x  Internals      4-13
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Figure 4-9.   Configuration  file  parameters

The jt4f,-,W/t4A/V parameter, selects memory management options for the OS/2 envi-
rorment.

The  swap  fie  is  used  to  temporarily  store  data  that  the  system  has  removed  from
memory  to  satisfy  a  request  for  memory.    The  default  path  of the  location  of this
file  ca.n  be  altered  to  another  sub-directory  or  another  partition  or  even  another
physical  hard  drive.    After  the  path,  the  next  value  is  the  mf.H/i.e€  parameter.    The
third value is the ;.nj.rf.a/ size of the ffle upon system startup.

•    Minfiree

This parameter specifies the  minimum free  space that  can  remain  on  the  parti-
tion  before  you  win  receive  a waning that the  swap file  has increased to  a  size
that leaves less than this amount of free space on the partition.

•   Initial

The initial  size  indicates  how big the  swapper.dat fie is to  be upon  starting the
system.
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`opic Summary
In  this  subtopic  the  student  leaned  the  highlights  of OS/2  2.x's  memory manage-
ment scheme with respect to the fouowing:

•   Memory addressing

•   Virtual memory management

•   Concept of "thunking"

•   Segment swapping

This concludes this subtopic of the topic
"OS,J2 2.x lntemals".
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Terminal objective..

After attending this  subtopic the  student  should be able to explain the purpose  Of the
IOPL statement in the OS/2 confilguration file.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to explain the

•   Difference between IOPL  =  yes and IOPL  =  no

•   Purpose of the Input Output  Privilege  Level parameter

OS/2  2.x  Internals      4-17
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Structure of PC DOS

--           User Application       --
I

Ii II Nil
I

PC    DOSi,

IIIII

!!   B:::Ore      €[

IIIII

FIOMBIOS

!'i

C      C3                               \      / /_,/-_}

V                    V|/oDevice.s  V       -V

ps512521

I.-igure  4-10.   Structure  of PC  DOS

In  a  sinale  tasking  environment,  such  as  DOS,  apphcations  do  not  share  resources
with other apphcations.  Orderly access to a device is not a problem because a device
can be used  by only one application at a time.   As  such, you will find the fouowing
types of DOS apphcations:

•   A  DOS  apphcation  can  commuricatc  to  an  I/0  device  by  going  through  PC
DOS  which  in  turn  win  go  to  the  appropriate  BIOS/Device  Driver  which  in
turn goes to the appropriate hardware.

•   A  DOS  application  can  contain  certain  software  such  that  it  avoids  PC  DOS
and  communicates  to  either  BIOS  or  Device  drivers  directly  which  in turn win
ta.Ik to the appropriate device driver.

•   A  DOS  application  can  contain  certain  software  such  that  it  totally  avoids  PC
DOS,  BIOS,  and  Device  Drivers for a specific hardware and communicates to it
directly.

4-18      0S/22.1
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StruetuFe ®f ®S/2

OS,,,2

II

Device Drivers

Fv        I/o Devices

ps512522

I-`igure  4-11.    Structure  of OS/2
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Because  OS,;'2 is a multitasking operating system,  DOS  mode and OS/2 mode appli-
cations  share  the  same  resources.    Apphcations  running  in  the  OS/2  environment
that  directly  access  a  device,  therefori',  may  impact  the  system  or  another  apphca-
tion.    Because  of this,  applications  in  the  OS/2  environment  should  access  devices
through the device drivers.

A  device  driver  guarantees  orderly  access to  a  device  by  manipulating the device on
beha.1f  of  all  applications  sending  data  to  or  receiving  data  from  the  device.     To
maintain the integrity  of the  system,  therefore,  apphcations should access the device
through the device driver.
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Figure  4-12.    Permitting  IOPL

Programs that are granted  I/0  privilege run at privilege level 2.   A program assigned
privileged level 2 (such as a subsystem of an apphcation) that needs to  communicate
directly with a  specific device,  is perhitted to  send  or receive instructions to or from
that device.
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igure  4-13.    Existing  Privilege  I,cvels

This drawing was first introduced in the  80386 architecture lecture.

Privileged lcve,I  0   0S,/2 and device drivers

Privileged  level  1    Reserved

Privileged  levil  2    Special  purpose  routines  other than  device  drivers  requiring  I/0

::,::I::eedd level 3  user apphcat]ons                                               <L` 'ri'   quq

Recall,  from  the  80386  presentation  that  at  any  special  level  in  the  hierarchy,  only
programs  at  that  level  or  a  more  privileged  level  ca.n  access  data  at  the  specified
level.   The    80386   processor   does   not   allow   apphcations   to   execute    IN/OUT
instructions.      Applications   run   at   privneged   level   3   thus   cannot   execute  these
instructions.  However,  OS/2  allows  apphcations  to  execute  these  instructions  from
the  IOPL code  segments  at  privheged  level.    Thus for an apphcation to  move data
to and from a hardware port, it will require an  IOPL code segment.
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Figure  4-]4.   Sample  I/'0  Devices

Here  is  a  list  of  some  of the  device  drivers  that  come  with  OS/'2.    Some  of these
devices are referred to  a Character devices and the others as  Block devices.  Character
devices are consider simple enough to  pemit  IOI'L to access them.
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igure  4-15.   Configuration  file  parameter

Allows  I/0 privhege to  be granted to requesting processes in  OS/'2 sessions.

This  parameter if set to  `'o win not permit any  OS/2 apphcation to  use their  IOpl,
code  segments.
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In this subtopic the student learned the purpose of the IOPL parameter found in the
OS/'2 collfiguration fie.

This concludes this subtopic of the topic
"OS/2 2.x Intemals".
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`amic  Linking

btopic objectives
Terminal objective..

After  attending  this  subtopic  the  student  should  be  able  to  explain  the  purpose  Of
dynamic linking.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to explain the

•   Basic concepts of Dynamic Linking

•   Importance of the LIBPATH parameter
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Dynamic Linking

A method that allows preloading of segments

before application execution OF\ on demand

ps512531

Figure  4-16.    Definition
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Under  DOS,  an  executable  fie  win  contain  all  of the  object  code  ffles,  or modules
that  make  up  the  application.  This  includes  error  handling  and  exception  handling
routines  that  may  not  be  regularly  be  required.    When  a  program  is  invoked,  its
entire  execution  module  is  loaded  into  memory.  This  works  well  but  can  result  in
large executable modules.   In a sinale tasking system this is not often a problem, but
in  multi  apphcation  systems  where  memory  over-cornnritment  is  the  norm  these
large modules can be a problem.

OS/2 provides facihties that allow  a programmer to  specify  what part of the code is
to be loaded  at the start  of execution.    If the  other functions are required then they
are  loaded  into  memory  on  demand.    This  method  of linking,    where  not  all  code
segments are loaded into memory at the start of program execution is called dyn¢mJ.c
/J.#ki.ng.    Instead  of grouping together all of the executable code  needed by an apph-
cation into  one  executable file,   OS/2 with  Dynamic  Linking can  keep  track  of the
other code segments and bring them into memory when required.

Dynamic  linking allows  applications  running in the  system to  make efficient use of
memory  by  delaying the  resolution  of external  references.    This  feature  enables  an
apphcations  to  call  a  subroutine  that  is  not  part  of its  executable  file,  thus  making
the  size of the executable fie  smauer.   The  subroutine  caued by the  application  can
also  be  called  by other apphcations.   In addition,  an apphcation can decide whether
or not to can a subroutine, depending upon events that occur at run time.
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Bynamie Linkirag
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I.igure  4-17.    Files,  processes,  directories
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The   icons   represented   in   the   above  picture,   are  processes,  hues   and,   directories.
These are stored in either the hard drive of your system or in a diskette.
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BynamiG Liraking
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AB1.dll
B1.dll
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Figure  4-18.   starting  Process  A

DLLs  are  bound to  a.n  apphcation  when the  apphcation  loads,  or later, during exe-
cution  of  an  apphcation.     When  an  apphcation  loads  a   DLL  on  demand,  this
reduces  the  need  to  use  system  memory  until  absolutely  necessary.    An  application
can release a DLL and thus free up the memory it used.

Assume that the storage contains 2 programs:   A.exe and B.exe.

Also assume that program  A has 4  DLLs:   Al.dll,  A2.dll,A3.dll and,  ABl.dll.

Assume that prograni  8 has 4  DLLs:   Bl.d]],  82.d]I,83.d]]  and,  ABl.d]].

Upon  starting program  A the progra.in has been written to  bring in  A.exc as weu as
A1.d]] into  memorv.~
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Figure  4-19.   Starting  Process  8
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An  apphcation  interacts  with  a  DLL  as  it  would  with  any  other  part  of the  oper-
ating system.

Upon starting program  8 the program has been written to  bring in  B.exe as weu  as
81.d]I  into  memory.

At this time both programs A and 8 have been started.
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I.`igure  4-20.    Using  Process  A

As  the  user  is  using  program  A,  assume that  they  decide to  use  a particular option
of the program.  Assume, this option has been  programmed in  A3.dll.   Seeing as this
option   is   not   currently   in   memory   the   system   is   responsible   for   getting  it   in
memory.
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r`igure  4-21.    U'sing  Process  A

As the user is using the program A assume that they decide to use another option of
this program. This option  has been programmed in  ABl.dll   Seeing as this option  is
not currently in memory the system is responsible for getting it in memory.
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Figure 4-22.   Sharing  a  common  DI,L

The abihty is there, to  share common code.  For instance, program 8 may have been
written  such  that  one  of its options is  identical to  that  of program  A.    Rather than
duphcating the code the  same piece of code can be used by more than one program.
The example  shown here  is  ABl.dll.   This  can  be  used  by  both  progra.ms  and  need
not be duphcated in memory, thus saving on memory requirements.
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Figure  4-23.    Ending  Process  A
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The  user  can  end  program  A.  Although that  program  was  responsible  for bringivg
in ABl.dll  it win not be  'erased' until program  8 is completed using it.
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Dynamic Linkirag

Provides general access for many processes

Each DLL need only be loaded once

Prevents redundancy

ps512539

Figure  4-24.    Dynamic  Linking

Consider  an  application  that  contains  extensive  help  and  tutorials.    If this  apphca-
tion  was  staticauy  linked,  then  these  sections  of code  would  always  be  in  memory
even  if  not  used.     If the  Tutorial  was  placed  in  a  DLL,  then  only  when;'if it  was
required would that section of code actually be brought into memory.
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Figure 4-25.    LIBPATH  statement
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This  statement identifies the locations of dyna.mic link hbraries for OS/2 progra.ms.

This  statement  win  be  created by the  installation  of OS/`2  2.x.   As  one  installs  other
programs,  this  statement  win  get  updated  either  by  the  User  or  by  the  Installation
program of the new program.

The  I,IBPATII  is used to  identify a set of directories to  be  searched when the  OS/2
operating system loads dynamic link hbraries.
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In  this  subtopic  the  student  leaned  the  existence  of  Dynamic  Link  Libraries  and
their purpose.

This concludes this subtopic of the topic
"OS/2 2.x Intemals".
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`ess  Management

btopic objectives
Terminal objective..

After  attending  this  subtopic  the  studeat  should  be  able  to  explain  how  the  OS|2
manages your processes and explain the scheduler functions.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to explain the

•   Basic concepts of threads, processes and the OS/2 scheduler

•   Explin the purpose of THREADS,  MAXWAIT and, the  PRIORITY paran-
eter in the OS/2 configuration fie
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Term`m®logy a pr®Gess

Flepresents an application that is currently started

Can consist of one or more threads

ls a unit of resource ownership

OS/2 will manage resources required by the process
ps512541

Figure 4-26.   Terminology  -  Process

A process is the  basic unit of programming and resource  sha.ring in OS/2. A process
responds to  a  program  and  is  created  when  a  program  is  loaded.    A  program  con-
sists of a series of instructions.

When started,  each process is assigned a unique process identifier (PID)  by  OS/2.

The   system   maintains   many   resources   on   a   per   process   basis.      The   primary
resources contained in a process are its memory and the threads of execution.
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Is the smallest unit of execution
Can access resources by its Parent Process
Maximum of 4K threads per system

Its Parent Process is responsible for acquiring
the needed resources

ps512542
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ure  4-27.   Terminolt>gy  -Threads

An  apphcation  consists  of a  series  of instructions.   As the  processor passes through
these  instructions,  it  creates  a  thread  of execution.   A  process is  a  couection  of one
or  more  threads  that  own  resources,  such  as  memory,  open  hues,  devices  or  con-
nections  to   DLLs.     Threads  share  all  the  resources  owned   by  the   process  that
creates them.

Threads  are  dispatchable  units  within  OS/'2  processes.    Processes  do  not  rea.Ily  run,
but   threads   do.      A   thread   provides,   within   a   process,   a   piece   of  code   with
instructions for a specific function.

The  ability  to  divide  an  apphcation  into  multiple  asynchronous  threads,  which  can
communicate rapidly through a common data space is an extremely powerful feature
of OS/2.
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A Pr®Ges5 w"ith a SINGLE thread

Figure  4-28.   A  process  using  a  single  thread

The  above  example  indicates  how  a  process  would  react  if  there  were  only  one
thread to perfomi all functions.   Each step can only be performed one at a time one
after the  other.    The  user  after  entering input  through the  keyboard would  have to
wait until steps 2 -  6 were completed before being Sven `control' again.
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Pr®eess using multiple threads
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Figure  4-29.   A  process  using multiple  threads
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Multiple  threads  promote  greater  overlapping  of  I/0  requests.     A  multithreaded
system  is  able  to  be  more  interactive  with  the  user  than  a  single-threaded  one,  due
to the greater level of concurrency achieved.

Programs  with  multiple  threads  often  dcdicatc  a  single  thread  to  servicing  requests
from the user interface  (keyboard,  mouse  etc..)  while  other threads  are  actually  per-
forming the work requested by the user.

Multiple   threads   better  support   an  environment  where  parallel  applications  can
execute with a far better performance than is possible in a single thread process.
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Terminology -Session

unit of user interface
Flepresents logical devices-

Display, Keyboard, Mouse  and related processes
Is managed by the os/2 session manager               ps5i2545

I.`igure  4-30.   Terminology  -Session

Sessions  are  managed  by  the  session  manager  of  OS/2.     Each  session  contains  a
logical  display,  a  logical  keyboard  a  logical  mouse  and  any  processes  that  share  that
loScal user  I/0  devices.

The  process that  is  running in the /orcgrownd has the input focus  of the user input
devices.   Only one process can be in the foreground at a time.

Processes that are not in the foreground are said to be in the b¢ckgrownd.
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figure 4.3]     Sess,ons
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The  appearance  of fun  screen  sessions  to  the  user is  like  having multiple  full-screen
console.   In this case, console, refers to  a screen, keyboard and a, mouse.

A  sinale  detached  session  contains  background  processes  that  have  been  detached.
Processes  rurming  in  this  session,  run  without  the  user  I/'0  devices.  Generally,  pro-
gra.ms  that  are  usually  asleep  and  wckeup  occasiona.Ily  to  perform  some  minimal
duty run in this session.
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Resource REanagement

OS/2 controls access to each resource
OS/2 manages information about the resources

for each process
ps512547

Figure  4-32.    Resource  Management
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ExeGut"len ContF®l

Multitasking is provided by a

Time slicing ,          Preemptive          Scheduler

rm           ffi          Emaz
Scheduling is done on a per thread basis

All threads in the system compete for processor time

ps512548

rgure  4-33.    Execution  Contj-ol
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Several  threads  can  be  ready  to  execute  at  the  sa.me time,  but  only  one thread  at  a
time  can  have  access  to  the  processor.    Access  to  the  processor  is  managed  by  the
system  schcduler,  which  assigns  each  thread  a  priority.     The  thread  that  has  the
highest priority,  a.nd that is ready to  run, is allocated to the processor.

If a  thread  is  being  processed  and  another  thread  with  a  higher  priority  becomes
ready  to  run,  the  system  stops  processing  the  thread  with  the  lowest  priority  a.nd
allocates the processor to the thread with the highest priority.
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Scheduling

ffiaeda         ffl   ffi
An active thread is made inactive:

at the end of its timeslice

if it must wait for an event to occur

if a higher priority thread is ready

ps512549

Figure  4-34.    Scheduling
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Each thread has its own execution priority.   When a thread is ready to  run, at some
moment  in  time,   it  will  be  Sven   a  certain  amount  of  time  to   work   with  the
processor  to  complete  its  job.    If a  thread  is  Sven  a  time  slice  with  the  processor
and  must  walt  for  an  event  to  occur  before  continuing  its  work,  the  remaining
tineshce  (rf any)  will not bc wasted.                                                                                         (_`\, { _``
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SGhedqu!ing H BisBatehirag

The choice of which thread to activate

depends on its priority class

and on its priority level

ps51254a

r``igure  4-35.    Scheduling  -Dispatching
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High  priority  threads  that  are  ready  to  run  win  be  dispatched  before  low  priority
threads that are ready to  run.

A thread win belong in one of 4 classes of priority:

•   Tine Critical

•    Server

•    Rcqular

•    Idle

Within each of these 4 classes there are  32 levels  of priorities.  The  highest  priority in
a  class  is  level  31.

The  scheduler  determines  how  to  distribute  execution  control  among  the  running
threads.   It uses time shcing to  distribute the execution controls.
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Figure  4-36.    Scheduling  -  Prioritv
~

Threads in the  rj.mc  Crftj.c&/ class are ones that must react quickly to events outside
the  system.

Threads  in the  Sc"cr c/ass are used for programs that run  in  a  server  environment
that need to  execute before regular priority class processes on the  server.

Jd/c pr7.orf.ty  c/ass threads will only run when there is nothing to  run in either of the
above mentioned classes.

OS/2  inplements  a  multifevel  priority  scheduler  with  dynamic  priority  capabilities
and round robin scheduling.

Most threads in the system are in the regular priority class.

Threads sharing the same level in the sane class win have the scheduler take care of
them in a round robin fashion and win dve each one of them a timeshce.

To  ensure  that  the  system  is  responsive  to  the  user requests,  all  the  threads  in  the
foreground  process  receive  a boost  in priority.   the  actual thread,  in the  foreground
process,  that  performs  the  user  I/0  receives  an  additional  boost.     This  priority
increase is known as a foreground boost.
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•   Threads

This  parameter  controls  the  number  of threads  that  can  be  created  simultane-
ously in the  system.

•    Priority

Dynamic  priority,  is  the  scheduler's  abhity  to  adjust  the  priorities  of threads  in
the  regular  class  to  ensure  that  al  threads  get  a  chance to  run.    It  also  ensures
that the system provides as  interactive  a response to  the  user as possible.   These
adjustments  are  called  priority  boosts.    This  is  another para.meter used,  but not
'seen' in the  CONFIG.SYS Rue.

This  value  is  not  nomially  in  the  config.sys  file.    When  chanSng  its'  default
values, then the statement must be placed in the config.sys file.

•   Maxwait

This is the  amount  of time,  in  seconds,  that  a regular class thread, that is ready
to run and has not yet done so, has to wait before the scheduler will boost it.

•    Timeslice

This parameter controls the  length  of the timeshce that the  scheduler uses.  The
first  number  is  the  represents  the  normal  length  of a threads  timeshce  in  milli-
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seconds.   The second number is the maximum length of the timesHce.   This is a
parameter used, but not 'seen' in the CONFIG.SYS fie.

When  a  tliread  receives  either  an  I/0  boost  or  a  starvation  boost,  the  threads
priority is adjusted. The time shce is also adjusted to a minimum timeshce.

This  value  is  not  normauy  in  the  config.sys  fie.    When  chandng  its'  default
values, then the statement must be placed in the config.sys fie.
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In this  subtopic  the  student learned the  differences  between Threads  and  Processes.
The   student   also   was   introduced  to   how   the   OS/2   schedules   the   threads   for
processor time.

This concludes this subtopic of the topic
''OS/2 2.x Intemals".

In  this  topic  the  student  learned  highlights  of how  OS,J2  intemauy  functions  with
regards to its memory and process management schemes.

•   Memory management scheme.

•    Input Output privilege level.

•   Dynamic Linking.

•    Process management.

•   The scheduler.

This concludes the topic
"OS/2 2.x Intemals".
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TOPIC 5:  File Systems

i
Topic objective:
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Terminal objective..

After attending this topic the  studeat should be able to distinguish between a FAT file
system and an HPFS file system.

Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the student should be able to:

•   Explain the key concept of sectors,tracks and, clusters

•   Explain the  key  differences  between the  FAT  ,  HPFS  and the  Enhanced  FAT
fie systems

•   Change their system config.sys file to support the HPFS fie system

•   Format a partition as HPFS

\fferequ[sjteknow`e#ev]ousknow|edge|Srequiredpnortoattendingthistopic.
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• topic objective:

Terminal objective..

After attending this  subtopic, the  studeat should be  able to  distinguish what is meant
by a FAT file system.

Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the student should be able to:

•   Explain the key concept of sectors,tracks and, clusters

•   Explain the key concept of the FAT ffle system
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1.  FAT File System

2.  High Performance
File System  (HPFS)

ps512811

Figure  5-1.   The  2  available  file  systems

OS/2  2.x  provides  two  disk  fie  systems:  the  File  Allocation  Table  (FAT)  system
used  by  DOS  3.3  (and  later)  and  previous  releases  of OS/2,  and the  High  Perform-
ance  File  System  (HPFS).  Either Rue  system can be specified during the OS/2 instal-
lation  process.  Both ffle  systems  can  coexist  on  the  same  disk  drive  by  partitioning
the  drive  with  more  than  one  partition  and formatting each  partition  separately for
the file system desired.

By  using the  CHKDSK  utihity,  the  user can  quickly  see  which fie  system  is  man-
arfug a storage device.

Formatting  a  partition,  associates  the  Fne  System  Driver  (FSD)  with  it.  When  an
apphcation makes a fie  system function ca.11,  OS/2 directs the request to the  appro-
priate  fie  system  managivg the  device:  an  Installable  File  System  or the  FAT  fie
system if no  lnstallable  Fne System is loaded or attached to the device.
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Supports:
-DOS

- OS/2

- Up to 7 fixed disks

- Partitions C - Z

ps512812

Figure 5-2.   The  FAT  File System
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The   FAT   ffle   system   revolves   around   the   Fire   Allocation  Table.   Each  lodcal
volume has its own FAT. This serves 2 purposes: it contains the allocation informa-
tion for each fie on the volume in the forln of linked clusters and, it indicates which
allocation units are available for a fie that is being created or extended.

When FAT was designed, it was for diskette management which at that time was no
more  than  1  MB  in  size.  On  such  disks,  the  FAT  was  small  enough  to  be held in
memory  at  a.Il times,  thus  a.Ilowing very  fast  random  access  to  any  part  of any  file.
When  used  on  large  drives,  the  FAT  starts  being  too  large  to  be  held  entirely  in
memory  and  has  to  be  brought  in,  in  pieces.  With  time,  the  avalable  clusters  get
dispersed  all  across  sectors  thus  causing fragmentation  problems.    The  use  of large
clusters on fixed disks can also result in a lot of dead, unused, unavallable free space.

The fundamental data structures used by the  FAT fie system are not well suited for
large random access devices.
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supported by OS/2

supports 2 GB files

supports partitions
C:Erc°hu8?nzbe512GB

ps512813

HPFS

Figure  5-3.   The  HPFS  File System

HPFS is a.n installable fie system (IFS) designed to provide better performance than
the existing FAT fie system.  HPFS was designed to provide fast access to  very large
disk volumes.

With  the  restrictions  of  the   FAT  fie   system,  when  the   HPFS  fie  system  was
designed, it was designed to address  3 key issues:

I.  It is a way of organizing data on a random access block storage device

2.  It is a software module that translates fie  oriented requests from an apphcation
program into more primitive requests that a device driver can understand

3.  It  is  a  practical  iuustration  of  a.n  OS/2  feature  known  as  an  Instalable  File
System
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I
Figure  5-4.   Structure of the disk
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The  structure  of a  disk  is  similar  to  that  of a  diskette.  Visualize  your  new  unused
hard drive as initialy blank.   The  Format command divides the disk/drive into con-
centric  tracks  and  then  further  divides  each track  into  units  called  sectors.  Fnes  are
stored on your disk by recording the infomation on the sectors.

Files  are  stored on the drive in  groups  cared  clusters or allocation  units.  Depending
on  the  fie  size,  the  fie  may  fit  into  a  sinale  cluster or may  require  many  clusters.
Attempts are made to  store a fue's cluster in consecutive disk locations.  However,  if
this  is  not  possible,  then  the  fie  win  become  fragmented.  Each cluster win contain
multiple disk sectors.

An  allocation  unit  defines  the  smalest  amount  of disk  space  that  can  be  allocated
for a fie.

To  keep track  of each fue's  cluster(s),  a table  is created on the drive caued the  File
Allocation  Table.  This  table  contains  every  cluster  available  on  the  drive  and  indi-
cates, for each cluster, whether:

•    Itisinuse

•    It is available

•   It has been marked as unusable

Filesystems      5-7
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Figure  5-5.   The  File Allocation  table

The  Fire  Allocation  Table  is  used  to  locate  each  ffle's  clusters  on  disk,  storing the
hst  of cluster numbers  that  make  up  each  fie.  When  a  ffle  is  required,  the  system
follows  the  file`s  cluster  chain  to  determine  where  the  file  is  situated.  The  starting
cluster of a file is indicated by the ffle`s directory entry.

A  directory  contains  a  hst  of fie  names  and  key  information  for  each  fie  in  that
directory.  For  every  file  you  create  on  a  FAT  fie  system  partition,  the  FAT  fie
system creates a directory entry that  contains  32 bytes  of information  .  The  starting
cluster  of a  fie  is  one  of the  items  hsted  for  each fie.  The  FAT file  system  stores
directories on the partition in  one or more  clusters,  just  as  if they  were  files.  Every
time  you  need  to  access  a file,  the  FAT fie  system   must first  locate  the  directory
that ffle is situated in. To read that directory, it must be brought into memory.  Once
in memory, the it can then be determine if the required fie is in that directory.
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TS  File System

btopic objectives:
Terminal objective..

After attending this  subtopic the studeat should be able to distinguish between a FAT
fille system and an HPFS file system.

Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the student should be able to:

•   Explain the key concepts of the HPFS ffle systems

•   Change their system config.sys fie to support the HPFS ffle system

•   Format a partition as HPFS

Filesys[ems      5-9
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HPFS Volume Structure

- Spare Block
§REpeeF  B§®®k

B®®t Bl®ek

ps512821

Figure  5-6.   HPFS  Volume Structure

There  are  very  few fixed  structures  in  an  HPFS  Volume.  There  is  a  Boot  Block,  a
Super Block, a Spare  Block, a bit map for each band and, bands.

The  Boot  Block  contains  the  volume  name,  a  32-bit  volume  ID  and,  a  disk  boot-
strap program.  The  Super Block is only modifiable by the disk maintenance utihties.
the Spare  Block contains various flags and pointers.   It is infrequently modified.

The  remainder of the  disk is divided into  8  MB  bands.  Each  band  has  its  own  free
space bitmap in which a bit represents each sector. The bitmaps are located between
alternate bands thus the maximum contiguous space that can be allocated to a fie is
16  MB.  One band,located toward the  seek center of the disk, is called the  Directory
Block  Band.

Every fie or directory on an HPFS volume is anchored on a system object called an
FNODE.   Each   Fnode  occupies  a  sintle   sector  and  contains  control  and  access
history information used intemally by the file system, extended attributes, the length
and  first  15  characters  of the  name  of the  associated fie  or directory  and,  an  allo-
cation structure.  Each Fnode is always stored near the fie or directory that it repres-
ents.

The  allocation  structure can take on different forms:  dependant on the  size and the
contiguity of the fie or directory.
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Figure  5-7.   Directory  Structure
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Directories can grow to  any  size and are bunt up from  2 KB  directory blocks which
are allocated as four consecutive  sectors on the disk. The fie  system win attempt to
allocate  directory blocks  in  the  directory band,  which is located near the  seek center
of the disk.  Once that directory band is full, the directory blocks are alocated where
ever space is avalable.  Each  2  KB directory block contains from one to many direc-
tory entries. A directory entry win contain information about the entry.

The entries in a directory block  are  sorted  by the  binary  lexical order of their name
fields.  the  last  entry  in  a  directory  block  is  a  dummy  records that  indicates  end  of
the block.

When searching for a specific name, the fie  system goes through the directory block
until  it  either fmds  a match  or fmds  a na.me that  is lexically  greater than the target.
When found, the fie system then extracts the B-Tree pointer from the entry.

Filesystems      5-11
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HPFS  Features

-   Caching

co   Mu|ti-threaded I/0

-Write-behind logic

-Optional write-through

-   Strategic allocation of directory structures

ps512823

Figure  5-8.   Features  of HPFS

•   Caching of Directories and Data

It  caches  all  directories;   It  has  a  `1ook  aside"  where  the  last   10  recently  used
directories are kept in cache.

•    Mult.I-Threaded I/O

HPFS was written for a multi thread environment.  Multiple threads are used for
I/0  ,  Caching  , look a.head  ....

•   Write-behind logic (also known as Laz:y Write)

This  indicates  that  when  writing data to the  disk,  if Lazy write is  ON, this win
actually write the data to cache instead of the disk.   That data win be marked as
'dirty'.  HPFS  has  a  separate  thread  whose  only  job  is  to  check  the  cache  and

when  ever there  is  idle  time  in  the  system  that  thread  win  then  do  the  actual
writing to the disk from cache. This results in I/0 overlapping of I/0.

•   .Optional Write Through

One can ensure that data win be written to the disk no matter what size it is.

•    Strategic Allocation Of directory structures

The root directory is now placed in the lorical seek center of the disk.
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HPFS  Features

-Highly contiguous file allocation

-Enhanced recoverability

-Extended attribute support

-Long file name support

-   BOotability

Figure  5-9.   Features  of HPFS
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•    Highly Contiguous File Allocation

HPFS defines bitmaps of contiguous strings of sectors   and those are assigned to
a fie.  HPFS  attempts  to  keep  contiguous  disk  space to  allow for a fie to  grow
contiguously.  If there is no more room in that contiguous disk space,  HPFS  win
attempt  to  find  another  band  of contiguous  disk  space  to  allocate  to  that  file
and thus decrease the chances of fragmentation.

•    Enhanced Recoverability

lf you were to  get a power failure  and were in the middle  of updating your Rue,
you  can  specify  in  your  Config.sys  fie  that  upon  powering  up,  you  want  the
system  to  automatically  run  check  disk  against  any  HPFS  partitions.  You  can
also  specify for the system to do a recovery as a result of the check disk.

•   Hot Deflect Mapping

As data is written from  an apphcation to  a fixed disk, if a sector error is found,
HPFS  win  mark  in  the  control  block  for  that  directory,  that  this  particular
sector is  'bad'.  HPFS win not use that sector. That sector will always be marked
as 'bad`, this win prevent future attempts to write to that sector.

The  same  apphes  for the  reading  of data.  If a  read  detect  error  is  found,  that
sector  win  be  marked  as  'bad'.  One  can  then  attempt  a  recovery  of that  data.
Apphcation win also get an error that a bad sector has been detected in it`s data.
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Figure  5-10.   The  IFS  statement

The default cache size of 64 is in KB.

IFS  stands for lnstallable  File System.
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n
Figure  5-11.   The  Run  statement for  HPFS
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•   Maxage

When the data in a cache block is more than the MAXAGE milliseconds out of
date  (with respect to the disk),  the block is queued for writing to  the  disk.   The
default is  5000 mihiseconds.

•    Diskld]e

Sets the  a.mount  of time  (in  mihiseconds)  that a disk must  be idle  before  it can
accept data from cache memory.

•    Buferldle

Sets  the  amount  of  time  (in  rilliseconds)  that  the  cache  buffer  can  be  idle
before the data it contains must be written to a disk.
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Formatting an HPFS pattition

FORMAT  F: /FS:HPFS

ps512827

Figure  5-12.   Formatting for  HPFS

FS represents,  File  System.  If you require  a partition to  be formatted  as  FAT then
the command would be;

•    FORMAT  D:  /FS:FAT
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Figure  5-13.   "C"  as  FAT and  "D"  as  HPFS
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ac?€2Ssg%eabbyo3es?/2

MVDM can get f.Iles?
Native DOS can get files?

Which is accessible?

+   C:    HPFSBootabl®OS/22.x

+   D:    FATDataDriv®

HPFS                  FAT
Partition c        Partition D

yes yes

yes
no

ps512829

Figure  5-14.   "C"  as  HPFS  and  "D"  as  FAT
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AI an OS/2 prompt, what would you see...?
[F:\] dir
The vc)lume label in drive F is HPFS. The volume

serial number is 650E:121
Directory of F:\
01 -02-92

01 -02-92
01 -02-92
01 -02-92
01 -03-92
01 -03-92
01 -03-92

5:23p  =DIR=

5..43p   <DIF3>

6:lop   127
8:13p   1590

9:34a  <DIFl>
4:23p  <DIF3>

5:30p  647

a
Iongfilename
OS.extension
WOF3KSHOP
0.Xy[]Z--+.Se
FleadMe.Dat

ps51282a

Figure  5-15.   "DIR"  from  an  OS/'2  command  prompt
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AI a DOS prompt, what would you see...?

[F:\] dir
The volume label in drive F is HPFS. The volume

serial number is 650E:121
Directory of F:\

<DIF3>    01-02-92     5:23p
<DIR>    01-02-92     5:43p

FleadMe  DAT   647                01-03-92    5:23p

WOF3KSHOP              <DIR>    01-03-92    5:23P

ps51282b

Figure 5-16.   "DIR" from  a  DOS  command prompt

Notice,  that  only  the  hues  and directories that meet the  FAT naming convention  is
shown.
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inced  (FAT)  File System

btopic objectives:
Terminal objective..

After attending this subtopic the studeat should be able to explain the key concepts Of
the Enhanced FAT  File System.

Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the student should be able to:

•   Explain the key concepts of the Enhanced FAT Fne System
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OS/2 FAT File System Features

-   Functionally equivalent to prior releases to FAT

-Disk layout is unchanged

-Improved diskcache

-   Lazy-write

-   F]ead-ahead

ps512831

Figure  5-17.   OS/2  2.x  FAT  File  System

FAT caching in OS/2 2.x is the same as  HPFS.
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L``igure  5-18.   OS/2  2.x  FAT  DISKCACHE
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Diskcache  specifies the number of blocks of storage to alocate for control infoma-
tion and for use by the  Disk  Cache.    Disk cache uses a portion  of memory  as  addi-
tional hard disk buffer.

The  first value specifies a number from  64 to  14400 which indicates the number of 1
KB blocks of storage to be used for control information and programs.

LW  is  the  second  value.    It  specifies  if the  contents  in  cache  memory  are  written
directly to the hard drive or only when the hard drive is idle.

T  indicates  the  threshold  size  for  the  number  of  sectors  that  win  be  placed  into
cahce.   the default is 4.

The  Autocheck is the inal  option.    It  specifies which drives,  upon  startup,  that the
operating system win check to detemine if it had been left in an inconsistent state at
poweroff.
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In this topic the student learned

•   The key concept of sectors,tracks and, clusters

•   The  key  differences  between  the  FAT  ,  HPFS  and  the  Enhanced  FAT  fie
Systems

•   How to format a partition for HPFS

This concludes the topic
"File Systems in OS/2 2.x."
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TOPIC 6:  The DOS  Environment
#H

Topic objective:
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Terminal objective..

After attending this topic the student should be able to tune the OS/2 2.x DOS Errvi-
ronmem and enable a Virtual DOS Machine Boot.

Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the student should be able to:

•    LTse  DOS  Settings  to  optimize  a  DOS  appncation  running  under  OS/2  2.1's
DOS envirorment

•   Enable a DOS Virtual  Machine Boot
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lM  Architecture

btopic objectives
Terminal objective..

After  attending  this  subtopic the  studeat  should  know  what  componeats  go  into  the
creation, execution and termination of. a VDM.

Enabling objectives..

After  attending this  subtopic  the  student  should  be  able  to  describe  the  fouowing
features of the OS/'2 MVDM kernel.

•   VDM Address Space Management.

•   Virtual DOS  Machine Manager (VDMM).

•   VDM  Initialization.

•   Virtual  Device  Drivers.

The  DOS  Environment      6-3
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•r+qu-   ..
`

iMB         V86Task#n        ,appr

V86 Task # 2

V86 Task # 1

Figure  6-1.   VDM  Address  Space  Management

Each  VDM  task  executes  in  the  first  megabyte  of the  linear  address  space  so  as  to
allow  the   physical   addresses   used   within   the   DOS   apphcations   to   be   mapped
directly to the process address space of the VDM.

DOS  system  areas  such  as  ROM  BIOS  and  the  interrupt  vector table  are  mapped
from  physical  memory  into  the  VDM's  address  space  by  the  virtual  device  driver
VBIOS.SYS.

DOS  Emulation is implemented  by running a very  small portion of the  DOS  emu-
lation  kernel  in  V86  mode  and  a  much  larger  portion  of code  in  protected  mode
outside the  VDM.    In  OS2 V2.1,  physical  device  drivers are loaded above  1  Mb and
only  the   DOS   Emulation  kernel  resides  below   1   MB.     Any  user-installed   OS/2
device  drivers  will  not  affect  the  amount  of application  space  available  to  a  DOS
apphcation running in a VDM.

In   this   way,    MVDM   architecture   makes   available   to    DOS   apphcations   the
maximum  amount  of memory.    In fact,  up to  630KB  is free for multiple  DOS  ses-
sions.    This  represents  an  increase  of about   looKB  over  memory  available  to  the
sinale  DOS  session that was avalable under OS/21.x.
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igure  6-2.    MVDM  Kernel  Components

The  Multiple  Virtual  DOS  Machine  (MVDM)  kernel  controls the  state  and  opera-
tion of concurrent VDMs and is composed of four major components.

•   Virtual DOS Machine Manager (VDMM)

Initiates  VDMs  and  communicates  with  DOS  apphcations.     Manages  system
resources  for  all   active   VDMs.      Responsible  for  loading  and   initializing  all
virtual device drivers in conjunction with the Virtual  Device  I)river Manager.

•   Virtual  Device Driver  Manager (VDDM)

Loads,  iritializes  and  communicates  with  virtual  device  drivers.     The  virtual
device drivers are required to virtualize the hardware.

•    8086 Emulation

Manages  communication  between  8086  instruction  streams  and  virtual  device
drivers.

•    DOS Emulation

Emulates   the   function   and   operation   of  the   DOS   operating   system   on   a
per-VDM basis.   Each VDM emulates an entirely independent session of DOS.
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Figure  6-3.    Virtual  Device  Drivers

Virtual  device  drivers  are  installable  modules  responsible  for  virtualizing  the  hard-
ware and  ROM  BIOS  aspects of the  DOS  environment  for Virtual  DOS  Machines.
A  virtual  device  driver  manages  shared  access  to  hardware  I/0  devices  for multiple
VDMs.   This  sharing allows a.n application, rurming in  a  VDM,  to  act  as though  it
exercised  sole control over  I/0  devices.

A  virtual  device  driver typically  performs  I/0 through a physical  device driver using
a  direct  call  interface.    However,  a  virtual  device  driver  may  directly  access  an  I/0
control    device.       This   technique   is   used   by   the   virtual   video    device   driver,
VVIDEO.SYS, for performance reasons.   A virtual device driver may  simulate hard-
ware interrupts into one or many VDM processes.
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gure  6-4.    Memory  :  Conventional,  Expanded,  Extended

The diagram above shows some of the types of memory commonly referred to  :

Conventional  Memory

•   refers to that area of memory that hes between 0 and 64()KB.

Extended Memory(XMS)

•   refers  to  any  memory  above  the  lMB  line  which  is  addressed  by the  processor
in protected mode.

High Memory  Area(HMA)

•   refers to that area of memory between the  lMB and  (1MB  +  64KB) line.

Expanded Memory Blocks (EMBs)

•   that area of memory above the  HMA not accessible from real mode.

UMA,UMB

•   refers to that area of memory between 640KB and  lMB.

Expanded Memory(EMS)
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•   a page mapping techniaue that provides additional memory support by auowing
DOS apphcations to anocate and access up to  32MB of additional memory.
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`opic Summary
In this subtopic the student leaned about the virtual DOS machine architecture

•   the VDM Address Space Management.

•   the Virtual DOS  Machine Manager (VDMM).

•   the VDM  Initialization.

•   the Virtual  Device  Drivers.

This concludes the first subtopic of the topic
"The  DOS  Environment."
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btopic objectives
Terminal objective..

After  attending  this  subtopic  the  student  should  be  able  to  tune  a  virtual  DOS
machine  session.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to:

•   Adjust CONFIG.SYS for maximum VDM memory

•   Tune DOS auto execute fie for maximum VDM memory

•   Know how to adjust the DOS Settings for an individual VDM
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DOS_HMSIZE
DOS  SHELL

--

DOS_STARTuP_DRIVE
DOS_UMB
DOS   VER§I011
DPMT`  DOS   AF]l
DPMI_MEN-OFIY_LIMIT
DPMl_riiETW0FIK_BUFF_sizE
EM§   FRAME   LOCATI0t'I

-_     .                                                                                            .            _        _

EMS_HIGH_0§_MAP_REGlo[l
EMs_Low_Os_MAF]_FIEGiorl
EH§   MEMORY   LIMIT-._

HW_RON_TO_RAM
HW   TIHEFt
lDLE   SECONDS

.-_

Figure  (t-5.    DOS  Settings
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The  DOS  settings  are  the  means  by  which  MVDM  provides  the  abihty  to  cus-
tomize  and  control  special  properties that  affect the behaviour of DOS  applications
running  in  a  VDM.  DOS  settings  arc  managed  on  a  per-VDM  basis.  DOS  settings
are  used  during creation  and  initialization of a  VDM,  and  certa.in  settings  may  also
be altered dynamically during VDM execution.

The  DOS  settings  improves  the  DOS  compatibihity  of a  VDM  because  it  allows  a
user to  configure the VDM  for  DOS  apphcations  which  rright otherwise  not# work
weu with the default  settings.
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Device =  DOS Statements
-  use DOS Settings instead

Buffers =  command
-  Minimize

LASTDFIIVE =  command
-  use lowest letters possible

FCBS=   command
-  Set to 1

P1071602

ure  6-6.   Tuning  CONFIG.SYS  (`or  maximum  VDM  memory.

To  insure  the  maximum  a.mount  of  memory  is  available  to  DOS  apphcations  in
every  VDM,  it  is  recommended  that  the  four  areas  mentioned  above  be  tuned  as
follows:

•   Apphcation  specific  DOS  device  drivers  should  be  loaded  via  the  DOS  Device
Drivers  option   of  DOS   Settings.      DEVICE   =    statements   for   DOS   device
drivers   should  be  eliminated  from   CONFIG.SYS   unless  the  device  driver  is
required for every VDM.

•   The  number  of  buffers  specified  in  the  Buffers  command  in   CONFIG.SYS
should  be  minimized.    Each  buffer  consumes  about  500  bytes.    Do  not reduce
this number too  much  because  some  programs  might  not  run  properly  if tbere
are  too  few  buffers.    The  default  number of buffers  is  30.    The  number should
not be reduced to fewer than  10 or  15 buffers.

•    If CONFIG.SYS  includes the  LASTDRIVE  command,  this  should  be  set  to  a
letter such as J or K, rather than Z.   Each additional drive uses about  loo bytes.

•    If the CONFIG.SYS fie contains an  FCBS command,  set  FCBS to  I.
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AUTOEXEC.BAT

PATH D:\OS2;D:\OS2\MDOS;D:\;

LOADHIGH  APPEND    D:\OS2;D:\OS2\SYSTEM

PF]OMPT  SISPSG

P1071604

Figure  6-7.   AUTOEXF,C.BAT

The  AUTOEXEC.BAT  fie  is  specific  to  the  VDM  environment  and  has no  effect
on the  OS/2 operating  system.   The  AUTOEXEC.BAT file  starts  memory-resident
progra.ms,  like  network  programs,  a.nd  sets  up  environment  variables.    In  addition,
the AUTOEXEC.BAT fie may also define the command prompt.

The default AUTOEXEC.BAT fie for au VDMs in OS/2 V2. i  is shown above.

In   the   above   AUTOEXEC.BAT   fie,   the   LOADHIGH   command   loads   the
APPEND terminate  and  stay  resident  (TSR) program into the  High  Memory Area.
This makes avalable more memory to all DOS  apphcations running in every VDM.
The  function  performed  by  the  SET  COMSPEC  command that  you  might  expect
to find in the AUTOEXEC.BAT has been moved to the CONFIG.SYS fue.
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COM_DIFIECT_hccES§
COM   HOLD
COMLRECEIVE_BUFFER_FLUSH
COM   SELECT

_

Dos  'BACKGF!our.ID   EHECUTloril
DOS-BF!EhK

-.

DOS_DEVICE
DOS  FCBS

'_

DOS_FCBS_WEEP
DOS   FILES
Dos-HIGH
DOS-LA5TDRIVE
DOS   RM3IZE
DOS-SHELL
DOS-ETfiRTuP  DRIVE

Figure  6-8.    DOS_AUTOEXF,C Settirig
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A  new  DOS  setting  has  been  added  in  OS,J2  2.1.    The  DOS_AUTOEXEC  setting
enables  a  specil`ic   DOS   command   (.BAT)  fie  to   be   executed   when  a  VDM   is
created.

The  BAT  fie  can  then  be  used  to  tailor  the  DOS  environment  by  executing  pro-
grams other than device drivers that need to bc run in the VDM environment.
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DOS   Environment  Settings  I

DOS  BACKGPOUND   EXECUTION

DOS   BF3EAK

DOS   DEVICE

DOS  FOBS

DOS  FOBS   KEEP

DOS   FILES

INT   DUF]lNG   10

ps515108

Figure  (t-9.    DOS  Environment Settings  I

•   DOS  BACKGROUND  EXECUTIO`T  allows  to  suspend  the  execution  of the

program when it is in th-e background.
•    DOS  BREAK enables or disables CTRL-Break for the specified VDM.

•   DOS  DEVICE is used to  add or modify  information about  DOS  device  drivers
for th-e specified VDM.

•   DOS  FCBS   specifies   the   maximum   number   of  file   control   blocks   (FCBs)
which-may be open at the same time in the VDM.

•   DOS  FCBS  KEEP  specifies the umber of FCBs that  win  be  protected  against
Lil                          LJ

automatic closure.

•   DOS  FILES  specifies  the  maximum  number  of  file  handles  which  may  be
opened in a VDM.
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E             DOS   Environment  settings   ll
DOS   HIGH

DOS   LASTDFllvE

DOS   FIMSIZE

DOS   SHELL

DOS  STAPTUP   DPIVE

DOS   UMB

DOS   VEF]SION
ps515110

lTgure  6-10.    DOS  F,nvirt>nment  Settings  2
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•   D()S  HIGH   determines   whether   DOS   is   loaded   outside   the   640KB   low
memory address  space.

•   DOS  LASTDRIVE  specifies  the  highest  ava.ilable  lodcal  drive  letter  for  the
specifTedvDM.

•   DOS  RMSIZE specifies the anount of memory avalable to  DOS apphcations.

•   DOS  SHELL used  to  specify the  DOS  command  processor or to  add  para.me-
ters far the riven processor.

•   DOS  STARTUP  DRIVE specifies the location of the  DOS  kernel to  be loaded
intotLcVDM.     -

•   DOS  UMB  specifies  whether  DOS  owns  Upper  Memory  Blocks  (UMBs)  and
Ll

manages the loading of device drivers and TSR programs.

•   DOS  VERSION  alows  the  operating  system  to  report  a  "fake"  DOS  version
numb-er in response to a request from a program in the VDM.
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DPMl  and   EMS  Settings

DPMI   DOS  Apl

DPMI   MEMOBY   LIMIT

DPMI   NETWORK   BUFF   SIZE

EMS   FPIAME   LOCATION

EMS   HIGH   OS   MAP   PIEGION

EMS   LOW  OS   MAP   PEGION

EMS   MEMOPY   PIEGION

ps515112

Figure  6-11.    I)PMI  and  EMS  Settings

•   DPMI  DOS  API  determines  whether  DOS  API  translation  is  enabled  for the
specifeeTdvDwi.

•   DPMI  MEMORY  I,IMIT  specifies  the  maximum  amount  of protected  mode
memory available tJ DPMI applications running in the VDM.

•   DPMI  NETWORK  BL'FF  SIZE  specifies  the  size  of the  network  translation
buffer For DPMI programs in this session.

•   EMS  FRAME  LOCATION  alows  to  change  the  location  of the  LIM  EMS
=T:                                                       :=1

redon.

•   EMS  HIGH  OS  MAP  REGION  is  used  to  adjust  the  size  of the  additional
EMS-redon-for   programs   using   additional   addresses   to   access   expanded

i i                                i__i

memory.

•   EMS  LOW.  OS  MAP  REGION  alows to  set the size of the remappable con-
: == ::                                           r=T:I                         :_I                                          I _ i

ventional memory avalable in;a VDM.

•   EMS  MEMORY  LIMIT is used to control the amount of EMS memory aval-
ablet:avDM.   -
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ill       XMS  and  Memory  Extender  Settings
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XMS   HANDLES

XMS   MEMOPY   LIMIT=T== i                                                          I_ I

XMS   MINIMUM   HMA

MEM   EXCLUDE   PEGIONS

MEM   INCLUDE   PEGIONS
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i-gure  6-12.   XMS  and  Memory  Extender  Settings
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•   XMS  HANDLES specifies the number of XMS memory block handles.

•   XMS  }'`IEMORY  LIMIT specifies the per VDM XMS memory linrit.
====                                                                       L-

•   XMS  MI`TMUM  HMA    specifies   the    minimum    HMA   memory    request
allow;d.                    _

•   MEM  EXCLUDE  REGIONS  is  used  to  specify  address  ranges  which  should
be protected from u-se by EMS/XMS abd direct access by applications.

•   MEM  INCLUDE  REGIO`TS  specifies  reSons which should be make available
i          -11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.          I

to  EMS;'XMS.
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Hardware  Environment
and  Idle  Detection  Settings

HW  NOSOUNDi-

HW   ROM  TO   F]AM

HW  TIMER

IDLE   SECONDS

IDLE   SENSITIVITY

ps515116

Figure  6-13.    Hardware  F,nvironment and  ld]e  Detection  Settings

•   HW  `TOSOUND enables or disables sound  started by a DOS program.

•   HW  ROM  TO  RAM enables the  operating system to copy  ROM  and run the---
copy in  32-bit  RAM.

•   I-IW  TIMER  allows  an  application  to   have  direct  access  to   the   8253  timer

Ports.

•   IDI,I  SECONDS  is  used  to  select  a  period  of allowable  idle  time  before  the
operating system reduces the idle program"s portion of processor time.

•   IDLE  SE`'SITIVITY  sets  a  threshold  for  polling  time  before  the  operating
enviro-rment reduces the polling progran's portion of processor time.
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E     Keyboard,  Mouse  and  Printer  Settings

KBD  ALTHOME   BYPASSr-I                             -=

KBD   BUFFEP   EXTEND

KBD   CTF`L   BYPASS

KBD   HATE   LOCK

MOUSE   EXCLUSIVE  ACCESS
_

PPINT  TIMEOUT
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6-14.    Keyboard,  Mouse  and  ['rinter  Settings

•   KBD  AI,THOME  BYPASS   prevents   the   ALT-Home   key   sequence   from
switcfiing the VDM-between fun screen and windowed mode.

•   KBD  BUFFER  EXTE`.D increases a VDM's keyboard type-ahead buffer size.
i  .i:                                                                    ===

•   KBD  CTRI,  BYPASS inhibits  one  or more  control key  sequences,  anowing an
rl

apphcation in-the VDM to use these sequences for its own purposes.

•   KBD  RATE  LOCK prevents a DOS application from chanSng the system key-
L_

board-repeat rate.

•   M()USE  EXCLUSIVE  ACCESS Sves a  DOS program exclusive ownership of
the mouse, if you have t-wo mouse pointers.

•   PRINT  TIMEOUT  is  used  to  adjust  the  amount  of time,  that  the  operating
system ;aits before forcing a print job to the printer.
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Video  and  Communication  Settings

VIDEO   FASTPASTE

VIDEO   MODE   BESTPICTION
= ==' T==                                                          :__-

VIDEO   ONDEMAND   MEMOPIY

VIDEO   BETPIACE   EMULATION

VIDEO   BOM   EMULATION

VIDEO   SWITCH   NOTIFICATION_

VIDEO  WINDOW   PEFBESH

VIDEO  8514  XGA   IOTBAP

COM   HOLD

ps515120

Figure  6-15.   Video  and  Communication  Settings

•   VIDEO  FASTPASTE  is  used  to  speed  up  input  from  sources  other  than  thei-
keyboard, for example from the chpboard.

•   VIDEO  .MODE  RESTRICTIOT`'  allows  to  extend  DOS  conventions  memory
by limiting the vi-deo mode support to text or CGA graphics.

•   VIDEO  ONDEMAND  .MEMORY delays the allocation of a video-save buffer,
which cL free memory swap space for use by a full-screen session.

•   VIDEO  RETRACE  EMULATIO`' disat)les simulated video retrace.
:_T                                                                                   :       :

•   VIDEO  ROM  EMULATION   disables   emulation   of  commonly   used   video
ROMfu-nction;.

•   VIDEO  SWITCH  `TOTIFICATION   notifies   the   DOS   program   when   the
session s-witches to -or from fun-screen.

•   VIDEO  WINDOW  REFRESH is used to  adjust the window  update frequency
for a specific DOS  s;ssion.

•   VIDEO  8514  XGA  IOTRAP   auows   urITestricted   access   to    8514,;''A   display
I       (                                  I+i                                       :i_I

adapter hardware.

•   COM  HOLD  is  used  to  keep  open  a  communications  resource,  e.g.  COMl,
until tfie  DOS  session ends.
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I.igure  6-16.    Dual  Thread  Support
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Some  DOS  apphcations,  such  as  Multimedia,  are  especially  demanding  of the  DOS
environment  in  that  they  need  to  ensure  smooth  display  of  pictures  and  sound
reproduction and at the same time read large amounts of data from disk or CD.

DOS  Multimedia  apphcations  are  faced  with  the  chalenge  of producing  video  and
audio  output fast  enough,  while  reading large  amounts  of data from  disk,  so  that  it
appears smooth to the user.

In the vinual  DOS  environment of OS,,J2 2.0, there was the drawback that the sinale
thread could be blocked waiting for a file system request to complete.

The  solution  introduced  in  OS/2  2.I  is  the  abhity  to  run  a  second  thread  in  the
VDM.
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re  6-17.    I)ual  Thread  VDM

OS/2  2.I  enhances  MVDM  support  by  enabling the  use  of a  second  thread  to  be
started for fie system data access.
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topic summary
In this subtopic the student learned to tune a virtual DOS machine session.

The student was taught how to:

•   Adjust CONFIG.SYS for maximum VDM memory

•   Adjust AUTOEXEC.BAT for maximum VDM memory

•   Adjust the DOS  Settings for an individual VDM

This concludes the second subtopic of the topic
"The  DOS Environment."
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Terminal objective..

After  attending  this  subtopic  the  studeat  should be  able  to  confiigure  a virtual  DOS
machine boot session.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to:

•   Explain the requirement for VDM  Boot.

•   List 3 ways that the  DOS boot record can be packaged for VDM booting.

•   Alter the DOS  CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT fles.

•    Utilize the VMDISK utility to create an image fie.

•   Create  an  object  in  a  folder  on  the  OS/2  desktop  which  causes  DOS  to  be
booted in a VDM when selected.
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Figure  6-18.    8086  Boot  Requirement

An important goal of ()S;'2 Version  2. I  is the abhity to run past, current, and future
DOS  programs.    Most  DOS  programs ca.n run unchanged  in  OS/2's  MVDM  envi-
ronment.   The  MVDM  DOS,  however,  is highly optimized for the underlying OS/2
Version  2.1.   Therefore,  some internal differences may  arise  between  emulated  DOS
and real  DOS.

The  abihty  to  run  existing  DOS  programs  is  a  key  end  user  need.    Running  the
actual  DOS  3.x,  and  above,  kernels  win  provide  the  maximum  achievable  compat-
ibhity in a multitasking environment.

The  Virtual  Machine  Boot  feature  provides  the  abhity  to  boot  an  "off  the  shelf"
8086  kernel  into  an  OS/`2  virtual  DOS  machine.    Each  kernel  win  run  in  its  own
V86 session and  its access to  hardware is controued by the OS/2 kernel a.nd installed
virtual device drivers.

The primary objective is support for DOS apphcations that have some  DOS version
sensitivities.    Therefore,  the  VM  Boot  is  forlnally  supported  for  IBM  versions  of
DOS  3.0 and above.
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ure  6-19.    Packaging  of the  DOS  Boot  Record

Partition  Boot

Diskette Boot

Diskette Image Boot.

The  hard  drive  is  partitioned into  C:  and  D:  partitions.
The    DOS   version   is   installed   on   C:   and   OS/`2   is
instaled  on   D:.     With  OS/'2  running,  the  VM  boot
feature can then boot the  DOS  version that  is  installed
on the  C: partition.

The   8086  operating  system  is  instaued  on  a  diskette.
The  VM  boot  feature  can  then  boot  that  operating
system when the diskette is installed in a diskette drive.

The   image   of  a   bootable   diskette   is   saved   on   the
hard file and the VM boot feature then boots from that
image.
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Hard   Disk  VM   Boot   Partition

_SekNTh Due
__  ____ >VM   Bootable  Dcrs

-    -Ov2

ps515204

I-`igure  6-20.    IIard  Disk  VM  Boot  Partition

Shown  above  is  an  example  of a  hard  disk  which  has  been  partitioned  with  two
selectable operating systems and one partition for booting into a virtual machine.

When   installing  OS/2,   the   customer   win   be   asked   if  the   installation   procedure
should  install  to  the  C:  partition.   The  user  should  choose to  install  to  an  alternate
partition.   This action will bring up the FDISK utihty.   At this point, a lorical parti-
tion  should  be  created for installing  OS/2.   A  primary  partition  must  be created for
instauing DOS.

After   DOS   has   been   installed   in   the   partition   meant   for   VM   booting,   the
CONFIG.SYS  and  AUTOEXEC.BAT Rues  will  need  to  be  altered  so  as to  address
some necessary virtual device drivers.

If the  user  does  not  have  the  freedom  to  partition  his  hardflle  but  wants  to  boot
DOS, the customer can set up a VM  Boot from diskette.
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Figure  6-21.   VM  Boot from  Diskette
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The fouowing steps should be carried out to create a virtual machine boot diskette.

1.   Reboot  vour  system  via  Dual  Boot  or  find  a  system  which  has  been  booted~

from the  DOS  version you desire on your diskette.

2.   Format a diskette with the  ,,,'S  option.

3.   Copy the fouowing files to the diskette:

•    CONFIG.SYS

•   ALTOEXEC.BAT

•    \OS2\\`.MDOS\`FSFILTER.SYS

4.   Edit  the  CONFIG.SYS  and  AUTOEXEC.BAT  fues  as  described  later  in  this
subtopic.

The  booted  DOS  win  always  boot from  a virtual A:  drive and  DOS will not  search
the  C:  drive  unless  the  full  path  is  specified.    Therefore,  be  sure  that  au  programs
and  device  drivers that  are  referenced  in  CONFIG.SYS  or AUTOEXEC.BAT have
a full drive and path extension.

5.  To  verify  that  the  diskette  has  been  created  properly,  reboot  the  workstation
with  OS/'2,  insert  the  diskette  in  drive  A:,  and  select  DOS /ron  Drive A..  from
the Command  Prompts folder.
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Partitioning  for  VM   Boot

VM   Bootable   Diskette  Image

i               _   sHedl]i® cxse  1;3

<                    SbleedE]l®  Dce  EO

ps515208

I-`igure  6-22.    VM   Bt>ot  from  Diskette  Image

()nce  the  user  has  verified  that  the  boot  diskette  is  operating  properly,  he,Jshe  may
create a fie that  contains  an  image  of that  diskette using the VMDISK.EXE  utihty
supplied  with  OS,J2 V2.1.

A  file  image  of  a  bootable  diskette  win  boot  more  quickly  than  the  diskette  and
eliminates the need to maintain the diskette.

When  the  VM  boot  is  performed  from  a  diskette  image,  the  DOS  that  is  booted
into  the  VDM  will  see  the  image  fie  as  its  A:  drive.    The  use  of the  physical  A:
drive  is,  therefore,  lost  to  that  VDM  boot  session.    The  recommended  method  of
correcting this problem is to use the  FSACCESS.EXE uthity.

FSACCESS.EXE  remaps  the  A:  to  the  OS/2  file  system  and  restores  the  VDM
DOS  session's  A:  drive  letter  mapping to  the  physical  A:  drive.    The  effect  of this
remap,  however,  is that  access to the image fie is removed.   DOS win be unable to
reload  COMMAND.COM.    To  avoid  this  dnemma,  copy  all  the  DOS  hues  to  a
subdirectory on the hard disk and ensure the  PATH and COMSPEC point there.
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Modifications

CONFIG.SYS DEVICE  =  FSFILTER.SYS
Before  any  other 'DEVK}E  =`  sfatomont

HIMEM.SYS  and  EMM386.SYS
Use  los2"DOS'  provided  drivers

MOUSE
D®leto  any  mouse  support sfatom®nt

Use  Full  Drive  &  Extension

AUTOEXEC.RAT     C:\OS2"DOS"OUSE

FSACCESS  A:
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6-23.    Required  CONFIG.SYS  Vlodifications

To  enable  VM  Boot,  some  cha.nges  must  be  made to  the  CONFIG.SYS fie that  is
on the disk volume that win be booted.   The changes are required for two reasons:

I.  A  DOS  which  has  been  booted  in  a  virtual  machine  must  use  the  OS/'2  fie
system to write to  system  DASD.

The   FSFILTER.SYS  device  driver  (supphed  with  OS/2  2.1)  provides  the  access
between  the  OS/2  and  DOS  file  systems.     FSFILTER.SYS  must  be  loaded  by  a
"DEVICE  = " statement in the  DOS  CONFIG.SYS I-de.

2.  A   different   set   of  device   support   programs   are   required   for  the   MOUSE,
Extended  Memory  Services  (XMS)  and  Expanded  Memory  Services  (EMS)  in
the virtual machine environment.

The  drivers  which  work under native  DOS  wul  not  work  in the  VM  boot  cnviron-
ment and conversely the VM boot drivers win not work under native  D()S.

The  CONFIG.SYS  ffle  used  by  OS/2  is  not  the  configuration  ffle  that  needs  to  be
changed.   The user must make these modifications on the CONFIG.SYS fie on the
diskette, or hard drive partition upon which the VM boot win be performed.
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CONFIG.SYS  MODIFICATIONS

FSFILTER.SYS is a device driver which manages  DOS VDM access to  OS/2 disks.
FSFILTER.SYS  should  be  copied  from  the  \OS2\MDOS  directory  to  the  DOS
diskette.    Secondly,  the- fouowing  statement  should  be  added  to  the  CONFIG.SYS
ffle of the bootable DOS diskette or image.

devi.ce  =   fsfilter.sys

1,  Insert  the  hoe  "DEVICE  =   FSFILTER.SYS" 6efore  any  other  "DEVICE  ="
statement  in  CONFIG.SYS.     Be  sure  to  copy  the  fie  FSFILTER.SYS  from
\OS2\MDOS\FSFILTER.SYS to the boot  volume  or provide  a full  path to  it
in the statement such as:

DEVICE   =   D:\OS2\MDOS\FSFILTER.SYS

2.  If  there   is   any   "DEVICE   ="   statement   which   references   the   DOS   driver
HIMEM.SYS or the  DOS  driver  EMM386.SYS in the  CONFIG.SYS  ffle,  the
fouowing change must be made:

Edit  any     reference  to  the  DOS  XMS  driver  (HIMEM.SYS)  or  the  DOS  EMS
driver  (EMM386.SYS)  so  that  it refers to  the  device  drivers  in  \OS2\MDOS  direc-
tory of the OS/2 boot volume.

The  OS,t'2 versions  of these  device  drivers  win  work only in a  VM  boot  session and
will not provide XMS or EMS  services in a native  DOS environment.
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AUTOEXEC.BAT

C:\OS2\MDOS\MOUSE

FSACCESS  A:

I-`igure  6-24.   All()F„XEC.BAT  Modifications
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These   changes   should   be   made   to   the   virtual   machine   (VM)   boot   volume
ALTOEXEC.BAT file:

1.   If mouse support is needed, add this line to the AUTOEXEC.BAT Rue:

D:\OS2\MDOS\MOUSE

This  assumes  OS/2  is  insta.Iled  on  C:.     If  OS/2  is  installed  on  a  different  drive,
change  the  drive  letter  accordingly.    The  OS/2  version  of the  mouse  support  will
work  only  in  a  VM  boot  session.     It  win  not  provide  mouse  services  in  a  native
DOS envirorment.

2.  Assuming  the   DOS  Rues  are  in  the   C:\DOS   directory,  redirection  would  be
accomplished by adding the fouowing statements to the AUTOEXEC.BAT fie:

SET    COMSPEC    =    C:\DOS\COMMAND.COM

SET   PATH   =   C:\DOS;    .     .     .    other   path   di.re-ctori.es

FSACCESS    A:

3.   It  is  recommended  that  the  "FSACCESS  A:"  statement  be  included  at  the  end
of the AUTOEXEC.BAT.   This  statement releases the boot diskette and makes
it avaflable to  another  VM  Boot  session.    Executing  "FSACCESS  A:"  is  equiv-
alent to removing the boot diskette from the A: drive.
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VM   Diskette   Image   Utility

iI

pdl6=14

Figure  6-25.    VMDisk  Utility

The  VMDisk  utihty  provides  the  user  with  a  method  for  transforming  a  bootable
diskette into a file that contains the image of that diskette.

VMDISK  is  a  command  line  (not  PM)  based  apphcation  which  runs  under  OS/2
I.x,  OS/2 2.x,  and  DOS  so  as to facilitate transport of the image fie to the  ()S/2 2.x
environment.   VMDISK  supports  3.5 and  5.25 inch diskette formats.

The format of the command is as fouows:

VMDISK   source   drive:    target   drive:\path\fi.lename.ext

where:

•   source  drive:  is the diskette drive containing the bootable  DOS  diskette.

•   target_drive: is the location and file name for the image fie.

The Rue name  must  be  specified.    If the target  drive  and  path  are  not  specified,  the
current  path  win  be  used.    I,nsure  that  the  target  Drive has  su{ricient  space for the
image file.

The  size of the diskette image is exactly the  size of the diskette used.    For  Exa.mple,
a  72()  KB  diskette  is  preferable  to  a  1.44  MB  so  as  to  save  space  on  the  hard  disk
which win  store it.
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ure  6-26.   Setting  Up  a  VM  Boot

The  user creates the VDM  Boot  object  by creating a new  DOS  session entry in one
of his  program  groups.    In  the  figure  above,  notice  the  dialogue  on  the  left.    The
fields of the Progrcm dialoLme should be filled as fouows:

Path   and   file   name                       *

Parameters                                           (left   blank)

Working   di.rectory                          (left   blank)

The  Scj,fz.o#  dialogue  (above  right)  is  where  the  selection for  "DOS  Fun  Screen"  or
"DOS Window" is made.   Next, the  DOS Se//j.#gj button is selected to  configure the

DOS environment.
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I.`igure  6-27.    D()S  Starlup  Drive

The  VM   boot  feature  introduces  a  new  DOS  property  titled  the  "DOS  Startup
Drive."   A physical diskette drive or the fie  name  of a diskette inage  on a hard disk
can  be  spccil`ied.    The  mapping  "C:",  with  no  path,  win  boot  the  partition  boot
record of the active  "C:" partition.   The syntax is as fouows:

physl.Gal    drive:path;

Vvhere:

•   "physical_drive:path" is either the "C:" partition, a diskette, or the drive and path
of a file that contains the image of the bootable diskette.

Examples:

•A:

Specifies that a virtual  86 machine should be booted from the A: drive.

•    D:\DOS33.IMG

Specifies  that  a  virtual  86  machine  should  be  booted  from the  diskette  image  con-
tained in fie  DOS33.IMG on the "D:" drive.   Once booted, the  contents  of this fie
win appear as the  "A:" volume from within that session.

•C:
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Specifies  that  the   partition   boot   record   on  the   active  "C:"  partition   should  be
booted.
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In this  subtopic  the  student  learned how to  configure a virtual  DOS  machine boot
session.

This subtopic inustrated and explained:

•   the requirement for VDM  Boot.

•   3 ways that the DOS boot record can be packaged for VDM booting.

•   how to alter the DOS CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT Rues.

•   how to utilize the VMDISK uthity to create an image fie.

•   how to  create  an  object in a folder on the  OS/2 desktop  which  causes  DOS  to
be booted in a VDM when selected.

This concludes the third subtopic of the topic
"The DOS Environment."

In this topic the  student learned to tune the OS/2 2. I  DOS Environment and enable
a Virtual DOS  Machine  Boot.

The student learned how to:

•   Edit CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT for VDM efficiency

•    Use  DOS  Settings  to  optimize  a   DOS  apphcation  running  under  OS/'2  2.I's
DOS environment

•   Enable a  D()S  Virtual  Machine  Boot

This concludes the topic
"The  DOS  Environment."                                                          /„
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Terminal objective..

After  attending  this  topic  the  student  should  be  able  to  provide  a  brief,  general
description  Of  OS/2's  Win-OS|2  as  well  as  execute  Windows  applications  on  the
OS/2 2.x plainorm.

Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the student should be able to:

•   Describe IBM's WIN-OS2 environment.

•   Instal and execute Windows appfications under OS/2.

The win-OS/2 Environment     7-I
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-'s  Win-OS/2  Environment

btopic objectives
T erminal objective..

After   attending   this   subtopic   the   student   should  be   able   to   provide   a  general
description Of the IBM Witros I 2 operating eavironmeat.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to describe:

•   MAVDM

•   SAVDM

in the context of the Win-OS/2 operating environment.
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•  Windows  Applications  Direct  on  the  PM  Desktop

•  Multiple  Application  Virtual   DOS  Machines

•  Single  Application  Virtual   DOS  Machines

ps516100

Figure  7-1.   Win-OS/2  Implementation

Win-OS/2 supports Windows" apphcations in one of three ways:

•   In a Multiple Apphcation Virtual DOS  Machine (Fuuscreen (MAVDM)

•    In a Sinale Apphcation Virtual DOS  Machine (Fuuscreen SAVDM)

•   Seamlessly (Windowed)
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•  Seamless  Windowed  Environment
-    OS/2  Presentation  Manager  Screen  Group
-     Seamless  Migration  to  Windows  Application  Compatibility

•   Full  Screen  Environment  in  OS/2  2.1
-     Maximum  Compatibility  for  Windowrs  3.1
-    Standard  or  Enhanced  Mode
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7-2.   Windowed  and  Fullscreen  Solutions

The "Windowed  Environment"  win accommodate Windows" apphcations executing
in  the  OS/2  Presentation  Manager  screen  group.    It  is  this  environment  that  pro-
vides the  "seamless" solution to  WindowsTM application compatibhity.

The  ''Full  Screen  Environment"  is  designed  to  provide  maximum  compatibihty for
WindowsTM  apphcations  that  execute  under  Windows  3.ITM.  This  solution  provides
the user with a more traditional WindowsTM  environment than that provided by the
"seamless" solution.

The win-OS/2 Environment     7-5
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•  WINOS2.COM

-  Starts  Win-OS/2  3.1

-  Loads  VDM  environment  for  Vvln-OS/2  3.1

•  OS2K386.EXE

-  Replaces  Win-OS/2  3.0  Kernel  (OS2K286.EXE)

-  Full  screen

-  Seamless

ps516104

Figure  7-3.   The  IBM  Win-OS/2  Kernel

The  abhity to  run Windows"  apphcations required that  some changes  be made to
OS/2.   OS/21.x could only run Windows" apphcations in real mode.   This level of
support is inadequate to run all Windows" applications unmodified.

Some apphcations and device drivers required  a standard mode WindowsTM  environ-
ment.   The features  added  subsequently to  OS/2  enable  the  level  of support  neces-
sary to run those apphcations.

The  WindowsTM  kernel  (co-owned  by  IBM)  has  been  modified  to  use  the  DOS
Protect  Mode  Interface  (DPMI)  for  memory  management  and  interrupt  manage-
ment.   This modified kernel executes in a fun screen VDM using VDM architecture
with DOS emulation.

Both  standard  and  enhanced  mode  of the  Windows  3.ITM  kemel  are  supported  in
this VDM.
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Figure  7-4.   Full  Screen  MAVDM
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The  Multiple  Apphcation  Virtual  DOS  Machine  (MAVDM)  fun  screen implemen-
tation  of Win-OS/2  3.1  is  almost  identical  to  running  DOS/Windows  3.1".    The
Win-OS/2  3.I   Program   Manager  is  used  to  start  multiple  Windows  apphcations
within the same VDM.   The MAVDM uses the built in kemel and is launched from
a VDM.   This implementation provides the maximum `1ook and feel" compatibhity
for the  DOS/WindowsTM user migrating to  OS/2 Version 2.x.

The  kernel  can  be  started  in  standard  or  enhanced  mode.    DPMI  is  automatically
activated.     As  is  shown  in  the  figure  above,  the  Win-OS/2  Program  Manager  is
rurming.     Multiple  Windows  apphcations  can,  therefore,  run  under  this  environ-
ment.   Those apphcations can share data.

Many  of the  Windows  3.ITM  applets  are  now  included  with  Win-OS/2  3.1.    Users
can also  enjoy the additional benefits from the improved OLE support,  multimedia
support for audio and TrueType font support.
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Figure  7-5.   Full  Screen  SAVDM

The Single Apphcation Virtual DOS  Machine (SAVDM) full screen implementation
of OS/2  Version  2.I`s  Win-OS/2  is  the  recommended  way  of running  Windows"
apphcations  under  OS/2  and  is  started  directly  when  the  WindowsTM  apphcation  is
executed from an OS/2 command line or from an OS/2 Work Place Shell icon.

The kernel can be started in standard or enhanced mode.   As is  shown in the figure
above,  the  Program  Manager  will  not  be  started  because  only  one  apphcation  win
be running under this environment.

By  running  in  SAVDMs,  WindowsTM  appncations  are  timesliced  more  effectively
because  one  of them is under the  control of OS/2's  pre-emptive multitasking sched-
uler.     In  a  MAVDM  environment,  all  Windows"  applications  in  there  are  stiu
subject to the cooperative multitasking design of WindowsTM.
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Figure  7-6.   Seamless  Solution
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The  SAVDM  provides  a  seamless  approach  to  Presentation  Manager  integration.
The apphcation is loaded from the Workplace  Sheu in a very similar way to  a  DOS
apphcation  and the user may easily switch back to  Presentation Manager,  as weu as
share   data   via   the   chpboard   or   DDE   with   other   WindowsTM   or   Presentation
Manager applications.

OS/2   Version   2.i    provides   the   capability   for   WindowsTM   applications   to   run
seamlessly.    That  is,  the  Windows"  application  win  execute  on  the  OS/2  desktop
with no apparent difference between it and PM apphcations.

Like  the  fuuscreen  SAVDM  and  MAVDM  solutions,  the  seamless implementation
is a protected mode process subject to the same apphcation protection facihties that
OS/2  provides  protected  mode  (i.e.  OS/2)  apphcations.    Windows  apphcations  are
protected from DOS and OS/2 apphcations executing in the system.

The win-OS/2  Environment     7-9
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Figure  7-7.   WIN-OS/2  Sessions

A Win-OS/2 3. I  session can be either fun screen or seamless (windowed).

It  is  recommended  that  the  OS/2  2.i   Migrate  Apphcations  utihty  be  used  once
Windows   apphcations   have   been   installed.      Migrate   Apphcations   sets   up   the
Win-OS/2   3.1   settings   correctly  for  the   apphcation   and  creates   an  icon   in  the
Windows Applications folder.
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7-8.   WIN-OS/2  Mode

Windows  apphcations  default  to  standard  mode.    Display  the  WIN-OS/2  Settings
option  from  within  the  WIN-OS/2  Settings  notebook.     The  WIN  RUN  MODET+r=

parameter can be changed to specify enhanced mode.

Another  way  to  stan  a  Win-OS/2  3.I  apphcation  is  to  type  the  apphcation  name
from an OS/2 or DOS command prompt as follows:

[C:\]WINOS2    /E    PROGRAM.EXE

for enhanced mode launching or,

[C:\]WINOS2    /3    PROGRAM.EXE

for standard mode launching.

The win-OS/2  Environment     7-11
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In this subtopic the  student leamed about the  IBM WINOS2.COM operating envi-
ronment that supports the execution of Windows" apphcations.

The fonowing terms  were  described  and  discussed  in  the  context  of the  Win-OS2
operating envirorment.

•   Standard mode

•   Enhanced mode

•   MAVDM

•   SAVDM

•   Seandess

This wraps up the   subtopic of the topic
"The Win-OS/2 Environment".
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`ning  Applications  Under Win-OS2

btopic objectives
T erminal objective..

After  attending .this   subtopic  the   studeat   should  be  able  to  install  and  execute
Windows applications under OS / 2.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to:

•   Instal OS/2 so it supports Windows apphcations.

•   Open the appropriate Workplace  Sheu object to  customize a Windows apphca-
tion.

•   Add a subsequent Windows apphcation to an existing OS/2 Version 2. i  system.

•   Launch a Windows apphcation.

The win-OS/2  Environment     7-13
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Figure  7-9.   Win-OS/2  Support

Win-OS/2 is  provided  by  default  during the installation of OS/2 Version  2.1.   If the
user  marks  the   WJrv-OS/2  Swpporf  checkbox,  all  the  ffles  necessary  to  provide
Win-OS/2 support win be instaued in the fouowing subdirectories:

•   \OS2\MDOS\WINOS2

•   \OS2\MDOS\WINOS2\SYSTEM
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re  7-10.   The  Migration  Utility

During  initial  installation  of OS/2  Version  2.1,  the  migration  utihty  win  search  the
path statement  in the  user's  current AUTOEXEC.BAT fie.    If a WindowsTM  direc-
tory  is  referenced  in  there,  the  current  *.INI  and  *.GRP  files  win  be  read  and  the
necessary  changes  will  be  apphed  to  them.    The  updated  versions  win  be  stored  in
the

\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2

subdirectory.    These  changes  win  effectively  migrate  the  user's  Windows  Desktop,
including au their Windows apphcations into  an  IBM Win-OS2  MAVDM  environ-
ment.

Upon  completion  of the  installation  process,  the  user  is  tiven  the  opportunity  to
rigrate installed Windows apphcations (defined to the Windows  Program Manager)
to  the  OS/2 Version  2.I    Workplace  Sheu.    AIL  WindowsTM  apphcations that  are  to
be rigrated must have the appropriate  DOS  and Windows"  settings defined in the
Certified  Application  Database  (CAD),  that  is  shipped  as  a standard component  of
OS/2 Version  2.1.

The win-OS/2  Environment     7-15
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Figure  7-11.   Adding Application  to  CAD

In the event that a Windows apphcation is installed and that apphcation is not listed
in the  CAD, the  Migration  Uthity can be  used to  add the  apphcation  to  the  CAD
enabling the uthity to then migrate the apphcation.

If the system is already installed and the apphcation was subsequently added:

1.  Select the  Migration  Uthity from the System Setup folder.

2.  Indicate the search drives and options in the dialog and select Fj.#d.

3.  When the  Migrate  Programs dialog appears,  select i4dd Progrczm£.

4.  The Add Programs dialog win hst available programs.

a.  Highlight the program you wish to add to the CAD.
b.  Select j4dd
c.   Select  Ok

5.  The  Migrate  Programs dialog win return with the new apphcation hsted.   Select
Migrate

The new apphcation  win  now  have  a program  reference  icon  on the  Desktop  and
win run in a SAVDM.   If the system is so enabled, it win run seamlessly.
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7-12.    I.aunching  Applications

The fouowing methods may be used to start Windows applications:

•   Enter the application name at an OS/2 command prompt.

•   Select the apphcation's program object icon from a Drives folder.

•   Install the apphcation in a folder on the Workplace Sheu desktop.

If the application is started from either the OS/2 Drives folder or an OS/2 command
prompt, a SAVDM win be created.   If the apphcation is started from an icon, either
a SAVDM or a MAVDM will be created.

The win-OS/2  Environment     7-17
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Figure  7-13.    Defining  Program  Objects

There  are  two  types  of program  object  definitions.    One  for the  sinale  application
environment and the other for the multiple apphcations definition.
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Figure  7-14.   Starting  DOS  and  OS/2  Apps
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Some Windows  3.1"  applications rely on their abhity to  can  DOS  uthity programs
for basic and utihty functions.   WIN-OS/2 3.0 did not provide that level of support.
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Topic Summary

7-20     oS/22.I

In  this  subtopic  the  student  leaned  to  install  and  execute  Windows  applications
under OS/2 Version 2.1's Win-OS2.   The following points were covered:

•   Instauation of OS/2 so it supports Windows appHcations.

•   Migration of existing Windows applications to the Win-OS2 environment.

•   The Workplace Shen object used to customize a Windows apphcation.

•   Adding  a  subsequent  Windows  apphcation  to  an  existing  OS/2  Version  2.1
System.

•   Launching a Windows apphcation.

This concludes another subtopic of the topic
`The Win-OS2   Environment".

In  this  topic  the  student  lea.med  about  OS/2's  Win-OS/2  environment  as  weu  as
how to execute Windows applications in OS/2.

This topic discussed:

•   The Win-OS2 environment.

•   Instalation and execution of windows apphcations.

Thi.s concludes the topic
"The Win-OS/2 Envirorment."
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TOPIC 8:  Migrating  applications
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Topic objective:
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Terminal objective..

After  attending  this  topic  the  studeat  should  be  able  to  provide  a  brief,  general
description Of how to migrate applications to the Desktop and how to create their own
application migration database.

Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the student should be able to:

•   Describe the steps to migrate apphcations to the Desktop

•   Create a simple migration database

Migrating applications      8-I
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If you  have  already  previously  instaued  programs  on  your  hard  drive,  and  did  not
choose to  format your hard  drive  during  insta.llation,  progra.in  references  are  created
and  saved  in  folders  on  the  Desktop.    This  function  is  performed  by  the  Migrate
Apphcations program.   During installation, the migration program  win also  initia.Iize
settings     for     programs     using     the     application     database     located     in     the
\OS2\INSTALL\DATABASE.DAT.

Program folders are created for DOS, Windows, and OS/2 apphcations found on the
hard drive during migration, including WIN-OS2 groups if WIN-OS2 is installed.

Additional folders  are  created for apphcations  not found  in the  database,  but which
are rna.nually added to the system using the Add  Programs function of the  Migration
Apphcation program.   Settings for these programs win be the system defaults.

Users   can   also   add   or  modify  this   database   for  their   own   apphcations.      The
PARSEDB  command  is  used  to  create  the  database.    PARSEDB  uses a processing
Rue  (DBTAGS.DAT)  and  an  ASCII  input  file  to  create  the  Database.    Procedures
are located in the  Master  Help  Index and in the Comma.nd  Reference.

Migrating applications      8-3
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I.-igure  8-2.   Adding  Application  lo  CAD

In the event that a Windows apphcation is installed and that apphcation is not listed
in the  CAD,  the  Migration  Utihity  can  be  used  to  add  the  apphcation  to  the  CAD
enabling the utility to then migrate the apphcation.

If the  system  is already installed and the application was subsequently added:

1.  Select the  Migration  Uthity from the  System Setup folder.

2.   Indicate the  search drives and options in the dialog and  select f`z.#d.

3.  When the  Migrate  Programs dialog appears, select Add Progrcmj

4.  The Add  Programs dialog win hst available programs.

a.  Highlight the program you wish to add to the CAD.
b.   Select Add
c.   Select  Ok

5.  The  Migrate  Programs dialog win return with the new apphcation listed.   Select
Migrate

The  new  application  win  now  have  a  program  reference  icon  on  the  Desktop  and
win run in a SAVDM.   If the system is so enabled, it will run seamlessly
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:c Summary
In this topic the student learned about migrating their apphcations to the Desktop.

This topic discussed:

•   The steps to migrate apphcations to the Desktop

•   How to create a rhigration database

This concludes the topic
"Migration of Apphcations."
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Terntirral objective..

After  attending  this  topic  the  studeat  should  llave  a  general  understanding  Of the
meanings Of the parameters in the OS I 2 cor[f ilguration f ile discussed.

Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the  student  should be  able to  describe the meaning
of each parameter found in the OS/2 configuration fie.

requisite knowledge
The student should have attended the previous topics in this course.

OS/2 2.I
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C`~ '..  Initialization  Files
subtopic objectives

Terndnal objective..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to explain what can be fiound
in the OS I 2 initialization files.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to explain the

•   contents of the OS2.INI ffle

•   contents of the OS2SYS.INI fie

•   procedure available to recreate these two files

OS/2 Configuration  File      9-5
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2 Files:

located in the \OS2 subdirectory

rEure  9-I.    Inside the initialization  Files
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H6 OS/2  2.1

These are two  binary Rues extensively used by the operating system and by apphca-
tions.

System  settings,  such  as  apphcation  defaults,  display  options,  and  fie  options,  are
contained in the OS2.INI startup fie located in the OS2 directory of your hard disk.

There is also a system fie called OS2SYS.INI, which contains information regarding
the installed fonts and printer drivers.
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What if-.-

Copy ? Backup ?

Makeini utility ?

Figure 9-2.   What if...

If you receive  a message  stating that the  OS2.INI ffle is corrupted, the OS2.INI fie
instaued on your system must be replaced by another valid copy of the OS2.INI Rue.

Added  to  your  system  during  the  installation  process,  the   MAKEINI.EXE  fie
creates  a new  OS2.INI fie  containing default infomation.   You can re-create both
the user and the  system  INI ffles using MAKEINI  (located in the  OS2 directory of
your  hard  disk).    If you  decide  to  use  this  uthity,  the  defaults  win  be  those  of a\newly installed  OS/2  2.i.    Any folders,  color preferences  etc.  set  up  previously win

not appear.

One  can  also  protect their  INI  ffles by having them automatically backed up each
time you start the system.    For instance,  in the  CONFIG.SYS  ffle,  a backup  copy

:;s¥e°:rs:LIT::tc[=[6:he:a¥edabackup°fthelNlfflesastheyemstedatthe=:;:„r,sz*
•   CALL= D..\OS2\XCOPY.EXE D..\OS2tt .INX D..\OS2N .INY

•   CALL= D..\OS2\XCOPY.EXE D..\OS2tt .INI D..\OS2tt .INX

"N5i
'#{\u  ft  .
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topic Summary

OS/2 2.I

In this  subtopic the  student were introduced to the importance of the OS/2 initial-
ization ffles.

This concludes the first subtopic of the topic
"OS/2 Configuration ffle".
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C`~ '? configuration file parameters

Subtopic objectives
Terrndnd objective..

After  attending  this  subtopic  the  studeat  should  be  able  to  explain  the  purpose  Of
para[meters fiound in the  OS|2  cor[fiiguration file  tliat haNe  not yet  been discussed in
this course.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to explain the
•   parameters not yet discussed in the previous subtopics

OS/2 Configuration File     9-9
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fl. 10      Os/22.1

CURRENT OS|2 CONFIGURATION FILE

•   IFS= D:\OS2\HPFS.IFS   /CACHE:512 /CRECL:4 /AUTOCHECK:G

•   PROTSHELL= D:\OS2\PMSHELL.EXE

-_  .-_<ui`

i,f~`-&uf t
I

•   SET USER  INI=D:\OS2\OS2.INI

•   SET SYSTEM  INI=D:\OS2\OS2SYS.INI

•   SET OS2  SHELL=D:\OS2\CMD.EXE

•   SET AUTOSTART = PROGRAMS,TASKLIST,FOLDERS

•   SET RUNWORKPLACE= D:\OS2\PMSHELL.EXE

•   SET COMSPEC= D:\OS2\CMD.EXE

•   LIBPATH =.;D:\OS2\DLL;D:\OS2\MDOS;D:\;D:\OS2\APPS\DLL;

•SET
PATH = D:\OS2;D:\OS2\SYSTEM;D:\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2;D:\OS2\INSTALL;D:\;D:\OS
2\MDOS;D:\OS2\APPS;

•SET
DPATH = D:\OS2;D:\OS2\SYSTEM;D:\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2;D:\OS2\INSTALL;D:\;D:\O
S2\BITMAP;D:\OS2\MDOS;D:\OS2\APPS;

•   SET PROMPT= Si Sp

•   SET HELP = D:\OS2\HELP;D:\OS2\HELP\TUTORIAL;

•   SET GLOSSARY= D:\OS2\HELP\GLOSS;

•   PRIORITY  DISK  IO=YES

•   FILES-20

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\TESTCFG.SYS

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\DOS.SYS

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\PMDD.SYS

:io|:F=F:EA:£#5i2,LW~~?P<

cQdrfty.

•   MAXWAIT=3

•   MEMMAN=SWAP,PROTECT

•   SWAPPATH= D:\OS2\SYSTEM 2048 3072

•   BREAK=OFF

•   THREADS=256

•    PRINTMONBUFSIZE= 134,134,134

•   COUNTRY= 001,D:\OS2\SYSTEM\COUNTRY.SYS

•   SETKEYS=ON

•REM SET
DELDIR=C:\DELETE,512;D:\DELETE,512;E:\DELETE,512;F:\DELETE,512;

•bdr



dr\Jers `

\6aA  ,,+

a£R;FfJL
•   BASEDEV=PRINT02.SYS        1

•   BASEDEV= IBM2FLPY.ADD

•   BASEDEV= IBM2ADSK.ADD

•   BASEDEV= OS2DASD.DMD

•   BASEDEV= OS2SCSI.DMD \thar
•   SET BOOKSHELF=D:\OS2\BOOK

•   SETPATH= D:\OS2\APPS

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\APPS\SASYNCDB.SYS J,£-,

\

•   PROTECTONLY=NO

•   SHELL= D:\OS2\MDOS\COMMAND.COM D:\OS2\MDOS

•    FCBS=16,8

•   RMSIZE=640

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\MDOS\VEMM.SYS

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\MDOS\VMOUSE.SYS

•   DOS=LOW,NOUMB

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\MDOS\VDPX.SYS

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\MDOS\VXMS.SYS /UMB

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\MDOS\VDPMI.SYS

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\MDOS\VWIN.SYS

•   DEVINFO = SCR,VGA,D:\OS2\VIOTBL.DCP

•   SETVIDEO  DEVICES=VIO  VGA

•   SET VI0  VGA= DEVICE(BVHVGA)

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\MDOS\VVGA.SYS

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\POINTDD.SYS

•   DEVICE=D:\OS2\MOUSE.SYS     -:~

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\COM.SYS

:  :::]EcpEA=G: ±o4z\,¥xppos\vci#K:svs ulnI\   cD`]*Kr£;sly+fa
A•   DEVINFO= KBD,US,D:\OS2\KEYBOARD.DCP

se+   u `,ljL® ~ deu {ce__ u \ 0.~ s u tfu=A

riedrw\b~`QA~~riutti\u;SLq5btssJu¥b`Q
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Figure 9-3.   OS/2   Parameters
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Figure 9-4.   OS/2  Parameters
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•   SETPATH=

This  sets  a  search  path  for commands  and programs.    Setting this  Path in the
config.sys  and  autoexec.bat  dues  lets  you  avoid  having  to  set  PATH  from  the
command prompt each time you turn on your system.

•   SETDPATH=

Chives  apphcation  programs  the  search  path  to  data  files  that  are  outside  the
current  directory.    This  environment  variable  can  only  be  set  using  the  SET
command in OS/2 sessions.
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Figure 9-5.   OS/2  Parameters

•   COINTRY=

Identifies  the  information  such  as  Date/Time  format  and  Decimal  separator.
001, specifies the actual country being supported.

•   CODEPAGE=

A code page  contains  letters,  numbers,  symbols  and  other  characters  common
to   a  particular  country.     Each  character  has  a  specific  number  (1   to   255)
assigned to it.   Character number 212 would display a character in the  US code
page (437) that would be different then the same number but in a different code
page say  860.

Code pages 437 and 850 are the default code pages for country 001.

•   DEVINFO

This statement prepares the device for system code page switching.

The    display    statement    specifies   your    display   name    and    a    ffle    names
VIOTBL.DCP that contains a video font table for displaying characters in each
of the code pages supported by the system.

When  using  a ffle  that  was  created  in  another  code  page,  you  can  switch  to  that
code page or to the multilingual code page. We recommend you use the multilingual
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code   page   (850)   whenever   possible   because   it   supports   many   languages.   For
example,  suppose you create a fie using code page  850 and  send it to  someone in
another country.   When that fie is viewed or printed using code page 850, it is iden-
tical to your copy.   If, however, the fie you send was not created using the multilin-
gual code page, the receiver win need to  switch to the code page that it was created
with.  Once  code pages  are defined on your system,  you can switch back and forth
between the prepared code pages.

In the OS/2 operating system, a program or user can change the active code page.
Two pages can be active simultaneously.   Code pages for the keyboard, display, and
printer can be set independently; however, code-page  switching can take place only
in  printers  and  displays  that  support  code-page  switching,  including the  fonowing
products:

E-16      0S/22.1
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Figure 9-6.   OS/2  Parameters

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\PMDD.SYS

This  device,  provides pointer draw  support for the  OS/2 sessions.    If this  state-
ment is not in the config.sys fie, the system win not restart.

•   DEVICE = D:\OS2\POINTDD.SYS

Provides  mouse  pointer  draw  support.    To  effectively  use  a  mouse,  you  must
load  this  device  driver  in  addition  to  specifying  the  appropriate  mouse  device
driver statements in the config.sys fie.

•   DEVICE= D:\OS2\MOUSE.SYS

This is a statement that  identifies the mouse to mouse.sys.

OS/2 Configuration  File      9-17
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Figure 9-7.   OS/2  Parameters

•   SETPROMPT=

This indicates how the command prompt win appear  . The default prompt for
OS/2  is  the   current   directory  of  the   default   drive   enclosed  within   bracket
symbols.    the  default  prompt  for  a  DOS  session  is  the  default  drive  letter fol-
lowed by the 'greater than' symbol.

•   SETVIDEO  DEVICES=

Is required for graphics   support.

•   DEVICE-

Allows  OS/2  apphcations  or  system  programs,  such  as  SPOOL,  to  use  serial
devices.   COM.SYS system fie supports ports COMl and COM2.

This  device  driver  supports  applications  with  the  fouowing  RS-232C  (serial
device) interface functions:

-Duplex communication

-   Automatic flow control (XON/XOFF) for both transmit and receive

-   Various modem line handshaking modes

-    Standard and nonstandard baud rates

!B
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Figure 9-8.   OS/2  Parameters

•   SETHELP=

Provides a help line as part of the command prompt, displays help information
for waming and error messages, or displays a specific topic within a book.

Enter this  command without a parameter to  display the  HELP options  avail-
able for the current mode of operation. These options allow you to:
-Return to the Desktop.

-    Switch to the next session

-    Exit the current OS/2 session

-    Get additional help on error and warning messages.

If you are writing an apphcation program or working with unfamiliar software,
it is advisable to specify HELP OFF, or messages from your program micht not
appear on the   display screen.

If you  specify  HELP  ON,  the  value  of the  PROMPT  environment  is  over-
written  until  you  specify   HELP   OFF.     Specifying  HELP   OFF   resets  the
prompt back to the default system  prompts for DOS and OS/2 sessions.

•   SET GLOSSARY=

OS/2 Configuration  File     9-19
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Indicates the path to find the dossary information.
•   SET BO0KSHELF=

Indicates the path to find the on-line command references information.

•   SETKEYS=

Permits previously issued commands to be retrieved and edited.
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OS/2  Parameters

•   PROTSHELL

This   loads   the   PMSHELL.exe   as   the   user   interface   program   and   OS/2
command     processor.     This,  replaces  the  default  OS/2  command  processor
(cnd.exe) with another command processor.

•   PRINTMONBUFSIZE =

Sets  parallel  port  device  driver  buffer  size.     This  statement  enables  you  to
increase the size of the  parallel port  device  driver and thereby increase  the per-
formance of data to devices connected to the parallel port.   There is support for
3  parallel  ports.    The  number  positioning,  corresponds  to  LPT1,  LPT2,  and
LPT3 character monitor buffer size.

•   PRIORITY  DISK  10
==__I                                                        I_    :

Specifies  disk input/output priority for apphcations  running in the foreground.
If set to  YES,    an  apphcation running in tbe foreground win receive  disk  I/0
priority over apphcations running in the background.

•   SET DELDIR=

If used,  this  is  the  location  where  the  deleted  files  will  actually  be  held  after
deletion.

n.q/?  r^nfioiirat:^n  F:1a      0-21



When  UNDELETE  is  specified,  if the  fie  is  still  recoverable,  it  is  reclaimed
and  restored  to  its  specific  path.     If  a  dupticate  fie  name  exists,  you  are
prompted to rename it or it  is ignored by the system.

UNDELETE can be used in both DOS and OS/2 sessions.   Files that are avail-
able for recovery are reported as used bytes on the disk.

These  are  the  system  instauation  defaults  for  the   PROTSHELL  statement.
Should    you    wish    to    run    another    Presentation    Manager    program    say
ABCD.EXE then, one would alter the PROTSHELL statement to indicate that
ABCD.EXE progran.
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e 9-10.   OS/2 Parameters

•   SET COMSPEC=

If you  specify  a  SHELL  statement  that  contains  a fie  specification other than
the default,   set the COMSPEC environment variable to the same fie specifica-
tion  when  a  DOS    session  is  started.    For  example,  if you  have  a  command
processor  named    DOSPROC.COM  in  a  DOSPGMS  sub-directory,  you  can
place  the  fouowing  SET  command    in  your  AUTOEXEC.BAT  ffle:       SET
COMSPEC = C:\DOSPGMS\DOSPROC.COM

•   PROTECTONLY=

The  OS/2  operating  system  requires  this  statement  in  the  CONFIG.SYS  file.
The  PROTECTONLY= YES  statement  allows  memory under  640KB,  which
is normally used for   DOS programs, to be available for OS/2 programs.   When
PROTECTONLY= YES,  you   cannot  run  programs  in  DOS  sessions.  If you
later  decide  tbat  you  want  to  run  DOS     programs  in  the  lower  640KB  of
memory,  specify  PROTECTONLY= NO.   This alows you to   use both DOS
and OS/2 programs.

•   SET EPMPATH=

Is another environment variable, in this case used by the Enhanced Editor.

•   DEVICE = D:\OS2\TESTCFG.SYS

nq/?  r^nfioilr.atinn  F:1p      0-2_1



This device driver is used during the install process to test the system configura-
tion.     It  should not be removed from this file as it is also used by the selective
install process and during device driver installation.
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Sure 9-11.   OS/2  Parameters

Instaus a base device driver by specifying the complete fie name of the device driver
in your CONFIG.SYS fie.   The above is an indication of some of the possible base
drivers that get instaued.

The  BASEDEV  statement  is  used to  load base  device  drivers.    Device  support for
disks,  diskettes,  printers  connected to  the  workstation,  and  other  devices,  is  loaded
with the   BASEDEV statement.

The fouowing base device drivers are included with your OS/2 diskettes:

•   PRINT01.SYS             Device support for locally attached printers on non-Micro
Channel workstations.

•   PRINT02.SYS
Channel + workstations.

•   IBMIFLPY.ADD
Channel workstations.

•   IBM2FLPY.ADD
workstations.

•   IBMIS506.ADD
Channel workstations.

Device  support  for  locauy  attached  printers  on  Micro

Device  support  for  diskette  drives  on  non-Micro

Device  support  for  diskette  drives  on  Micro  Channel

Device  support for non-SCSI  disk drives  on non-Micro

\c /.  ,.A-ft -..- a+:^-I:1^      a_?<



•   IBM2ADSK.ADD
Channel workstations.

•   IBM2SCSI.ADD

•    IBMINT13.113

SCSI adapters.

•   OS2DASD.DMD

•   OS2SCSI.DMD
devices.

Device  support  for  non-SCSI  disk  drives  on  Micro

Device support for Micro Channel SCSI adapters.

General-purpose  device  support  for non-Micro  Channel

General-purpose device support for disk drives.

General-purpose  device  support  for  non-disk  SCSI
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I.t`+epic Summary

In  this  subtopic  the  student  were  introduced  to  the  remainder  OS/2  configuration
parameters that had not been previously discussed.

This concludes this subtopic of the topic
"OS/2   Configuration ffle".
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Terndnd objective..

After attending this subtopic the studeat should be able to explain the purposes Of the
parameters discussed in previous topics, that pertain to the OS I 2 confiiguration file.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to explain the

•   DOS parameters

•   Windows paraneters

•   File System parameters

•   Memory Management parameters
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F`igure 9-12.   DOS  Parameters

•   FCBS

Determines ffle-control-block infomation for DOS sessions.

A  File  Control  Block is a record that contains all of the infomation regarding
a ffle ( for example, its structure, length, and name).

Some programs use fie control blocks to create, open, delete, read, and write to
Rues.     New  programs  written  for  the  operating  system  use  internal  file  IDs
(bandles) for fie input/output.

•   RMSIZE

This statement specifies the hichest memory allowed for a DOS session.   If you
specify a number that exceeds the amount of memory alowable for our system
conflguration,  the  system win  give  you  an  error message.    In  such  a  case,  the
system win indicate that the value is not acceptable and it win ignore your state-
ment.

•   BREAK

Instructs  DOS  to  check  whether  the  CTRL  and  BREAK  keys  have  been
pressed before canying out a program request.

•   FILES
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Determines the  maximum number of ffles  available  in  DOS  sessions.   A fie is
in use  when  a program is  processing  some  kind    of operation  in  it.    When  a
program  is  using  a  fie  for  its  operation,  that  file  is  unavailable  to  another
program.   The ffle is returned to  avalabhity when the program has finished its
operation and the ffle is closed.

Placing  a  FILES=   statement  in  the  CONFIG.SYS  fie  increases  the  default
value for all  DOS  sessions.    Each  session  can  also  be  customized  by  chanSng
the appropriate DOS   setting.

•   SHELL = D:\OS2\MDOS\COMMAND.COM D:\OS2\MDOS

This  loads  and  starts  the  DOS  comma.nd  processor  command.com.     It  also
permits you to replace this processor with another.   If this  statement is omitted
from  the  config.sys  ffle,  the  default  DOS  command  processor  is  loaded  and
started with a /p parameter to retain COMMAND.COM in memory.

nc;. r^.f:.„.a+:^.  I:i^     0_11
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Figure 9-13.   DOS  Parameters

•   DEVICE = D:\OS2\MDOS\VMOUSE.SYS

Virtual mouse support

•   DEVICE = D:\OS2\MDOS\WGA.SYS

Virtual video support

•   DEVICE = D:\OS2\MDOS\VCOM.SYS

Virtual asynchronous communications  port support

Recall,  that  virtual  device  drivers  maintain  the  hardware  state  for  each  VDM
and prevent an appHcation in one VDM from corrupting another VDM.

•   DEVICE = D:\OS2\MDOS\VDPMI.SYS

Virtual DOS Protect Mode Interface

•   DEVICE = D:\OS2\MDOS\VWIN.SYS

Device driver required for the seamless Windows appHcations capability
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ure 9-14.   DOS  Parameters

•   DEVICE = D:\OS2\MDOS\VEMM.SYS

Virtual device driver which provides the  LIM V4.0 Expanded memory to  DOS
sessions.

•   DOS=LOW,NOUMB

Specifies  that  the  DOS  kernel  should  reside  in  conventional  (low)  memory
below  640KB.    This  means  that  DOS  appncations  can  use  the  high  memory
area. The high memory area (HMA) refers to  space between  lMB and  lMB  +
64KB.
"NOUMB"  specifies  that  the  operating  system  does  not  control  the  upper

memory blocks (UMBs). This means that DOS appncations can allocate  UMBs
but cannot be loaded there.

•   DEVICE = D:\OS2\MDOS\VDPX.SYS

Virtual DOS Protect Mode Extender driver support

•   DEVICE = D:\OS2\MDOS\VXMS.SYS /UMB

VXMS.SYS is a virtual device driver that provides Extended Memory Specifica-
tion  (XMS)  emulation  to  DOS  sessions.     XMS  auows  DOS  appfications  to
access more than  lMB of memory, under XMS control.

nc /.  /-^_f:-.|-A+:^-F:1a      0.11



•   BUFFERS=30

This  sets  the  number  of disk  buffers  that  the  system  uses.     Buffering  is  one
memory management method used by the system.   by using the disk buffer, the
operating system can read and write blocks of information.   Once the infomia-
tion  is  read  into  the  buffer,  the  system  is  ready  to  process  the  information.
While the infomation is in the buffer or being processed, the input device can
beSn reading in new information so  that the processor need not wait unneces-
sarily to process the information.
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Parameters

•  Ips-

Notice the  appearance  of autocheck.   The /orm&£ command places this param-
eter  on  that  statement.     Upon  powering  on  your  machine,  the  system  win
perfomi  an  autocheck to  ensure that  any  HPFS  partitions were properly 'shut
down' prior to the last powering down of your system.

•   DISKCACHE=

Specifies the  number of blocks  of memory  to  allocate to  the  FAT  Rue  system
cache.

nc:/. r^rif:oilrat:^ri  I:1a      a-1<
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rigure 9-16.     Parameters

•   IOPL-

Allows I/0 privilege to be granted to requesting processes in OS/2 sessions.

•   THREADS=

This  specifies the maximum number of threads available to  OS/2 a.nd its apph-
cations.

•   MEMMAN=

This will enable swapping and it win also enable Apls to  auocate and use pro-
tected memory by DLLs.

•   SWAPPATH=

This points to the location of the swapper fie.   The initial value   is the minfree
value.    This  value  denotes the  amount  of disk  space  at  which the  system  win
warn you that there is less than this amount of space left on the partition con-
taining the swapper ffle.

•   MAXWAIT=

This sets the length of time, in seconds, a thread waits before the system assigns
it a higher priority.
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9-17.     Parameters
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This  parameter  is  used  to  identify  a  set  of  directories  to  be  searched  when  OS/2
loads dynamic link hbraries.
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In  this  subtopic  the  student  were  reminded of   the  config.sys  parameters  that  have
been previously discussed.

This concludes another subtopic of the topic
"OS/2 Configuration fie".

- +opic Summary
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subtopic objectives

Terminal objective..

After attending this  subtopic the student should be able to explain how to backup the
Deshiop and recover a conf ilg.sys f ile.

Eriabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to explain

•   how to recover a config.sys fie

•   how to recover from hard drive errors

•   how to backup the Desktop
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Recovery of - C®nfig.sys
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Figure 9-18.    Recovery  of Conflg.sys

The  CONFIG.SYS  fie  contains  command  statements  that  are  used  to  configure
your system upon startup.   If the fie is changed incorrectly, you might not be able
to restart the system or edit the ffle.   For example, some programs write information
to  this fie  when they  are  installed.    In  some  cases,  this  information  can  cause  the
CONFIG.SYS ffle to 6e unusable.

If your CONFIG.SYS file becomes unusable you can either

•   Make use of your backup CONFIG.BAK.   This is a ffle that  sometime earner,

you   would   have   created   as   a   backup   of   your   good   working   copy   of
CONFIG.SYS.

•   Use  the  CONFIG.SYS  ffle  that the  system  created for you when  you  initially
installed the  operating  system.    Keep  in  mind  that  you  win  probably  have  to
edit that ffle to include any changes you had made through time on your system
(for instance installing a device driver).

If your CONFIG.SYS  ffle has been modified such that you can not  even  start the
system, then you win have to boot with the OS/2 Jnsf¢&hati.on Df.skefrc and then use
Diskette 1 to get to a 4 command prompt.
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a    Recoveryof -
Errors on the Hard drive

9-19.   Recovery of hard  drive errors

The  CHKDSK  command  with  the  parameter  /F can  be  used  to  correct  disk  a.nd
directory errors.    However,  when you  use that  parameter,  no  activity  can occur on
that  partition.    Thus,  if you  need  to  correct  errors  on the  partition  on  which the
actual operating system is insta.lied, you must use the CHKDSK that is on Dj.skeffc
/.    This  win  require  that  you  boot  the  system  from  the  Installation  Diskette  and
then  insert  Di.skcffe  /  when  it  is  requested.    At  the  A  command  prompt  you  can
then type in the CHKDSK command with the /F parameter.
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Figure 9-20.   Backup of the  Desktop

Once  your  Desktop  is  setup  the  way  you  want  it,  you  can  copy  the  setup  to  a
diskette  and  use  it  as  a  backup.    You  ca.n  also  then  copy  your  setup  to  another
workstation.

Once  again,  one  must  boot  from the  Installation  Diskette  and  get  to  a command
prompt through D/.skcfrc /.   The XCOPY command can then be used.

•    XCOPY D..\Desklop   A..\DESKTOP  |S  |E

An extended attribute is a special area for data tbat describes the the ffle or directory
to the base operating system or to an apphcation.   XCOPY win copy extended attri-
butes of a source ffle to the target ffle.
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+opic Summary

pjc Summary

In this subtopic the student were introduced to the avalable methods for recovering
their Desktop and their config.sys fie.

This concludes this subtopic of the topic
"OS/2 Configuration ffie".

In this topic the student leamed what the various para.meters in the OS/2 configura-
tion ffle represent, and which ones can be altered.

This concludes the topic
"OS/2 Configuration fie".
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TOPIC  10:  OS/2 Version  2.1  Printing

Terminal objective..

After  attending this  topic the  student  should understand and be  able to  utilize  OS/2
Version 2x' s object orieated approach to printing.

Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the student should be able to customize print output
by manipulating the fouowing components of the OS/2 Version 2.x print subsystem:

•    Printer objects

•    Printer driver objects

•   Port, job, spooler and queue

•   Win-OS/2 Printing

pie objectives
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btopic objectives
Terndnal objective..

After attending this  subtopic the  studeat  should be  able to  customize  priat  output by
manipulating the priater object component Of the OS/2  Version 2.I  print subsystem.

Enabl.lng objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to:

•   Create a printer object

•   Customize the printer object's Settings notebook.
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F`igure  10-I.    Printer  Object  Icons

The OS/2 user interface consists of a total of six types of objects accessible from the
desktop.   Each of these objects represents a real functioning component of the print
subsystem which couectively interact in various ways to produce the desired output.

Use  of this  interface  is  simplified  by  having just  one  type  of object  visible  on  the
desktop through which printing configuration a.nd management can be directed.

This  object  is  called the  Printer  Object.    It  allows  you  access  to  the  other  objects
associated with printing such as:

•   Printer driver object

•   Portobject

•   Jobobject

•   Spooler object

•   Queue driver object.
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From the Templates  Folder

To create a printer object from the templates folder:

1.   Double chck on the  7.emp/czfcj folder.

2.  Drag the  Prz.#Jer template  to  a folder or to  some other available  place  on your
desktop.

This action brings up the  Creczfe cz Prz.#Jcr dialog.

3.  Type a unique name into the /Vczme field.

4.  Double chck on a printer driver from the Default printer driver container.

If the printer driver you want is not yet installed,  you can instal it at this point by
opening the  Settings  notebook  of any  installed  printer  driver  object  shown  in the
Default printer driver container.

5.  Double chck on an output port in the Owfpwf porf container.

6.  Double chck on Creczfe.

ncI/?  \/a-a:^rii?  1   Dt.;nt;r`0       1 n-i
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Figure  10-3.    From  a  Device  Driver  Diskette

This  method  has  the  advantage  of not  only  creating  a  new  printer  object  on  the
desktop, it win also automaticaly insta.Il the printer device driver object.

However,  in order to  accomphsh this  you need to  know  which  of the  OS/2 device
driver  diskettes  contains  the  driver for the  printer  you  wish  to  install.    When  you
know which diskette contains the ffle:

1.  Insert the desired OS/2 device driver diskette into  Drive A.

2.  Double click on Drive A.

3.  Double chck on the appropriate printer driver.

4.  Drag the appropriate printer driver icon from the Drive A window to a folder or
to some other available place on your desktop.
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10-4.   From an  Existing  Printer Object

To use this method, you must have previously installed a printer object.

1.  Display the context menu for this printer object.

2.   CHck on  Crec!fe cz#ofAer.

This brings up the  Creczfc f4#o/Aer dialog.

3.  Optionally, change the name in the IverM; #czme field.

4.  Select a folder as the target in which to create this print object.

5.   Cfick on  Creczfe.

This win bring up tbe Creafe cz Prz.#fer dialog.

6.  Change the name in the IVczme field as this is the name that will appear together
with the icon in your system.

7.  Select an Owfpa/f porf or chck the Owfpwf fo//e box.

8.  Select aL Dofoult printer driver.

If the printer driver you want is not yet installed, you can install it from here.

9.  Click on Create.
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=igure  10-5.   View

ln_f2      r`a;1.  1

The View page  shows you the system`s  physical name,  i.e. the internal name of the
object's  queue  and  the  name  of the  queue  folder  (directory)  in  the  spooler  folder
(directory).

This name is entered at creation time and cannot be changed in these settings.   It is
limited to eight characters to  accommodate  apphcations that do  not  use  the longer
names  available  in  OS/2.    While  some  apphcations  use  this  name  to  identify  the
printer, others use the  7Tz.//e name in the  G€#ercz/ tab.
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Printer driver

The  printer  driver  page  shows  the  insta.lied  Prz.#Jer  drivcrf  and  the  De/czzt/f prz.#/er
driver used by this print object.   You can change your selections or rna.ke a different
driver the  default  driver.    Click on the /ob praperf!.ef pushbutton to  set  up  default
job  requirements  unique  to  this  object,  such  as  paper  size  or  resolution.     If you
change  the  physical  setup  of  your  printer,  such  as  the  size  of  the  paper  in  the
printer,  you can  install  additional  printer  objects  for the  same  physical  printer  but
with different job properties.

n`</?Vpr<inn?  1   Pr;ntitio       ln-0
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figure  10-7.   Output

The output page  shows the port(s)  selected and the port(s) avalable for this printer
object.    You can  select  a different  port  or more  than one  port to  route  print-jobs.
Instead  of a  port,  you  can  set  up  a  printer  object  that  saves  your  print-job  as  a
printable ffle.

If you desire to  have  no  port or  "NONE"  associated with this  printer object,  then
simply  chck  on  any  space  inside  the  Owfpwf porf container but  outside  of the  port
objects.   You can also  redirect  LPT output to  a COM  port,  however,  you  cannot
redirect output from a COM port to an LPT port.

The  redirection  option  is  only  available  when  two  or  more  printer  objects  are
defined.
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10-8.   Queue options

Use this window to choose a gwezte driver for this particular printer object.

The  /ob  dz.cz/og  bc/ore prz.#f  option  win  display  the  printer  object's  job  properties
dialog  o#/y  if you  initiate  printing  by  dragSng  and  dropping  a  fie  on  the  printer
object.

When you print from apphcations, most of tbem allow you access to these proper-
ties via options like "Printer setup."

You also use this window to indicate that you want to  print jobs  in  Prz.#fer-fpccjysc
/ormaf (PM_Q_RAW).

The  Prz.#f wAz./e  fpoo/!.ng  option allows the  printer to  stan  processing the  print job
before the apphcation has finished sending the entire job to the  spool queue.   This
"threading"   win  increase  through-put  but   could  cause  timeout   problems  while

printing large ffles with images.
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Figure  10-9.    Print options

You  can  use  the  Sapczrc!for//e on this  page to  specify a separator page ffle.   Sepa-
rator pages  are  most  common  in  a  network  environment.    Some  printers,  such  as
the IBM 4029, have pre-defined separator pages on utdities diskettes.

Sf¢rf  7Tj.me and  S/ap 7Tj.mc can be entered for each print object.   This feature auows
the workstation to run as fast as possible while the user is there and stin be produc-
tive when the user is not there.
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ure  10-10.   Window

The  window  page  lets  you  ten the  system  how  you  want the  printer object to  act
when you mininrize it.    If you chck on the  jwz.#!.mj.ze  bacffo#,  then you can  select  an
entry in the jwj.#!.mz.ze bw/fo# beAav!.or group.   This selection win allow you to  specify
that  the  minimized  printer  object  window  be  placed  on  the  desktop,  in  the  jwz.#z.-
mized Window  Viewer or you could select Hide window.

Although you can change the  Ofy.ccf ope# beAcrvj.or,  it win have no  effect  on printer
objects as they win always use Dz.sp/aj; ejcz.ffz.#g wj.#dow.

ricri  `r__.:__  1  1   n_:_.:__       1n_11
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Figure  10-11.    General

You can change the name of the selected object in  7l.f/a...   You can change the icon
that  represents  this  object   by  using  the   Cr€czfe   cz#o/Aer ...,   Edj./ ...,   or   the   F/.#d...
options.

You can chck on the  7'emp/czfe box to use the selected object as a template to create
new printer objects with the same settings.
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•`+epic Summary
In this subtopic the student leaned how to customize print output by manipulating
the printer object component of the OS/2 Version 2.x print subsystem.

The student was taught how to:

•   Create a printer object

•   Custonrize the printer object's Settings notebook.

This concludes the subtopic of the topic
"OS/2 Version 2.x Printing".
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ter.Driver Object

btopic objectives
Terminal objective..

After attending this  subtopic the  student should be  able to customize  print output by
manipulating priater drivers within the OS/2 Version 2.x print subsystem.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to:

•   Instau a printer driver

•   Access the printer properties dialog of a printer driver.
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Figure  10-12.    Printer  Drivers

Each printer connected to  your  system  requires  at  least  one  printer driver.    Printer
drivers  provide  infomation  that  enables  OS/2  to  create  a  data  stream  appropriate
for the particular printer model you select for that object.

The  printer  driver  object  represents  the  fie(s)  that  comprise  your  OS/2  printer
driver.
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ure  10-13.   During  Installation of os/2

The only print object that exists on the  Workplace  Sheu is the Printer object.   The
printer device driver object exists  "inside" of the defined  Printer object(s).   There are
three ways to install a printer device driver in OS/2.

1.  During the installation of OS/2.
2.  While creating a Printer object
3.  From an existing Printer object.

When you install  OS/2 Version  2.x,  you are  prompted to  install a printer that win
be  used  as  the  default.    If you  do  so,  the  system  win  create  a  printer  object  and
automatically  install  the  device  driver  for  that  printer.     If  you  do  not  make  a
selection,  no  printer  object  is  created  on  the  desktop  but  the  IBMNULL  printer
driver is added to your system.

nc/.  \/a-a:^n.1   D-:r`+:nn       ln-10
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`igure  10-14.   While  Creating a  Printer Object

Previously, we outlined three different ways to create a Printer object.

1.  From a template
2.  From a device driver fie
3.  From an existing printer object.

If you create a Printer object from a device driver fie then the device driver selected
is  automatically  installed  and  becomes  the  default  device  driver  for  tbat   Printer
object.

If you create a Printer object from a template or an existing Printer object then you
win  be  presented  with  a  Create  a  Printer  dialog  box with  a  Default  printer  driver
container.     Remember,  the  drivers  in  the  De/czzt/f  prz.#fer  driver  container  have
already been added to  your system.    You are  simply assigning them  as  the  default
printer device driver for the printer object that you are presently creating.

If the printer device  driver you desire is not present  on your system, you win need
to add it to your system (instau it) from diskette.   See the next page.
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Higure  lo-15.   From an  Existing printer object
To install a printer device driver from an existing printer object:

a                                     ;:  :=kg :: tt:ee ::t;X:fmoepneu„ °f an emstmg printer object

I                                   ::  :::: :: tshee";"r::,er drgiver tab

][}                                           5.  E;zS„P,tearydtrhivee:°c:tnetxi:r:nu for any °f the printer driver objects displayed in the
6.  Chck on /urfcz//.

a                                           This win bring up the /urfa// IVcw prz.#/er Driver dialog.
7.  Insert the device driver diskette in drive A or type in the path.

F                                :;  :::;;:fhi;r;c::terdnveryouwanttomstal
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Figure  10-16.   Printer  Properties

The default physical setup of your printer is described to the system through printer
properties within the printer driver settings of the printer object.

To view or change printer properties:

I.  Display the  context  menu for  cz#j;  printer object  whose  default  printer  driver  is
the one you wish to view.

2.  Click on the arrow to the right of Opc#

3.  Chck on Seffz.#gr

4.  Click on the Prz.#fer cJriver tab

5.  Double  chck  on  the  icon  for  the  De/aw/f prz.#fer  driver  object  to  display  the
printer properties dialog.

6.  View or change the printer properties as you wish.
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AST  TurboLaser:  A§T  TurboLaser  (PSCRIPT.DRY)
Agfa  Matrix  Chromascript  v51_8:  Agfa  Matrix
Chromascrii]t  v51_8  (PSCF=lpT.DRV]
Agfa-Compugraphic  9400P§  v4g_3:  Agfa-Compugraphic
9400PS  v49_3  (PSCF3lpTXDFW}
Agfa/Compugraphic 400PS:  Agfa/Compugiaphic  400P8
|PSCRIPT.DRV|
Apple  Laserwriter:  Apple  Laserwriler  [PSCFIIPT.DRV}
Apple  Laserwriter  11  NT:  Apple  Laserwriter  11  HT
(PSCRIPT,DFwl       I:£~Lfi-zffiEjzzgivj
Apple Laserwriter
`PSCFtlpT.DF{V|
Apple  Laserwriter
[PSCRIPT.DRV|
Apple  Laserwriter
v42_2  (F]§CFIIPT.I
cOMPAe  PAGEMA
|P§CRIPT.DRV|
COHPA0  PAGEMA
|PSCRIPT.DF!V|
Citizen  PN4B:  Citi
CoLormate  l]S  v51
[PSCRIPT.DRV|
Dataproduct§  LZR

--, rl ..,-- rll+, --

IBMNULL.DH               1
LA§ERJET. DIE           1
PSCF] I pT.DFI_           1
HPDJPM. DR               1
IBH52HH.DR_           1
EP§ON.DR_              1
PLOTTERS.DR           1

___

PMPLOTPD. DR_        1
IBM52012.DR           2

_

IBM401g.DIE               2
IBM42X*.DR-          2
SMG*PJET,OIL       2

IBM  Null  l]rinter  Driuer
HP  Laserjet  Ill  F'rinler  Driver
Postscript  Printer  Driver
HP  De§kjet  Printer  Briver
lBM  52HH  Printer  Driver

Ep§on  Printer  DriTgr
Platter  Driuer
PMPLOT  0ueuB  PrtlcBssor  Driver

IBM  5201-2  Printer  Driver
lEM  4019  Printer  Driver
IBM  42XH  Printer  Driuer
Paintiet  Printer  Driver

ff

a
I
I

ure  10-17.   Listing supported  Printers  and  Drivers

To find out which printer driver to select for a particular printer model:

I.   Insert OS/2 device driver diskette  1  in Drive A

2.  Double chck on the Drive A  icon on the Workplace Sheu

3.  Double chck on the PRDESC.LST icon

A  window  appears  that  hsts  supported  printers  and plotters  by model name.   The
printer driver for a particular model appears after the model name.

To find out which OS/2 device driver diskette contains the printer driver you want:

1.  Insert OS/2 printer driver diskette  I  in Drive A

2.  Double chck on the Drive A icon on the Workplace Sheu.

3.  Double click on the PRDRV.LST icon.

A window appears that hsts the printer drivers by their data fie name and shows the
device driver diskette number for each.

r`c`r.  `r___i__  .  1   n_:_.:__        1n_.1



•  .`+opic Summary

In  this  subtopic  the  student  leamed  to  customize  print  output  by  manipulating
printer drivers within the OS/2 Version 2.x print subsystem.

The student was taucht how to:

•   Install a printer driver

•   Access the printer properties dialog of a printer driver.

This concludes another subtopic of the topic
"OS/2 Version 2.x Printing".
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`.  Spooler,  Queue,  and Job

btopic objectives
Termini objective..

After attending this  subtopic the  studeat should be  able to customize priat output by
manipulating the port, spooler, queue, and job objects.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to:

•   Install and customize a port object.

•   Enable/Disable and define the path of the spooler.

•   Customize a queue by setting its options.

•   Identify the status of a job by observation of its icon.

n.C:/?  Vorc:;^ri?  1   Pr;ritino        1 nl2f=
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Figure  10-18.    Port  Driver

1n_.A      /|c}/1  ^  1

•   Port  drivers  are  designed  to  isolate  the   spooler  from  the  individual  settings
required by printer device drivers.

•   A port  driver  must  be  provided  for  each  pbysical  device  driver  that  is  used  to
control printing.   OS/2 2.x comes with two:

I.  SERIAL.PDR
2.  PARALLEL.PDR

•   Port drivers are  DLLs that provide 32-bit functions such as hsting the ports that
the port driver supports (LPTl-3 or COMl-4).

•   The port driver passes values such as:

-word length
-baudrate
-   piety

to the printer's physical driver.
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Hgurelo-I"nstallingportobjects
Port objects are installed as fouows:

a                                      ;:  bn::#ceh:kskoe:teb:::t4ahing the port object to be instaued into drive A.
3.  Drag one or more port objects from the drive A window to a printer object.

a                                       or, altematively:
1.  Display the context menu for the appropriate printer object.

E                                    ;:  gE:i :: tshce"=g:w to the right of ope„
4.  Click on the 02/fpz/f tab

i                                   ;  :is:P:I:o:tg?:::rt/?stefi¥o=e:udfL::ett:: , P::e:bJtehc: (:LSseke?t:u:::tu±ng2)the  new  port

H                                   8  :fbi:#°gcD8:;#:iEeai t¥:esupphed wlth the os/2 such as LPTl to  LPT3 or

E                                           \in° Sti\eD::th field
9.  Chck on Jte/refA.

I                                        Lo.  CHck on ,ur,a„
r`c.r.  `7___:__  ^  1   n_:_.:_~        1n_.7
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Figure  10-20.   Spooler Object

The  OS/2  spooler  object  initially  resides  in  the  Sj/ffcm  Sefwp folder that  resides  in
the  OS/2  Sj/J/em folder.    It  represents  the  settings  of the  OS/2  spooler  and  not  its
content.

Through the spooler object, the spooler can be disabled, enabled (default state), and
its spool path (to the hard drive) can be changed.

If you disable the spooler the print subsystem win be unable to keep your print-jobs
separate.   This inability means that if the system has more than one job request, it
win send each part of a print-job directly to  the printer.   Consequently,  partial job
data from the various jobs arrive at the printer in the order they were sent to it.   To
keep your print-jobs separate, either enable the spooler or wait for each print-job to
finish printing before sending the next.

It is stronaly recommended that the spooler be always enabled.   An active spooler is
especially  important  when  you're  working with  network devices  because  then  it  is
very difficult to  prevent mixing up print-jobs from different  LAN users sent to  one
network printer or plotter.
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ff>ure]o.2[.Theprfntprforftysetting
The print priority setting allows you to balance and optimize the system's perfom-

g                                       ance between prmtmg and mnnmg apphcations.
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Figure  10-22.   The Queue  Driver Object

The queue driver is presented to the user as a queue driver object.   The queue driver
is  called  upon  by  the  spooler  to  pass  queued  print-jobs  on  to  the  printer  driver.
Queued jobs are spooled (written) to a ffle on the hard drive where they wait until it
is their turn to be printed.

Queue  driver  objects  can  be  installed,  deleted  a.nd  changed.    There  are  two  queue
drivers  shipped  with  OS/2  2.x,  PMPRINT.QPR  and  PMPLOT.QPR,  which  have
different selectable options.   Tbese options can be set through the  gwezJe OpfJ.o#J in
the settings notebook for the particular printer object.

1n_2n      r`cri  1  1
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10-23.   Job  Object

Depending on the default view setting of a  Printer object, the print jobs are repres-
ented to  the  user as  either  job  objects  appearing  as  icons  (icon  view)  or  text  lines
(details view).   Both of which display the job print status.

Job  objects  are  visible  from  within  a  printer  object  container  window.     Double
clicking on a printer object brings up (by default) the Job Icon View.   Any jobs sent
to a printer object win appear.    The current status of a job win be indicated graph-
ically by the appearance of the icon (above).

Nomially, the local printer object status is updated automatically.   Network printer
object status is updated at every refresh interval or when you select Re/refA from the
printer object's Job Icon View context menu.

nc/.  `/a-a:^r`.1   D-:rl+:nn       ln-11



•   +opic summary

In this subtopic the student learned how to customize print output by manipulating
the port, spooler, queue, and job objects.

The student was taught how to:

•   Install and customize a port object.

•   Enable/Disable and define the path of the spooler.

•   Customize a queue by setting its options.

•   Identify the status of a job by observation of its icon.

This concludes another subtopic of the topic.
"OS/2 Version 2.x Printing".
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`OS/2  Printing

objectives
Terminal objective..

After  attending  this  subtopic  the  studeat  should  be  able  to  customize  priat  output
generated by applications running in the Witros I 2 errviroriment.

Enabling objectives..

After attending this subtopic the student should be able to:

•   List  the  Print  Manager,  Control  Panel,  and  the  Adobe  Type  Manager  as  the
three major components of Win-OS/2 printing.

•   Instal a printer using the Control Panel.

•   Assign an output port to a Win-OS/2 printer.

•   Access a Win-OS/2 printer driver and change its settings.

•   Activate a printer.

•   Use the Print Manager to rearrange Win-OS/2 print jobs
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Figure  10-24.   Win-OS/2  Print Components

WIN-OS/2  print  support  is  provided  through  the  Win-OS/2  Print  Manager  and
Control  Panel.    The  Win-OS/2  user  interface  is  accessed  through  a  Win-OS/2  fun
screen or windowed session.

By using the  windowed  (Seamless)  session(s)  it  is  possible to  display the  Win-OS/2
print subsystem components on the Workplace Sheu.   These components are:

•   Print Manager
•   Control Panel
•   ATM Control Panel

The Win-OS/2 Print  Manager and Control  Panel provide the user the management
and  configuration  options  (respectively)  for  printing  from  Win-OS/2  apphcations.
The ATM Control Panel is used to manage fonts for Win-OS/2 printers.
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Settings     Help

talel -      -fonts

D elault Piinter
lBH  Pioprinter 111  on LFT1.OS2

I nstalled Erinlels:
HP 7585A on LPT3.OS2 ::#j:::,:#::J'J'JJ

lBH  Laser Prinlei 4019 on LPTl.ns2
•%

Postscript Plinter on LFT].n§2

I use Pfint Managef

List of Piinters:

Eeneric / Te#t Onlgr
Agfa Compugraphic Genies
Agfa good Selies P§
Agf a Compugraphic 400
Apple Laselwritgi
A|]ple Laselwritgl 11  NT

Ie Laselwriter 11  NT
lnseil unlisted. updated, or
vendor-provided piirlter dri¥er disk in:

*
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a

a
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mre  10-25.   Installing a  Printer

The Win-OS/2 Control  Panel enables you to configure your printers and ports.   To
configure a printer for use with Win-OS/2, you have to perfomi the following steps:

I.   Install  the printer driver
2.  Assign an output port
3.  Change Printer Settings if required
4.   Make the printer active.

To install a printer along with its appropriate driver:

1.  Double chck on the Win-OS/2 Co#fro/ Pa#e/ icon.
2.   Double click on the Prz.#ferLf icon.
3.  From the  hst,  select the  printer that  you  wa.nt  to  install  a.nd  click  on  the  ,4dd

Prz.#fcr  >  >  button.
4.  Chck on /#f /cz//.

You are prompted to  insert a diskette.   When done, a list of drivers is presented on
the screen.

5.  Click on /urfcz//.

The printer name then appears in the /#jfcz//cd prz.#ferj list.   Before you can use the
printer, you must complete the other insta.llation steps.

nc:/?  \/ore:^r`?  1   Dr:rit:no       1 n-1<
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Settings     Help

Delault Printer
IBM  Proprintel Ill  on LPT1.fl§2

Installed Piintel¥:
HP 7595A on LPT3.t]S2

:i%j:,,,,

IBH Laser Printe. 4019 on LPT1.OS2

Po3l§ciipt Plinter on LPT1.OS2

I Else Plint Ham
lBIH  Proprinlei  Ill

Ports:
[OH4:      Locah port Not present ::*::::::::::`~.......;:*
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Figure  10-26.   Assigning an  Output  Port

i.   Install the printer driver.
2.   Assign an output port.
3.  Change  Printer Settings if required
4.   Ma.ke the printer active.

Double chck on the Prz.#ferj icon in the Control Panel window then:

1.  Chck on the printer in /#jfcz//ed Pr!.#ferf.
2.  Chck on Co##ecf.
3.  Chck on the port.

From the  Ports listbox, choose the port you want to  assign to the printer from the
LPTl.OS2 to  LPT2.OS2,  LPTl to  LPT3, COMl to COM4, or EPT selections.
4.  Chck on OK.

If you  are  installing  a  new  printer  then  you  must  complete  the  other  installation
procedures before you can use the printer.
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igure  10-27.   Change  Printer  Settings

1.   Install the printer driver.
2.  Assign an output port.
3.  Change Printer Settings if required.
4.  Make the printer active.

For  most  printers  you  insta.11,  you  can  set  options  such  as  page  orientation,  paper
size,  a.nd  graphics  resolution.    The  precise  options  available  vary  from  printer  to
printer.   To select  Printer Settings:

1.  Double chck on the Pr!.#/crs icon in the Co#fro/ Pcz#c/ window.
2.  Chck on the printer in the Installed Printers hst.
3.  Chck on Scfwp.
4.  Change the desired setup parameters.
5.  Chck on OK.
6.  Click on C/ore.
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Figure  10-28.   WIN-OS/2  Printer  Driver

After   selecting  the   desired  printer  driver(s)   from  the   /#j/cz//  /Vei^;  Pr!.#/er  Driver
dialog, you are prompted for the printer driver diskette which is a new dialog.   After
installation,  you  win  sometimes  be  asked  if you  require  the  corresponding  printer
driver.
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gure  10-29.   Print  Manager

The  Win-OS/2  Print  Manager window displays the  current  status  of a.11 active  print
queues.     Print  jobs  are  hsted  below  the  appropriate  printer  untn  they  have  been
printed completely.   The status of each print queue is displayed on the printer infor-
nation  hne.   The  status  of each  print job  is  displayed on the job  information  line
beneath each printer infomation line.

The  Low,  ft4edz.ztm,  and  fJj.gA  settings  under  Opfj.o#j  influence  the  performance  of
other applications while printing.

To  change the order of a job that has not started printing,  simply drag and drop  it
up or down the fist of jobs.

nc/.  `/a-a:^r`.1   D-:r`+:r`n       ln-10



I topic Summary

Topic Summary

In this  subtopic the student leaned to customize print output generated by applica-
tions running in the Win-OS/2 environment.

The student was taught to:

•   List  the  Print  Manager,  Control  Panel,  and  the  Adobe  Type  Manager  as  the
three major components of Win-OS/2 printing.

•   Install a printer using the Control Panel.

•   Assign an output port to a Win-OS/2 printer.

•   Access a Win-OS/2 printer driver and change its settings.

•   Activate a printer.

•   Use the Print  Manager to rearrange Win-OS/2 print jobs

This concludes the fmal subtopic of the topic
"OS/2 Version 2.x Printing".

In  this  topic  the  student  learned  how  to  utilize  OS/'2  Version  2.x's  object  oriented
approach to printing.

The  student  was  taught  how  to  customize  print  output  by  manipulating  the  fol-
lowing components of the OS/2 Version 2.x print subsystem:

•    Printer objects

•    Printer driver objects

•   Port, job, spooler and queue

•   Win-OS/2 Printing

This concludes the topic
''OS/2 Version 2.x Printing".
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TOPIC  11:  Fonts

Fonts       11-1
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objective:
Enabling objectives..

Upon completion of this topic the student should be able to:

•   Describe the font support provided by OS/2

•   Install fonts for use in the OS/2 and WIN-OS2 environments
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He[Vetica -Normal       /fa/7'c        Bold
RE                                              Bold Italic

B     TimesNewRoman  -Normal   Jf¢/z.c

RE                                          Bold      Boldlta|ic

E    Courier   -Normal    Italic   BoldBold  Italic
E      Symbol-        I:vHPo^

Additional fonts are available        pio7iBoo
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igure  11-I.    Fonts  shipped with OS/2

The  IBM core fonts consist of a set of thirteen Adobe Type  I  fonts that work with
the  Adobe  Type  Manager  (ATM).    Unless  you  specify  otherwise,  these  fonts  are
installed during installation.

TT_I_._          11_.
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Figure  11-2.   Adobe Type  Manager

The Adobe Type  Manager (ATM)  is an integral part of the  OS/2 operating system
and works  with existing  OS/2 and  WIN-OS2  apphcation  programs  to  produce  the
sharpest possible fonts on the screen a.nd on printed paper.

The fonts supphed are Type  1 fonts which are rasterized by ATM.   This means that
they  dve  the  output  device  information  on  how  to  draw  the  character.    This  is
useful because it makes the characters scalable.   Instead of having different character
definitions for each point size, the basic definition remains unchanged and the infor-
nation is scaled to produce the desired size.
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B,urell-3.AdobeTypeManagerThe  Font  Palette  a.llows  you to  select display fonts for system objects.   If you want

i                           ih:°:njftt:(atihe:*:iteTs::t:i:; ,dot:: ::V:¥s; :s:te;::s::tfhi:c a:eal:: totE:iE:dsieta s:1:: t.:fd';¥i:::±t bca:ti:;:
font that is not on your system,  select Add...   and insert the diskette containing the

I                                     appropriate font.
If you  want  more  fonts  than the  eight  fonts  available from  the  Desktop,  you  can

|[i}                                        ;::a::. additional  font  palettes,  usmg  the  Font  palette  template  in  the  Templates

I

Fonts       11-5
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ENrfuFyfieManttgeifm
Ve[sion:   2.5

Installed ATH  FQntg:

Font Cache

gBK  Ei

Courie'
Courier,BOLD
Couri8i.B0LDITALIC
Courier,ITALIC

Helvetica
Helvetlca,BOLD
Helvetica,BOLDITALIC
Helvetica,ITALIC
Symbol Set
TimesNewBoman
TimesNewBoman,BOLD

EE Ese Pre-built or Hgsident Fonts

I Print ATH fonts as !raphics

a 1983-1992 Adobe 5ys[ems lncoipeiated.
All Plights Beserved.   Patents Pending.

Figure  11-4.   Adobe Type  Manager

Windows  3.1  includes  TrueType*+  font  support.    TrueType  is  an  advanced  font
technology sirilar in concept to ATM, which enables scalable fonts to be accurately
displayed and printed.

WIN_OS2  3.I  includes  both  TrueType  and  ATM  font technolories.    TrueType  is
installed by default and can be  selected using the  WIN-OS2  Control  Panel  -  Fonts
icon.    However,  since  ATM  is  also  implemented  in  OS/2,  it  is  recommended that
ATM  be  used  in  preference  to  TrueType  since  this  simplifies  moving  documents
and chpboard data between WIN-OS2 and Presentation Manager.

The  thirteen  IBM  Core  fonts  installed  are  also  avalable for use in WIN-OS2,  but
they  are   not   installed `at   installation  time.     They  must   be   installed   using  the
WIN-OS2 ATM Control Panel.I

The  ATM  Control  Panel  is  used to  add  and remove ATM fonts,  change the font
cache size, use pre-butt or resident font software, and turn ATM on or off.   When
you change any of the choices in the ATM Control Panel, except the Use Pre-built
or  Resident  Fonts,  you  must  exit  and  then  restart  WIN-OS2  for  your  changes  to
take effect.
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i Summary
In this topic the student leaned about:

•   What font support is available from OS/2

•   How to instal fonts for OS/2 and WIN-OS2

This concludes the topic
"Fonts."
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LAB:   Installation  with  Dual  Boot
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Technical  Education

OS/2 Installation Lab

Background

One  can  install  OS/2  to  share  the  same  partition  in  which  DOS  already  resides.    This  procedure  is  knovyn
as  Dual  Boot.   The  supported  versions  are  DOS  3.2 or later.

When one  plans to  use  Dual  Boot there  are  certain  requirements  prior to  installing  OS/2 that  must  be  met:

•       All  DOS  commands  MUST  be  located  in  a  subdirectory such  as  C:\DOS,  and  not   in the  root directory.

•       All   DOS   utility   programs   MUST  be   located   in   a   subdirectory   such   as   C:\DOS,   and   not  in  the   root

directory.

•       The  DOS  files  CONFIG.SYS  and  AUTOEXEC.BAT  must  be  placed  in  the  root  directory.

•       Statements   in  the   DOS  CONFIG.SYS  and   AUTOEXEC.BAT  files   must  be   pointing  to  the  new  path   ie.

C:\DOS.

Objectives
•      Verifythatthe  Dual  Boot  requirements  have  been  met

•      Install  os/2tosharethe same  partition  as  DOS

Verifying that the Dual  Boot requirements have been met

1.   Power on  your machine

2.  When  you  get the  command  prompt,  verify that the following  requirements  have  been  met:

Is there a DOS   subdirectory?

try typing  in  D/R to determine this

.                  I<-ry"         |s autoexec,bat in the  root?

.                  i/rf       is conf/.g.sys in the root?

•dr, Do statements  in  autoexec.bat point to C:\DOS?

try typing  in  TYPE AUTOEXEC,BAT to determine this

Does the SET COMPSEC point to C:\DOS?

Does the PATH point to C:\DOS?

Do statements  in  con fig.sys  refer to the  path   C:\DOS?

try typing  in  TYPE CONF/G,Sys to determine this
~`-.dy

•                 J         Is there a command.com in c:\DOS?

try typing  in  CD DOS and then

BBR 4/94 P1071  - Installing and Supporting OS/2 2,1 5
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typing  in  D/R  COMMAND.COM to determine this

lf the appropriate statements are  not there,  make those  changes.

You  can  add the following  statement to your AUTOEXEC.BAT file

•      COPY C..\DOS\COMMAND.COM   C:\ >  NUL

This  statement  is  not  necessary  for  Dual  Boot  to  work  correctly,  it  is  an  optional  statement.    Some  DOS
programs  will  not  run  correctly  if the  COMMAND.COM  file  is  not  in  the  root  directory.    This  statement  has
the  effect of copying that file   to the  root directory each time you  start the computer.

Installing the OS/2 operating system,  Phase I

1.   Insert the OS/2  Installation diskette.

2.   Restart your system.

•      Pressthe  <Ctlr>   +   <Alt>   +   <Del>  keys

Notice  the  first  screen  that  appears  from  D/.skette  1.    It  offers  you  a  chance  to  cancel  and  stop  the
installation.    Press  <Enter>  to continue  with the  installation  of OS/2.

3.   Follow the  instructions  until  you  get to the  Installation  Drive Selection.

4.  At that screen,  select option  1, Accept the drive.

5.   Diskette  number 2 will  be  requested.

6.  Select Do not format the partition.

7.   Follow the  instructions.

You  will   be   requested   for  specific  diskette   numbers  to  be   inserted   in   drive   A.     After  you   have   been
requested  to  insert the  Installation  diskette  one  more time,  the  system  will  ask you to  remove the  current
diskette  and  press  <Enter>.  This will  indicate the  end  of the  phase  I  installation.

Installing the OS/2 operating system,  Phase 11

1.  When the graphical  installation  starts,  select Install preselected features.

Notice:   At any time, you  can  request help to assist you  in your decision  making.

2.  Accept the default mouse,  keyboard,  country and  display shown.

3.  Click on the  OK push  button.

4.  Select the  printer situated  at your desk.  If you  do  not  have  a  printer,  accept the  default  "Do  Not  Install
Default  Printer".

5.  click on the OK push  button once  more.

6 P1071  - Installing and Supporting OS/2 2.1 BBR 4/94
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Technical  Education

You  will   be  warned  that  installation  is  about  to  start.     Afterwards,  you  will  be  requested  to  insert  a
diskette.

At this time, please let your instructor know you have reached this phase

Notice:     An   indicator  will   indicate  which   diskette   is  currently  being   used   and   which  file   is  currently
being  copied  from  diskette to the  hard  drive.

6.   Continue  following  the  instructions.

7.  An Advanced Opt/.ons  panel   will  appear.

This  screen  is  used to select one of more of the Advanced  Installation  options.

8.   For this  installation,  do  not  select  any  of the  Avanced  options  so,  remove  all  check  marks  and  press
on the OK  button.

9.   Continue  following  the  instructions.

10.  The  system  will  indicate when  OS/2  is  installed  and  what action to take.

The first time OS/2 runs on your machine ....

The  first time  OS/2  gets  started  on  your  machine,  it will  by  default  start the  Tutor/.a/.    If you  have  not  gone
through the tutorial,  do so at this time.   Otherwise,  press the  Exit button to exit out of the tutorial.

Depending on the  machine you  are  using,  you  may  have to wait one to several  minutes for the  Desktop to
be  created  that  first time.    Notice  that  although  the  screen  may  appear to  be  doing  nothing,  the  disk  light
is  continuously  flashing.

When the  Desktop  is  final,  it  is  important to  properly  shut  down  the  system.   This  action  should  always  be
performed  that  first  time.     It  is  more  of  a  preventive  nature  than  a  mandatory  action.     Use  the  proper
method to shutting  down the system.

PROPERLY shutting down OS/2

lf you do not remember how to perform  a  proper shut down, follow the  next five  instructions.

1.  Move your mouse  pointer to an  unused  area on the  Desktop.

2.   Press once on  button 2.

This will  pop-up the  Desktops' contextual  menu.

3.  Move your mouse  pointer to the word Shut down ....

4.  Select OK to continue the shutdown.

5.   Do not use your machine  until  you  see the following  message:

BBR 4/94 P1071  - Installing and Supporting OS/2 2.1 7
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Shutdown  has  completed.    It  is  now  safe  to turn  off your  computer,  or  restart the  system  by  pressing
<Ctrl=   +   <Alt=   +   =Del='

Using the  Dual  boot feature {o boot from OS/2 {o  DOS

After  you   have   installed  the  OS/2  operating   system,  you  can  the  BOOT  command  to  switch  from  one
operating  system to another.

1.  Open the OS/2 System folder.

2.  Open the Command Prompts folder.

3.   Open  OS/2 Window.

4.  Type boot   /dos   and then  press the  <Enter>.

5.  You  will  be  asked  if you  are  sure you  want to continue.

6.   If you  are  ready to  boot to  DOS, type  in  Y.

A  message will  appear indicating that the  hard  disk is  being  prepared  and to wait...

Question:   When you  use the  BOOT command,  will  it save  data from  currently  running  programs?

Question:  lf you  have  any  running  programs,  will they  be  restarted the  next time  OS/2  is  started?

Question: What is the  system  doing  with the  con fig.sys  and the  autoexec.bat that OS/2  uses?

using the Dual boot feature to boot DOS to OS/2

Once you  have finished  using  native  DOS, the  BOOT command  is  used to return to OS/2.

1.  Type  CD \OS2 .

2.  Type boot   /os2   and then  press  <ENTER>.

3.  You will  be  asked  if you  are sure you  want to continue.

4.   If you  are  ready to boot to OS/2, type  in  Y .

8 P1071  - Installing and Supporting OS/2 2.1 BBR 4/94
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Technical  Education

using the Dual  boot feature to boot from OS/2 to DOS

There  is  another way to start the  Boot command  from  OS/2:

1.  Open the OS/2 System   folder.

2.  Open the Command Prompts folder.

3.   Notice the Oua/ Boot Object.

4.   Open the  Dual  Boot object.

5.   You  will  be  asked  if you  are  sure  you  want to continue.

6.  To  prevent  Dual  boot from  occurring, type N at the  prompt.

PROPERLY shutting  down OS/2

1.   Move your mouse  pointer to an  unused  area on the  Desktop.

2.   Press once on  button  2.

This will  pop-up the  Desktops'  contextual  menu.

3.   Move your mouse  pointer to the word  Shut down ....

4.  Select OK to continue the  shutdown.

5.   Do  not  use your machine  until  you  see the  following  message:   can turn  off your machine.

Shutdown  has  completed.    It  is  now  safe  to turn  off your computer,  or  restart the  system  by  pressing
=Ctrl=   +   <Alt=   +   <Del=.

You  have  now completed the  lab.

BBR 4/94 P1071  - Installing and Supporting OS/2 2.1 9
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LAB:   Boot Manager Installation

11P1071  - Installing and Supporting OS/2 2.1BBR 4/94
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Technical  Education

Boot Manager installation Lab

Background

One  can  install  multiple  operating  systems  on  the  hard  drive.  To do  so,  one  must  install the  Boot  Manager
which  will  permit you to select which  operating  system to acti-vate  at system  startup.

The  Boot  Manager  requires  the  use  of a  primary  partition  for  itself.  OS/21.x  and  DOS  operating  systems
must  be  installed  in  primary  partitions.  OS/2  2.x  can  be  installed  on  either  primary or  logical  partitions.

Objectives
•       Install  Boot  Managerin  one  partition
•       Add  partitions.

-    Primary partition  for the  Boot  Manager

-    Primary  partition  for DOS  5

-    4  Logical  partitions  (D,  E,  F  and,  G)

•       Install   DOS  5  in  the  primary  partition   NOT  utilized   by  Boot  Manager  or  the  existing  OS/2  and   DOS

co-existance.

Recall  the  previous  lab,  you  installed  OS/2  to  co-exist  with  DOS  6  on  a  primary  partition.  This  partition  is
NOT to  be  deleted  or altered.

Current status of the machine disk

Start FDISK from  an  OS/2  Full  Screen.

1.   Notice the  existing  partitions,  what are they?

•      Whattypeofpartition  is   C?                  Logical   or     Primary

•      Whatfilesystemtypeis   C?

•      Whatsizeispartition  is   C?

•      Whatisthestatusofpartition   C?      Bootable    or    Startable    or    None

•      What other partitions are there?

•      Whattype of partitions are they?

®

BBR 4/94 P1071  - Installing and Supporting OS/2 2.1 13
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Installing  Boot Manager

1.   Highlight Freespace  line.

2.   Press the  <Enter>  key to display the  Options  menu.

3.  Select Install  Boot Manager.

4.  Select Create at End of Free Space and  press  < Enter> .

Notice  that  automatically  the  size  of the  Boot  Manager  is  1   MB.  Also,  notice  that  Help  is  available  at  all
times to assist  in  your decision  making.

Question:   Could you  have selected to create  Boot Manager at the  start of the  Freespace?

Question:    lf you  had  selected  at the  start  of the  freespace,  would  you  have  come  across  any  difficulties?
Try  it  and  see.

Creating another primary partition

This  other primary  partition  will  contain  DOS  5

1.   Highlight the  Free  Space  line  and  press the  <Enter>  key to display the  Options  menu.

2.  Select Create Partition from the Options  menu.

3.  Type   5   as the  size of the  primary  partition  and  press  <Enter>.

4.  Select Primary partition and  press  <Enter> .

5.  Select Create at End of Free Space and  press  < Enter> .

Question:   Could you  have selected to create this  partition  at the  start of the  Freespace?

Question:    lf you  had  selected  at the  start of the  freespace,  would  you  have  come  across  any  difficulties?
Try it and  see.

Creating logical  partitions

Create  a a, E , F and,  G  logical  partition.   Use the following  sizes:

•       Dtobe40MB

:?  :   :::::::#3•      G to be what ever is  left over

1.   Highlight the  Free  Space  line  and  press  <Enter>.

2.  Select Create Partition from the Options menu.
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Technical  Education

3.  Type the  size of the  logical  partition,  as  given  by your  instructor,  and  press  <Enter> .

4.  Select Logical  partition  and  press  <Enter> .

5.  Select Create at Start of Free Space and  press  < Enter> .

A  D  partition  should  now  have  been  created.   Repeat the  above  steps to create the other logical  partitions.

Adding names to the Boot Manager Menu

Now  that  all  of the  partitions  are  created,  add  the  two  Primary  partitions  and  the  D  partition  to  the  Boot
Manager Menu.

1.   Highlight the  new    C  partition  you  have  created  (not  the  one  that  was  already  created  for  you  at  the
s.tart of the  first  lab).

2.   Press the  <Enter>  key to display the  Options  menu.

3.   Sele'ct Add to Boot Manager Menu ....

4.  Type DOS  5 and  press  <Enter>.

Question:  Why  is this  new  partition  classified  as  Unformatted?

5.   Highlight the  other C  partition.  (the  one  with  OS/2  installed).

6.   Press the  <Enter>  key to display the  Options  menu.

7.  Select Add to Boot Manager Menu ....

8.  Type OS/2 DOS  and  press  <Enter>.

9.   Highlightthe  D    partition.

10.   Press the  <Enter>  key to display the  Options  menu.

11.   Select Add to Boot Manager Menu ....

12.  Type OS/2 and  press  <Enter>.

Question:  What  would  happen  if you  had  added  the  partition  name  to the  Boot  Manager  Menu  after  you
had  created  each  individual  partition?

Question: Why are these  partitions  given  a status of BOOTABLE?
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Setting up "OS/2 DOS" as the default startup Operating system

1.   Highlight the  OS/2  DOS  partition  and  press the  <Enter>   key.

2.  Select Set startup values... from the  Options  menu.

3.  Select option  Default,  and then  press  <Enter>.

4.  Accept the Timer to be Yes.

5.  Accept the Timeout to  be 30.

6.  Alter the Mode to be Advanced.

7.   Press the  <F3>  key to save those  Startup Values.

Notice:   To save these values,  one  must  use the  <F3>  key.

Question:  If you  use the  <Enter>  key  instead  of the  <F3>  key,  what  happens?

Saving and activating your partition information

1.   Press the  F3  key to  exit  FDISK.

2.  Select Save and Exit from the  pop  up window.

Notice  that  you  will  see  a  small  red  box  indicating  that  you  have  to  perform  a   <Ctrl>    +   <Alt>   +
< Del > .  Do   NOT   do so,  i.nstead perform  a  proper shut down.

c.\l,4L
e,`3 L, ..

Setting up to install  DOS 5

A way to set  up for installing  DOS  5  is to  use the  FDISK  command  and  then  indicating  which  partition  is to
be  used.

1.  Get to an OS/2 Full Screen.

2.  Type FDISK and then  press  <Enter>.

3.   Highlight the  line that  indicates  DOS  5  and  press  <Enter>.

4.  When the Options  menu  appears,  select Set installable.

5.  Press the  <Enter>  key to set your choice.

Make  sure that the DOS 5 partition  line  now  has the  status of /nsta/lab/e!   lf it does  not,  return to steps
3  and  4.

Make  sure that you  have selected the  DOS  partition that YOU  have  created  not the  one that  had  been
created for you forthe first lab!

Question:  Which  primary partition  now has the drive  letter   C   assigned to it?
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Technical  Education

Question:  lf the  ''OS/2  DOS"  primary  partition  has  the  drive  letter    C    assigned  to  it  and  you  installed
DOS,  what would  happen?

6.   Press the  F3  key save  and  exit out of FDISK.

Question:  If you  were  to  re-enter  FDISK,  how would  you  know  which    C  partition  is the  new  current   C
partition?

The  system  will  indicate that you  are to  do  a  <Ctl>   +   <Alt>   +   <Del>,  Instead  perform  a  proper
shut down.

The actual  installation of DOS 5

Having  shut  down  OS/2,  WAIT  until  you  see that the  message  on  the  screen  indicates that you  can turn  off
your machine.   Until  you  see that  message,  WAIT.

1.   Insert  DOS  disk 1  of 3  in  Drive  A.

2.   Reboot the  machine  with  the  DOS  disk  1  in  the  diskette  drive.

3.   Install  DOS  as  per the  instructions on that diskette.

4.   If you  are  asked  if you  wish to format,  select yes.

Question: What partitions would you  expect to be formatted?

Note:  The  installation   procedure  of  DOS   5   refuses  to   install   if  it  finds   any   partition   unformatted.   It  will
determine  what  partitions  are  unformatted  and  will  ask  if you  want to  have  them  formatted.    Say  YES.    If
you  select  NO,  you  will  then  find  yourself out of the  DOS  5  installation.

Automatic return {o the Boot Manager Menu

With  DOS  installed,  the  next  time  you  re-boot  the  system,  Boot  Manager  is  supposed  to  take  over.     In
other words,  when  you  re-boot,  you  should  see  the  Boot  Manager  Menu.    If this  menu  does  NOT appear
then  follow the  instructions  in  the  section  called  Mak/.ng Boot Manager startab/e.    If you  do  get  the  Boot
Manager Menu, then you  have completed this  lab.
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Making  Boot Manager startable

You  will  need to see  how your hard  drive  is  partitioned.   This  is  achieved  through  the  FDISK  command.

To  get to the  FDISK  screen,  you  have  a  CHO/CE of using  either the  DOS  5  FDISK or OS/2  FDISK.

The  OS/2  fdisk  can   be  obtained   by  booting  from  the  OS/2  Installation  diskette  and   Diskette  1   and  then

pressing the  <Esc>  key to get to a  command  prompt.

Making  Boot Manager startable using the DOS fdisk command

1.   Get to a  DOS  command  prompt:

a.   Use the Fto  key to get to the Action  Bar.

b.   Press the  <Enter>  key.

c.   Highlight the  word  Ex/.t.

2.  Type  FDISK from the  DOS  Command  prompt.

3.  Select option  2 Set active partition.

4.  Type  in the  number of the  partition that contains the  Boot  Manager and  press  <Enter> .

Recall,  Boot  Manager is  1  MB  in  size.

5.   Press the  <Esc>  key to return to the  FDISK  main  menu.

6.   Press the  <Esc>  key to activate the  changes  and  exit FDISK.

DOS  considers  itself to  be  the  only  operating  system,  it  will  ask you  to  insert  a  DOS  system  diskette,
ignore the  message and  press  <Enter> .

7.   Remove any diskette from  Drive A.

8.  The  next screen  you  will  see  is the  Boot  Manager menu.

You  have  now completed this  lab.
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Technical  Education

Making  Boot Manager startable through the OS/2 fdisk command

1.   Insert the OS/2  Installation  Diskette  into  Drive  A.

2.   Press  and  hold  <Ctrl>   +   <Alt>   +   <Del>  keys to  restartthe  system.

3.  When  prompted to do so,  remove that diskette  and  insert Diskette 1.

4.  When the Welcome  screen  is  displayed,  press the  <Esc>  key to display an  OS/2  command  prompt..

The  action  of booting  from  these  two  diskettes  automatically  makes  Boot  Manager given the  status of
Startable.

5.   Remove the  diskette from  Drive A.

6.   Press  and  hold  <Ctrl>   +   <Alt>   +   <Del>  keys to  restart the  system.

You  have  now completed this  lab.
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LAB:   Selective  Install
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Technical  Education

OS/2 Selective Installation Lab

Background

One  can  alter the  setup or add  a feature to OS/2  any time  after OS/2  has  already  be.en  installed.

From  the  first  lab  you  were  requested  to  select the  Install  preselected  features option.  That  option  copies
only the  most commonly  used  features of OS/2 to your hard  disk.   It does  not copy all the  features  of OS/2.
For instance,  it does  not copy the OS/2 Command  Reference.

Objectives

Install  the  following  additional  features  of OS/2:

1.   D.ocumentation  -OS/2  Command  Reference

2.  Tools  and  Games

3.   High  Performance  File  System

4.   REXX

Getting to the OS/2 System Configuration Panel

Start the OS12 Setup and Installation program

1.   Get the  Desktop  context menu  (also  known  as the  pop-up  menu).

2.  Select the option System setup.

3.  Start the Selective Install  program.

Question:   What other method  could you  have  used to start the  selective  install?
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Selecting additional features for OS/2

The  first  panel  is  known  as  System  Configuration.    Selecting  the  OK  button,  will  automatically  bring  the
next panel  known as                         known  as os/2 Setup and  Installation.

1.  As  per the objectives of this  lab  select the  following  features:

•      Documentation -onlythe os/2 Command  Reference
•      Tools and  Games
•       High  performance  File  system
•       REXX
•       OptionalBitMaps

lf you  accidentally  choose  an  unwanted  option,  clicking  once  with  the  mouse  on  that  unwanted  option
will  de-select  it.

Question:  What could  happen  if you  did  not select the  More option  for Documentation?

2.  When your options  are  selected,  press the  Install  button.

Follow  the  instructions  on  the  screen.    Accept  the  Source  Directory to  be  the    A    drive.    click on  the
/nsta//„,  button.

3.  You  will  be  requested  for various  OS/2  diskettes.

4.  A   message   will   appear  indicating  that  the   a   shut   down   is   required   to   make  the   changes   active.
Remember to perform  a  proper shut down.

Properly shutting down your system

1.   Get the  Desktop's  contextual  menu  (also  known  as the  pop-up  menu)

2.  Select the option  Shut down...

3.  Select OK at the warning  message to close  all  windows  and  active  programs.

4.  The  message please wait, shutdown still in progress will  appear. Wait.

5.  A   message  will   appear  indicating  that  Shutdown   has  completed.     It  is   now  safe  to  turn  off  the
computer or to restart it.

6.  At that time, you  may now turn your computer off.

You  have  now completed this  lab.
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LAB:   Response File  Installation
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Installing OS/2 Using a  Response File

Background

An  alternative  method  of OS/2  system  installation  is  Response  File  Installation.    The  response  file  allows
for unattended  installation  of OS/2  from  diskette,  diskette  images  on  an  alternative  medium  (i.e.,  hard  fi.Ie),
or from  a code  server on the  Local  Area  Network.

Objectives

1.   Review  requirements for a  response file.

2.   Create  a  response file  for unattended  installation.
`€   a.  A  ''tester",  OS/2  is to  be  placed  in  the D  partition.   You  must  be  able to  boot from  this  partition.

b.  This  ''tester"  must  be  available  as  an  option  from the  Boot  Manager menu.

/c.  A  10MB  swap file  is to  be  located  in the E  partition.
11`

``,/'ad''.a   Provide  ATM  font  support for "tester"  and  WIN-OS2  Sessions.

e.  Windows  applications  must start from the  OS/2  Desktop.

#'`'+he WIN-OS2  environment  is to be  located  in the E.'  partition.
`i.ngi+rovide the  necessary drivers for an  IBM  4029  Laserprinter 10P`.

'`'

\rf:' This  "tester"  OS/2  is to  have  all features  installed.

3.  Add the  newly created  response file to  Diskette  number 1.

This  will  be  supplied  by your instructor.

4.   Install  OS/2 on the D  partition  using  a  response file.

Existing  partitions  cannot  be  deleted  or  resized.    Any  data  in  these  partitions  is to  be  preserved,  and  the
OS/2  in the  existing  C:  partition  is  not to  be  altered.

Before   beginning   the   installation,   planning   must   be   done.      Complete  the   following   planning   chart  to
determine the configuration of the  hard  disk.
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Planni.ng   chart

Component           Di.sk   space
Requi.red              Instal 1

Exl`sting                            ?

OS/2   2.1

"Tester'.   OS/2             ?

Swapper   fi.1e               10   MB

WIN-OS/2                             9MB

DOS    5                                        5MB

Boot   Manager              lMB

D 1. S k :

Pri.mary   or   Logi.cal

Prl'mary

?

?

?

C : Pr 1. rna ry

Prl'mary

Creating the response file

You  will  be  using  an  unattended  installation  of OS/2  from  a  code  Server.  In  order to  do this,  you  will  need
to create  a  response file that contains  all of the  parameters that ''tester" OS/2  requires for its'  installation.

1.   Open  the  USER.RSP file  using  the  system  editor.

The  USER.RSP file  is  located  in  the  OS2\lNSTALL  directory.

2.   Modify this file  by  replacing the  question  marks with  appropriate values.

Refer to your  planning  chart  (Appendix  A)  and  User  Response  Changes  (next  page)  as  you  complete
the  response file.

Appendix  A  contains  a  copy  of the  response  file  (SAMPLE.RSP),  which  includes  a  description  of each
parameter.    Use  this  reference  to  complete  the  values  in  the  response  file  listed  on  the  next  page.
(This file  is  also  located  in  you  OS2\lNSTALL  directory).

3.  When  completing the  reponse fi`I.e,  ensure that the following  values  are  set:
-/

£,`

•      ExitonError--0                 ``   !§
•      RebootRequired=0          ``£

4.   Look up the desired  printer code  in the  PRDESC.LST file  in  Appendix A.

This file  is  also  located  in  you  OS2\lNSTALL directory.

5.  To  specify  that  the  swap  file   is  to  go  on   other  than   your  OS/2   boot  drive,   you   must  modify  the
ConfigsysLine  parameter.

•      ConfigsysLine--E:\204810240

6.  Save the  reponse file with your changes as:

•      C..\DEFAULT.RSP

BBR 4/94 P1071  - Installing and Supporting OS/2 2.1 27
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User Response File Changes

AlternateAdapter=  0

APM=                           0

BaseFilesystem=    ?    Specify  FAT File system

CDROM=                     0

SCSI=                                  Leave this  parameter unchanged  if present

Countrycode =         001

CountryKeyboard =  US

Defaultprinter=         ?     Use the  number from  PRDESC.LST (Appendix A)

DiagnosticAids=       ?     Install

DisplayAdapter=      0

Documentation=      ?     Install  all

DosSupport=          ?

WIN-OS/2Support=  ?     All  available  groups  and  components

DPMI=                             1

ExitonError =             0

Fonts=                          ?    All  available fonts

Formatpartition=     ?    Do not formatthe  partition

MigrateconfigFiles =  0
*MigrateApplications=        Leave this  parameter unchanged  if present

MoreBitmaps=          ?     Install  more  Bitmaps

Mouse =                       1

Mouseport =             0

0ptionalFilesystem=  ?    Install optional  file systems

Optionalsystemutilities=  ?     Install  all  utilities

PCMCIA=                    0

Primarycodepage=  1

Printerport =              1

ProcessEnvironment=  1

Progresslndication =  1

RebootRequired=    0

REXX=                            ?     Install  REXX

SerialDevicesupport=  ?    Install  Serial  Device Support
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Technical  Education

Sourcepath=               X:\IMG\OS2V21                     *This  will  be  A:\  if you  are  using  diskettes.

TargetDrive=              ?    Target  is the  D  partition

WIN-OS/2TargetDrive=  ?    Target  is the  E  partition

ToolsAndGames=    ?     Install  all

ConfigsysLine=        ?    Specifythe  location of the  swap file

Check your results with the  completed  response file  located  in  Appendix A.

Setting up the appropriate diskette
•       You  will  be  given  a  diskette,  by your  instructor.    Use  it  instead  of the  diskette  number  1.

This   new  diskette  #1,   also  known   as  the   LT  (LAN   Transport)   diskette,   has   been   altered  to  permit
access to a  CID server.

•       The  executable  file  (RSPINST.EXE),  has  been  placed  on  this  diskette  as  well  as  a  modified  Con fig.sys

fi I e .

RSPINST.EXE  will   read  the  information  from  your  response  file  to  get  directions  as  to  how  to  install
OS/2.

1.   Copy the  C:DEFAULT.RSP to the  new  diskette  #1.

2.   Edit the  con fig.sys to see that the  proper response  file  is  being  used.

The actual installation of the Operating System

1.   Boot the  machine with  your OS/2  Installation  Diskette.

2.  when  prompted,  insert the  LT diskette #1  in  drive A:  and  press  <Enter>.

System  installation  will  now  begin.

Question:  Did  you  receive  any  prompts  during the  system  installation?   Should  you  have?

a.  When the  installation  is complete,  reboot and test your setup.

b.  Check to make sure that the components of OS/2  have  been  installed  and  located  as you  specified.

You  have  now completed the  lab.
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LABS ON:   OS/2  Internals
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Technical  Education

Memory Over-Commitment

Background

This   exercise   demonstrates   how   OS/2   2.x   page   addressing   handles   memory   over-commitment.      The
growth  as well  as the  decrease  in the  size of the  swapper file will  be  shown.

Objective

Visualize that the  SWAPPER.DAT file  is  a  dynamic  file.

Memory Over-Commitment

1.  Start the  program swapmon2

You will  get a  message that Theseuso.d// can not be found.   That file  is  not  required  for the  purpose of
this  lab.

2.  Select the OK button to remove that message  box.

The  program  SWAPMON2 will  be  started.

3.  You will  be  asked to enter the  profile  path.   Use E,.\/abs

This  path  is where the  swapmon2 will  store  its'  ini  information.

4.   Experiment with  the  options of this file.

5.  Select the context menu of blue  box of that program.

It will  indicate the  following  options  which  you  can  experiment with.

6.  The current size of the swapper file  is

7.  Start committing  memory.

You  could  start the following  applications:

•      OS/2 Chess -computeragainst computer
•       Klondike-Solitaire-auto  play
•      Alarms
•      Calendar
•      Calculator
•      Seek and  scan
•      PMchart

8.  The current size of the swapper file  is  now:
•LdrHi ¢
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9.   End the  applications  you  started  for this  program.

Depending   on  what  else  your  system   is  doing,   it  may  take  some   minutes   before  the  swapper  file
decreases.    If after  a  few  minutes  the  swapper file  has  not  decrease,  end  the  program  and  restart  it.
Then  wait a few  more  minutes.

10.  The  reduced  size of the  swapper file  is:

Expected Results

After  completing  this  lab,  you  should  have  seen  the  increase  and  decrease  in  the  size  of the  swap  file.
Notice  also,  that  is  will  always  be  in  multiples  of 512  KB.
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Technical  Education

Optional - Memory AIIocation  Lab

Background

This  exercise  focuses  on  the  DosAIIocMem()  function  and  its  usage.   The  sample  program  (MEMLAB1.EXE)
used  in  the  exercise  allocates  and  uses  memory  in  order to  illustrate  the  memory  allocation  mechanism,
particularly with  regard to  paged  memory.

In this  lab, the  student  is  required  to  run  the  program  MEM[A81.EXE.   This  program  does the following:

1.   It asks  for "how  many  long  integers  should  memory  be  allocated".

The  application  has to  indicate to  OS/2  how  much  memory  it will  require  in  total.

2.  The  system  designates that amount of memory for the  program to  use whenever it  requires  it.

3.   It will  then  ask ''how  many  long  integers to  actually write to this  memory".

When  the  application  requires  part  of  its'  memory  to  actually  do  something  with  it,  it  has  to tell  OS/2
how  much  of it's total  allocated  it  requires  at that  moment of time.

4.   It  performs writes to fill the  requested  amount of memory.

The   message  will   be   indicate  "inserting   integers   into   memory''.     At  time,   OS/2   will   verify  that  the
amount of memory the  application  is  asking to  use  is  actually within the  limit of the  amount of memory
it told  OS/2  it would  require.

5.  Checks whether the written  values  are  correct.

If  it  had  no  problem  it  will  indicate  "All  memory  checked  out  OK,  xxx  integers  successfully  inserted
into memory"

6.   Frees the  allocated  memory.

Objective

To   explain   how   the   operating   system   manages   the   memory   based   on   the   different   requests   from
programs.
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Normal  Memory AI[ocation

1.   Open  an  OS/2 w/.ndow.

2.   Get to the Labs sub-directory.

3.  Execute the  program  MEM[A81,EXE.

4.  vyhen  prompted  For  how  many  long  integers  should  memory  be  allocated,  type  a  1  to  allocate  one
double-word

The  way  this  program   has   been  written,  the   program   will   request  one   double-word   (which   is  four
bytes) of memory.

A 4KB  page  will  actually  be  given  by OS/2.   (1  KB  is  1024  bytes  and  4KB  is  4096  bytes)

5.  When prompted how many long integers should be written into this memory, type 1024.

The way this  program  has  been  written,  it will  request 4096  bytes of memory.

The  program  should  execute  without error.   Explain  how this  is  possible.

QUESTION:    Why  is  it  possible  to  access  more  memory  during  the  write  operation  (in  step  5)  than  was
originally  allocated  (in  step  4)?   This  is  explained  on the  next  page.

Memory Protection Violation

1.  Open  an OS12 window.

2.   Get to the Labs sub-directory.

3.  Execute the  program  MEMLABt.EXE.

4.  When  prompted  For  how  many  long  integers  should  memory  be  allocated,  type  a  1  to  allocate  one
double-word

The  way  this  program   has   been  written,  the   program  will   request  one  double-word  (which   is  four
bytes) of memory.

A4KB  page will  actually  be  given  byos/2.   (1  KB  is  1024  bytes  and  4KB  is 4096  bytes)                      ,

5.  When prompted how many long integers should be written into this memory, type 1025.

The way this  program  has  been written,  it will  request 4100 bytes of memory.

QUESTION:   Why was  an  error given  in this  part of the  lab?   This  is  explained  on the  next  page.
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Technical  Education

Large Memory AIIocation

1.  Open  an  OS12 window.

2.  Get to the labs sub-directory.

3.  Execute the  program  MEM[A81,EXE.

4.   At the first  prompt, type  1048576 to allocate 4  MB  (4,194,304  bytes)  of memory.

5.  At the  second  prompt, type  67584 to specify 264  KB  (270,336  bytes)  of memory.

Notice   that  you   have   requested   a   read/write   action   to   an   area   well   beyond   the  traditional   64KB
(segment)  boundary of OS/21.x.

This  may take a few seconds to complete.

If the  program  does  not  work,  check  for the  free  disk  size  on  the  logical  drive  where  the  SWAPPER.DAT
file  is  located.   Erase  excess files  and  rerun the  program.   Contact your instructor for further assistance.

Expected Results

After successfully  completing  the  lab,  you  will  have tried  a  number of memory  allocation  options  available
that utilize the  DosAllocMem()  function.   The  results  from  each  step  are  explained  below.

Part 1

You  will  notice  that the  operating  system  always  allocates  at  least  4KB  (1  page)  of memory,  even  though
only  40  bytes  were  specified  in  the  allocation  request.    The  same  would  have  been  true  if only  1  byte  had
been  requested.    This  is  because  all  memory  management  in  OS/2  Version  2.x  is  handled  on  a  per-page
basis,   using   the   flat   memory   model.     The   page   is  the   lowest   level   of  granularity   in   OS/2   2.x.     This

granularity differs from  previous versions of OS/2,  which  had  a  byte-level  granularity.

This  principle  applies to a//  memory  protection  and  memory access types  (read,  write,  etc.)  operations.   A
programmer is  able to  use  more  memory for read/write than  is actually requested  in  an  allocation  request
if that memory exists within the  page  boundary.
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Part 2

ln  part  (2),  a  general  protection  exception  occurs  when  attempting  to  access  4100  integers  for  read/write.
Attempting  to access  4100  integers  resulted  in  a  general  protection  exception  (Trap  OOOD)  when  an  access
was  attempted  on the 4100th  location.   This  program  will  indicate  "message file  not found''.

Part 3

The   flat   memory  model   allows   a   programmer  to  address   any   location   within   a   memory  object  on   a
contiguous   basis.     The   DosAllocMem()   function   returns   a   32-bit  memory  address,   and   not  a   segment
selector as  in  previous versions of OS/2.   The  programmer, therefore,  does  not  have to consider the 64KB
segment  boundary  limitation.    This  freedom  allows  the  programmer  to  allocate  a  memory  object  of  an
a`rbitrary size  up to 512MB  (the  process  space  address  limit).
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Technical  Education

Optional - Memory Protection Lab

Background

This  exercise  demonstrates the  different  memory attributes  used  for different types of memory access  and
the  resulting  impact  on  the  allowed  usage  of  memory  (read  or  write).    The  access  types  used  in  this  lab
exercise  are  READ,  WRITE,  and  EXECUTE.

In  this  exercise,  the  student will  be  given  a  chance  to  see  how  dynamic the  operating  system  is  in  dealing
with  an  executing  program.

Program  Memlab2.exe does the following:

1.   It asks for the  amount of memory  (in  KB)  you  wish  to allocate

2.   It asks for the type of allocation you want that memory to have

a.   PAG   COMMIT  and  PAG   READ

Means to commit the  page to  memory and  allow  it only to  be  read  from.

b.   PAG   COMMIT  and  PAG   WRITE

Means to commit the  page to  memory and  allow  it only to  be written to.

c.   PAG   COMMIT  and  PAG   EXECUTE

Means to commit the  page to memory and  allow  it only to be  executed.

d.   PAG   COMMIT  and  PAG   GUARD  and  PAG  WRITE

Means to commit the  page to memory,  place a  page guard  and  allow it to be written to.

e.   PAG  WRITE

Means to write to the  page.

3.  You  will  be asked to enter your selection  (from  1  to 5).

4.   It will  allocate the  memory (in  pages) with the  requested  attributes.

5.   It will  ask you  if you  now want to  READ  (R)  or WRITE  (w) to these  pages.

6.   It will  either read  or write to the  pages.   Depending  on the  selection  you  made  it will  result  in  either an
error or not.

For  instance,  if you  had  indicated  the  pages  were  for  reading  and  you  attempted  to  write  to  it,  the
result would  be an  error.
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Objective

Demonstrate that the operating  system  does  provide  memory protection  on  a  continuous  basis.

Attempting to read on a  PAG  COMMIT and a  PAG  READr--
Open  an  OS/2  W/.ndow and  carry out the following  steps:

1.   Get to the labs sub-directory.

2.  Execute  MEMLA82.

3.  Type the  amount of memory  (in  KB) that you  would  like to allocate.

4.   Type  1  for  PAG   COMMIT  and  PAG   READ.

5.  Type  r for read.

Expected  Result

The  READ  request,  on  a  PAG   READ  committed  page,  will  execute  without  a  problem.

Attempting to write on a  PAG  COMMIT and a  PAG_READ

Using the same OS/2 W/.ndow,

1.  Execute MEM[A82.

2.  Type the  amount of memory (in  KB) that you  would  like to allocate.

3.   Type  1  for  PAG   COMMIT and  PAG   READ.

4.  Type w for write.

Expected Result

The WRITE  request,  on  a  PAG  READ  committed  page,  will  issue  an  error.
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Technical  Education

Attempting to read on a  PAG_COMMIT and a  PAG_WRITE

Using the  same  OS/2  W/.ndow,

1.  Execute  MEMLA82.

2.  Type the  amount of memory  (in  KB) that you  would  like to  allocate.

3.   Type  2 for  PAG   COMMIT  and  PAG  WRITE.

4.  Type  r for read.

Expected  Result

The  READ  request,  on  a  PAG  WRITE  committed  page,  will  execute  without a  problem.

Attempting to write on a  PAG  COMMIT and  a  PAG  WRITE
I        :                                                                                                                                                                i=i :

Using the same  OS/2  W/.ndow,

1.  Execute MEMLA82.

2.  Type the  amount of memory (in  KB) that you  would  like to allocate.

3.   Type  2 for  PAG   COMMIT  and  PAG  WRITE.

4.  Type w for write.

Expected  Result

The WRITE  request,  on  a  PAG_WRITE  committed  page,  will  execute without a  problem.

Attempting to read on a  PAG  COMMIT and a  PAG  EXECUTE
I_i                                                                                                                                              :.      :

Using the same OS/2 Window,

1.  Execute MEMLA82.

2.  Type the  amount of memory (in  KB) that you  would  like to allocate.

3.  Type  3 for  PAG  COMMIT and  PAG  EXECUTE.

4.  Type r for read.
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Expected  Result

The  READ  request,  on  a  PAG  EXECUTE  committed  page,  will  execute without a  problem.

Attempting to write on  a  PAG  COMMIT and  a  PAG  EXECUTE--
Using the same OS/2  W/.ndow,

1.  Execute MEM[A82.

2.  Type the  amount of memory (in  KB) that you  would  like to allocate.

3.   Type  3 for  PAG   COMMIT  and  PAG   EXECUTE.

4.  Type  w for write.

Expected Result

The  WRITE  request,  on  a  PAG  EXECUTE  committed  page,  fails.    This  behavior  occurs  because  the  80386

processor does  not distinguish  between  READ  and  EXECUTE  access.

Furthermore,  READ  or EXECUTE  access  is  allowed  even  for  memory  objects  specified  with  WRITE  access.
WRITE  access  implies  both   READ  and  EXECUTE  access.     WRITE  access,   however,  must  be  specified  in
order for the  application to write  into a  memory object.
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Technical  Education

LABS ON:   OS/2  lnternals (second group)
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Technical  Education

Dynamic Linking Lab

Background

Application    programs    may   be    making    use   of   dynamic   linking.    It   can    not   be   assumed   that   these
applications  will  automatically  update  the  OS/2  configuration  file  to  denote  this.  The  LIBPATH  parameter
indicates to  OS/2 the  location  of existing  Dynamic  libraries.

The  program  you  will  be  using  is  called  BIGBEN.   This  is  an  OS/2  Full  screen  application  that  indicates the
current time  in  a  digital  format.

Programmers   can   also   create   programs   that   use   the   same   executable   file   but   depending   on   the
parameter,  entered  with  that  exe,  will  result  in  different  DLL(s)  being  used.    Either case,  the  path  to these
DLLs.must  be  in  the  LIBPATH  statement.

Objectives
•       Verify that  a  program  using  dynamic  linking  will  not  run  if its'  path  to the  dynamic  module  is  not  given.

•       Copy  a  specified  dynamic  module  into  an  existing  DLL  directory.

•      Changethe  LIBPATH  statementto showthe  path  ofa  new dynamic  module.

•       Verifythe  effect of changing the  LIBPATH  parameter.

Working with the  Default LIBPATH  parameter

1.  Open  an OS12 Full screen

2.  Go to Labs

3.   Run  BigBen

Notice  the   error  message  that  you   receive.  This  occurs   because  the   program   BigBen   requ,ires  a
dynamic  link module which  it can't find.
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Copying a dynamic module into an existing  Dynamic Module directory

The  DLL the  program  requires  is  Crtlib.dll

1.   The  default  OS/2   DLL  sub-directory  is  D:\OS2\DLL

2.   Search  for the  location  of the  CRTLIB.DLL  file.

3.  When  found,  copy it to the \OS2\D[[ sub-directory.

4.  Start BigBen

5.  Close the  BigBen  program.

Notice  from  the  con fig.sys  file that the  OS2\DLL  is  in  the  LIBPATH  path.

6.   Carefully  erase the  Crtlib.dll  file  from  OS2\DLL.

Be extremely careful  not to erase  any other DLLs!

Updating the path of the LIBPATH statement

Your Con fig.sys file  has  E:\LABS  in the  LIBPATH  path.    .

1.   Review  your  con fig.sys  file to  ensure  that the  E,'\LABS  is  in  the  LIBPATH  path.    Edit  it  if the  path  is  not
shown.

2.   Copy the  CRTLIB.DLL file to E,'\[ABS

3.   Open  an  OS/2 full  screen.

4.  Start BigBen.

5.  Close the  BigBen  program.

Using the same executable file but different DLLs

1.  Open  an  OS/2 window.

2.   Go to the  LABS  directory.

3.  Start the program res

4.   Select  English.

The  messages  should  now appear in  English.

5.   Go to its action  bar and  select Fi./e

6.   Select Exi.t from  its  pull  down  menu.

7.   End that  application.

8.  Start the program res again.
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Technical  Education

9.   Select  French.

The  messages  should  now appear in  French.

10.   Go to  its  action  bar and  select F/.ch/.er

11.   Select Sort/.r from  its  pull  down  menu.

Notice that this  SAME  executable  file  is  now  giving  its'  messages  in  French,  where  as  in  the other,  the
messages  are  in  English.

12.   Exit out of the  application.

With this  method,  programmers  are  now  able to  create  one  executable  file.    'Language  sensitivity'  can  be
placed  in  DLLs.
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Technical  Education

Mutlithreading Lab

Background

Multithreading    programs    use    multiple   threads   to   perform    different   tasks   simultaneously.    Since   the

processor cannot actually  perform  more than  one task at a time, the  processor is  "shared"  between tasks.

The  Priority  program  allows you to start two threads.

Objective
•       Demonstrate the  capabilities  and  effects of multithreading.

A program that has two threads

1.   Go to the Labs directory.

2.   Run the  program  Priority

3.  Select Thread from the action  bar of the  Priority program.

4.   Select Start 1  from that pull  down  menu.

This  will  be one thread.

5.   Move the Thread #1 window over to the  right of your screen.

6.  Once  more,  select Thread from the action  bar of the Priority program.

7.  Select Start 2 from that pull  down  menu.

This will  be  another thread.

Do  not  set  both  threads  to  time  critical.     The  way  this   program   has   be  written,  this   may  end   up
'hogging' the system.

8.  Experiment  keeping  both  threads  at  Regu/ar  and  changing  only  the  Priority  Level.    Notice  when  the
Priority boost occurs.

Do  not  set  both  threads  to  time  critical.     The  way  this   program   has   be  written,  this   may  end   up
'hogging' the system.

9.  When  you  are finished,  close the  program.
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Technical  Education

Multithreading Lab

Background

This  exercise  demonstrates  that  an   OS/2   program   can   start  a  very  large   number  of  threads  (up  to  a
maximum  of 4095).   This  program  uses the  DosExecpgm()  function.

In this  exercise, the  student will  run the  program  mem/ab4.exe.   The  syntax of the  program  is:

•       MEMLA84  <numberofthreads>

Where number of threads  is the  number of threads that will  be  started  for this  process.

Depending  on   how  many  threads  your  system  can  support,  the  following   message   may  be  generated:
_beginthread  error.     This  typically  occurs  when  the   maximum   allowed   number  of  threads   specified   in
CONFIG.SYS  is  less than  the  number of threads  requested.

Remember that  the  specified  number  of threads  in  the  CONFIG.SYS  file  includes  threads  used  by  the
operating  system.

Objective

Demonstrate  what  occurs  when  one  changes  the  THREADS  parameter  in  the  con fig.sys  file  to  a  number
smaller than  is  required  by the operating  system.

Running the program MEMLA84

1.   Open  an  OS/2 Window

2.   Go to the Labs sub-directory.

3.   Execute  MEMLA84 and  indicate  a thread  number.

•      Typemem/ab410andthen  pressthe  <Enter>  key.

4.  Experiment  using  different thread values,  such  as 300.

If the  required  number of threads  cannot  be  started,  check the  CONFIG.SYS  file.    This  file  contains  a
specification for the  maximum  number of threads  allowed  in the  system.
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Changing the Thread value in Con fig.sys

1.   Change the Thread =  value to 70  in the  OS/2  Con fig.sys file.

2.   Properly shut down the  system  and then  re-start OS/2.

3.   Go to the Labs sub-directory.

4.  Execute  MEMLA84 and  indicate  a thread  number.

•      Typemem/ab435andthen  pressthe  <Enter>  key

5.   Experiment  using  different thread  values

6.  When  you  have  finished,  place  the  Thread  value  back to  what  it  originally  was  before  you  started  this
lab.

7.   Properly shut down the  system  and then  re-start the  system.

Expected Results

After  successfully  completing  the  exercise,  you  should   have  observed  that  the   number  of  threads  per
process  is  not  limited  to  53  as  it  is  in  OS/21.x.   The  maximum  number of threads system  w/.de is  now 4095
threads.
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Technical  Education

LAB  ON:   HPFS
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Technical  Education

Creation of a High Performance File System Partition

Background

ln  situations  where  fixed-disk  drives  are  expected  to  contain  large  files  accessed  by  OS/2  applications;  a
user  can  install  the  HPFS.     It  supports  as  many  as  16  partitions,  with   each   partition   supporting   up  to  2
Gigabytes.

The  HPFS  maintains  compatibility  with  the  FAT  system  at  the  API  level.    It  is  less  performance  sensitive
than  the  FAT  system  when  working  with  large  files  and  directories  and  can  also  handle  files  that  use  the
traditional  or  new  long  file  names.

Objective
•       TosetuptheG  partition  as  an  HPFS  partition.

Verifying the HPFS Configuration file parameter

1.   Ensure that the  following  statement  is  in  con fig.sys:

•       IFS =D:\OS2\HPFS.IFS /CACHE:64

Note.`  lf this  statement  is  not  there,  chances  are  that  you  have  not  installed  the  files  to  support
HPFS.  In  that case,  do  a  Selective  Installed  and  install  HPFS  support.

2.   Run the  CACHE.exe  program  from  an  OS/2  command  prompt.

;ue::i:::.;Xheatarethedefauitparameters?       I   (=`  (:'\CJ\    )  f`   C;`  1'``  ``'   /     9-"    /   Lrt  i-./

Question:  What is  another way of altering these values without going to the  command  prompt?

cL`  `,J,,i :-.i, `-i `,\  \`

Formatting   G   as HPFS

1.  On  an  OS/2 command  prompt enter the following  statement:

•      FORMAT G:/FS:HPFS

Note:  You  will  be  asked  if you  are  sure  you  want to to format.    Formatting  a  partition  will  erase  all
the contents of that partition.

2.  Note:  You  will  be  asked  for  a  volume  label.  If you  press  the   <Enter>   key  it  will  indicate  no  volume
label,  please select no volume  label.
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The  HPFS  file  system  will  now  be  using  that  partition.

Question:   What would  be  another way of formatting this  partition  as  HPFS?

`'

c I,.`+
<s*,.-i,-,-|'\\
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USING the High Performance File System Partition

Background

Because  DOS  only  understands the  FAT file  system  naming  convention,  you  will  NOT  be  able to see  some
of the  files  that  are  in    G.      The  DOS  prompt  will  be  able  to  see  the  HPFS  partition  thus,  you  can  work
within  HPFS.

As long as the file name  is within the FAT file system  naming convention you  will  be  able to work with the
file  even  if it  is  in  an  HPFS  partition.

Objectives
•       To  create  files  with  the  long  file  names  and  to  see  how  non-HPFS  partitions  deal  with  the  long  file

names.

Creating a  long file name and viewing it

1.   Copy and  rename the following  files to G

•      Copy d:\config.sys g:\config.new
•      Copy d:\config.sys g..Y'configurationfile from Dp"
•      Copy d:\config.sys g:Y'configurationfile from Dd"
•      Copy d:\config.sys g..\configurationfilep
•      Copy d:\config.sys g..\configura{ionfiled
•     Copy d:\autoexec.bat g:\autoexec.new
•      Copy d:\autoexec.bat g:Y'au{oexecution from DOSp"
•      Copy d:\autoexec.bat g:Y'autoexecution from DOsd"
•     Copy d:\autoexec.bat g:\autoexec.battp
•     Copy d..\autoexec.bat g:\autoexec.batted

2.  From  an  OS/2 command  prompt do a Dir of G:

•      TypeG:
•      TypeDir

3.  From  an DOS command  prompt do a Dir of G:

•      TypeG:
•      TypeDir

Question:   What is different between the  DOS and the OS/2 command  prompt?
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Copying a long file name from an HPFS  partition to a  FAT partition

1.   From  an  OS/2  command  prompt,  copy confJ.gurat/.onf/./ep from  G: to E:

2.   From  an  OS/2  command  prompt,  copy autoexecut/.on from DOSp from  G: to E:

3.  From  an  OS/2 command  prompt,  copy autoexec,battttp from  G: to E:

Question:   Did  you  receive  any errors?  How did  you  resolve them?

1.   Open  the  Drives  folder

2.   Open the E and the  G

3.  Copy  configurationfiled From G.. to E..

4.  Copy autoexecu{ion from DOsd from G.. \o E..

5.  Copy autoexec,battttd from  G: to E:

Question:   Did  you  receive  any errors?

1.   Perform  a D/R on  E:

Question:   Notice  any  new files?

2.  Return to the E drives object and open  its' Details view

Question:   Notice the  real  names of those  new files.   What does this  signify?

Doing a  BACKUP from an HPFS partition to a  FAT partition

1.  From  an  OS/2 command  prompt use the  BACKUP command to backup the  root of G

a.  Type   Backup G:\ A:

b.   Follow the  instructions.

Notice  You  will  be  able  to  see  the  files that  are  being  backed  up.  These  files will  include the  long
file  name files.

2.  From  an  OS/2 command  prompt RESTORE the  backed  up files to D

a.  Type   Restore A: D:
b.   Follow the  instructions.

Notice You will  get an  error indicating that a file  name or extension  is t6o  long  and that file  will  not
be restored.

Only the files that follow the  FAT  naming  convention  will  get  restored to the   D   drive.

3.  Erase the files that you created on  G
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4.  Type   Restore A:  G:

5.   Follow the  instructions.
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LABS  ON:   VDMs
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Technical  Education

VDM Configuration

Background

Recall  that  each  object  (including  program  objects)  has  settings.   Settings  are  properties or characteristics
of an  object.   In the  settings of a  program  object,  one of the tabs  shown  will  be  Sess/.on.   The  SESSION  tab
indicates the  program type  for a  program  object.   The type  determines  how the  program  runs.   The  Types
are  classified   as  either  OS/2   Full   Screen,   OS/2  Window,   DOS   Full   Screen,   DOS  Window,   WIN-OS2   Full
Screen  or,  WIN-OS2 Window.

When  the   program   object   is   a   DOS   program,   a   push   button   in   the   Session   page  will   be   accessible.
Selecting that  push  button  will  give the  user a  chance to tailor  how they wish  the  VDM to execute.

Objective

ln  this  exercise,  the  student  will  create  a  new  folder  and  con figure  a  VDM  within  that  folder  according  to
their specified  parameters.

Working with certain settings

1.   Make  a  copy of the autoexec,bat (file found  on  D),  and  place  a  copy of it  in the Labs sub-directory.
r-,,

2.  Alter that copied  autoexec.bat file to  have the  prompt command  as  indicated:

PROMPT +[33;41m[DOS]  SispsG
JP

To get the arrow,  use the  keypad  numbers.   Press down on the A/t key and the  numbers 2    7

\.3.  Create  a folder and  call  it Test

4.   Make  a  copy of a  DOS  Full  Screen  and  a  DOS window and  place them  in the  Folder -TEST.

5.  Working  within the  Test folder,  open the DOS settings of the DOS  W/.ndow

6.   Alter the  following;

•      DOS  AUTOEXEc to point to E:\LABS\autoexec.bat

•      DOS  Dey/.ce add the following  path
D:\OS2\MDOSIANSI.SYS

•      DOS  RMS/ZEto some othervaluethan the default.

•      E«S_A4emory+/.in/.t to its maximum

•      XNIS_Memory_limitto o

7.  Save these changes.

8.  Change this  DOS Window name to the  name  My Window

9.  Start My Window

You  should  get a  command  prompt that  looks  like this:

•        DOS  D:\>
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The text will  be  yellow  and  it will  be  in  a  red  block.

10.   Type  in  the  mem  command  and  verify  how  much  EMS  and  XMS  is  available  for this  VDM.

11.   Close  My  W/.ndow

•      TypeExi`

Changing the settings

1.  Working  within the  Test folder,  open the  DOS settings of My W/.ndow.

2.   Alter the  following;

•      DOS  AUTOEXEc to  point to E:\LABS\autoexec.bat

•.    DOS_Dey/.ce     DELETE      the  following  path

D:\OS2\MDOSIANsl,SYS

•      DOS  RMSIZE to 640KB
rT

•      EMS_Memory_limi{to 1024

•     .XMS_Memory_limitto 2948
rl

3.  Save these changes.

4.  Start My Window.

You  should  get a  different  looking  command  prompt than  before.

5.  Type  in the men command  and  verify  how  much  EMS  and  XMS  is  available for this VDM.

6.  Close My Wi.ndow.

Expected Results

After successfully completing  the  exercise,  check the  result  by  double-clicking  on  My Window  in  the folder
Test.   A VDM  should  start with  a  DOS command  prompt,  which  should  look like the following  example.

+[33;41m[DOS]   D:\>

The  33  and  41   represent  colors.    To  be  able  to  see  these  colors,  you   have  to  load  the  device  driver
ANsl.SYS.   When the  DOS  prompt  looks  like this, the  ANsl.S_YS  is  NOT active.
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Rebooting a Virtual  DOS Machine

Background

When  running  DOS,  if an  lNT  19h  is  called,  the  result  is  a  reboot  of the  entire  system.    This  lab  will  show
that the  execution  of an  lNT  19h  in  a  VDM  is  handled  by the  Virtual  DOS  Machine  Manager (VDMM).

Objective

The  objective  here  is  to  show  what  occurs  in  OS/2  Version  2.x  when  a  program  running  in  a  VDM  issues
an  lNT  lgh.

Issuing  an  INT19h

1.   Open  a  DOS  Window.

2.   Go to the Labs sub-directory.

3.   Run  the  program  INT19

4.  When  prompted,  press the  <Enter>  key to  issue the  INT  19h.

Consider  what  has  happened.    Although  the  input  would  normally  cause  the  system  to  reboot,  now  only
that VDM  is terminated.

Expected Results

After  you  successfully  completed  the  exercise,     note  that  interrupt  lNT  19h   did   not  reboot  the  system.
Instead,  the  interrupt  was  routed  to the  Virtual  DOS  Machine  Manager  (VDMM)  by the  General  Protection
Handler.  The  VDMM terminated the VDM  when  receiving  the  INT  19h.

If you  start  a  DOS  application  program  from  an  OS/2  command  prompt,  control  is  passed  to  the  ,Virtual
DOS   Machine   Manager  which   then   starts  the  VDM.     Execution  of  INT   19h   does   NOT  terminate   OS/2.
Instead,  lNT  19h terminates the VDM  session  only.
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MVDM Cut and Paste

Background

One  can  share  information  between  sessions.   One  can  copy or cut  information  from  one  session  and then
paste the same  information to different session  (or the  same session).

OS/2 2.x accesses two clipboards:

1.  The  OS/2  clipboard  accepts  information  from  OS/2  window  sessions,  PM  sessions,  DOS  sessions,  one
of more  programs  in  a WIN-OS2  session,  or any combination  of these.

2.  The WIN-OS2  Clipboard  exchanges  data  between  WIN-OS2  sessions.

One  can  make  the  clipboard  prJ.yate  if one  wishes  to  prevent  programs  in  WIN-OS2  from  copying,  cutting,
or  pasting  from  the  OS/2  clipboard.    If you  make  the  Clipboard  private  but  leave  the  WIN-OS2  Clipboard
public you  can  copy  ,  paste,  cut  between  different WIN-OS2  sessions.

If one  makes  the  WIN-OS/2  Clipboard  private,  only  programs  within  that  session  can  copy,  cut,  or  paste
from  that sessions'  private WIN-OS2  clipboard.

You  can  always  exchange  information  if either clipboard  is  private  as  long  as  you  click on  the  IMPORT  or
EXPORT choices to transfer information  between  clipboards.

Objectives

1.   Fill  a VDM  window session  with text,  copy  it and,  paste the  contents  into another program.

2.   place  a  graphic in  a VDM  session,  copy  part of it and,  paste the  contents  into another program.

Using the COPY ALL

1.   Start a  DOS window.

2.  Go to the labs sub-directory.

3.   Put some text  in this VDM,  for example,  use the  DIR /W command.

4.   Get to the Context menu of that window (the title  bar icon).

5.  Select the option  Capy A/I

6.  Open the EPM program.

7.   From  it's Action  Bar select Edit

8.  From the  pull  down  menu of EDIT,  select Paste

This will  paste the text that you  copied from the VDM  window  into the OS/2  program.

9.   Close  EPM  without saving the  information.
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Copying and Pasting Graphics

1.   Start the  DOS window.

2.   Go to the Labs sub-directory.

3.  Start the  program  Graphic

4.   Get to the  Context  menu  of that window (the title  bar icon).

5.  Select the option Mark

6.   Use your mouse to select the  "area" that you  wished  marked.

7.   Return  to the  Context  menu  of that window (the title  bar icon).

8.  Select the option  Copy

9.   Start the  OS/2  program  PMCHART

This  program  can  be found  in the  Productivity folder.

10.   From  it's Action  Bar select Edit

11.   From the  pull  down  menu  of EDIT,  select Paste

lt  may  take  a  few  moments  to  show  the  results.    The  results  are  the  graphics  that  you  marked  and
copied  from the VDM  window.

12.   Close  PMCHART-without saving the  information.
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Technical  Education

VDM Interprocess Communications

Background

ln  this  exercise,  you   are  required  to  start  an   OS/2  application   program  that  first  creates  a  number.of
named  pipes.    The  OS/2  application  then  waits  for  a  DOS  BASIC  program  to  connect  to  the  pipe.    This
connection  is  performed  by  one  thread.       Afterward,  the  main  OS/2  program  sends  data  to  change  the
screen  colors of various  (connected)  DOS  BASIC  programs.

Objective

The  objective  of this  lab  is  to  show  that  an  OS/2  session  can  exchange  data  with  a  DOS  session  in  the
same system.

Steps
1.   Start  an  OS/2 Window.

2.   Go to the Labs sub-directory.

3.   Start the  program  PIPEOS2  using  a  parameter of 1.

•      Typepipeos21

4.   Start a  DOS window.

5.   Go to the Labs sub-directory.

6.  Type  BASICA  PIPEDOS

7.   Position  both  windows  such that you  can  see  parts of both  windows.

8.   Return to the OS/2  program.

9.  Enter  a  letter that  corresponds  to  a  color  you  want the  DOS  window to  display  (this  is  done  from  the
OS/2  program).

For instance, type the  letter   8    for a  blue screen,   or   G   for a green screen.

10.   Inside the  DOS window,  you  should  see  it changed to the  color you  indicated  via the  OS/2  progra`m.

11.  Try other colors.

12.  To end the  DOS  program, type the  letter a from the  OS/2  program.

This  will  end  the  DOS  program  even  though  the  screen  will   maintain  the  same  color  as  was   last
requested.

13.  To end the OS/2  program,  press the  <Enter>  key.

This will  provide the  command  prompt.
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Expected  Results

The  DOS  session  should  have  been  able  to  connect to  a  single  or  many  named  pipe(s)  that were  created
and  maintained  by  the  OS/2  session.    Afterward,  data  was  passed  to  the  DOS  session(s)  in  the  form  of
single  characters that altered the  color of the  DOS  Screen.

After   you    have    successfully    completed    the    exercise,    please    note   that   this    is   only   one   way   of
com.municating  between  DOS  and  OS/2  sessions.
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Booting Native DOS while under OS/2

Background

An  important  goal  of OS/2  2.x  is  the  ability  to  run  past,  current,  and  future  PC  DOS  programs.    Most  DOS
applications   available   today   run   unchanged   in   the   VDM   DOS   emulation   environment.       It   should   be
remembered  that the  DOS  which  runs  in  this  case  is  highly  optimized  to  an  OS/2  2.x virtual  8086  machine.
Because  of this  there  are  subtle  differences  between  DOS  Emulation   and  the  real   DOS.     For  instance,
some   DOS   applications   may   be   inherently   bound   to   a   specific   DOS   version,   relying   on   internal   DOS
structures   or   features    not   present   in   the   VDM    DOS   Emulation,    such    as    internal    DOS   tables   or
undocumented  features.     Another  restriction  of  VDM   DOS  Emulation   is  that  only  DOS  character  device
drivers  can  be  loaded.   The  user may own  a  BLOCK  Device  for which  no OS/2  driver is  available.

Virtual  Machine  Boot  allows the  user to  boot  ''off the  shelf"  DOS  3.x,  4.0  or 5.0  in  a  VDM  session,  including
DOS  BIock  Device  Drivers.   This  gives the  user the  greatest  possible  compatibility with  PC  DOS.

Objectives

ln  this  exercise,  the  student  will  create  a  new  DOS  Window  object  in  the  command  prompts  folder.    This
new  DOS  session  will  be  con figured  so  as  to  boot  a  shrink  wrap  version  of  DOS  5.0  instead  of  utilizing
OS/2s'  emulated version  of DOS.

In  order  to  boot  an  8086  kernel   into  a  VDM,  that  kernel's  boot  record  must  be  obtained  from  either  a
bootable  diskette,  an  image file of that diskette,  or a  DOS  hard  disk partition.

The  student will  be  required to con figure  a VDM  which  can,  in turn,  boot  DOS from  any of these  sources.

Running the VER command from a  DOS window

1.   Open  an  DOS window.

2.  Type yer

The answer should  be  "The  Operating  System/2 version  is 2.10".
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Setting up a VDM to boot from a  DOS partition

1.   Make a copy of a  DOS Window and  call  it My DOS 5 part/.t/.on from C,'

2.   Get  into the  Settings of My DOS  5 partition from C:

3.  Go to DOS Settings

4.  Search for the option  called DOS  Startulp_Dr/.yeI-

5.   Type  C:

6.  Save your changes.

7.   Start  "My  DOS  5  partition  from  C:".

There will  be errors  regarding  memory.   Ignore them  for now.

8.   From the  DOS  Shell,  press the  <F10>   key.

9.   Highlight the  File on  that Action  Bar.

10.   Select Exi.t from the  pull  down  menu.

11.  Verify that you  have  indeed  started  from  C:  by typing  yer

The  response  should  be  "IBM  DOS Version  5.00"
--__I -                       i

Avoiding multiple con fig.sys and autoexec.bat files on C:

Loading  DOS  from  a  DOS  partition  presents  one  significant  problem.    It  might  appear that the  user would
have  to   maintain   multiple   configuration   files   and   rename   or  copy  them   depending   upon   whether  the
partition  was  being  booted  into  a  VMB  session  or directly  from  Boot  Manager.   The  key  is to  specify  both
sets of drivers  in the  correct order in the  CONFIG.SYS  and  AUTOEXEC.BAT  located  in  C:

1.   Using  an  OS/2  Editor,  edit  the  CONFIG.SYS  file  situated  on  the  C:\  drive  and  add  the  following  lines
after  the   native   DOS   HIMEM.YS   and   EMM386.EXE  found   in  the   CONFIG.SYS  file.     It  should   appear
something  like this:

•       REM  native  DOs drivers first
\

•       DEVICE  =  C:\DOS\HIMEM.SYS
•       DEVICE  =  C:\DOS\EMM386.EXE
•      REM  OS/2 Version  2.x drivers second
•       DEVICE  =  D:\OS2\MDOS\HIMEM.SYS
•       DEVICE  =  D:\OS2\MDOS\EMM386.SYS
•...  etc...

2.  Ensure that the  paths are  pointing to the  proper locations.

These statements  may not all  appear in your con fig.sys file.   It depends on  what  memory  has  been  set
up for native  DOS  situated  in  C:

When  this  file  is  processed  in  an  OS/2  VMB,  the  DOS  HIMEM  load  fails  due  to  no  available  extended
memory.    EMM386  fails  as  it  sees  protect-mode  memory  software  already  running.    Then,  the  OS/2
Version  2.1  HIMEM  and  EMM386 stub device drivers  load  as  normal.   So you  can  expect to see  at least
one error message,  indicating that the DOS drivers are  not loaded.
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Technical  Education

When  this  file  is  processed  as  part of a  native  DOS  boot, the  DOS  HIMEM  and  EMM386  load  as  normal,
but   the   OS/2   stub   device   drivers   detect  that  they   are   not   running   under   OS/2   and   do   not   load
themselves.   So you  can  expect to see  at  least one error message,  indicating that the  OS/2  drivers  are
not  loaded.

3.   Using   an   OS/2   Editor,   edit  the  AUTOEXEC.BAT  file   situated   on  the   C:\   drive   and   add  the  following
before the  native  DOS  mouse  driver.

•       REM  load  the  stub  mouse  driver from  OS/2  Version  2.1  first
•       LH  D:\OS2\MDOS\MOUSE
•       REM  load the  stub  mouse  driver from  native  DOS  second  C:\DOS\MOUSE

Ensure that the, paths  are  pointing to the  proper locations.

Note that  here  the  OS/2  driver  is  listed  first.    When  this  file  is  processed  in  an  OS/2  VMB  session,  the
OS/2  stub  loads  first.    The  DOS  mouse  driver  sees  that  another  mouse  is  already  present  and  hence
does  not  install  itself.

When  booting  DOS  natively,  the  OS/2  mouse  stub  device  driver  detects  that  it  is  not  running   under
C}S/2  and  does  not  load  itself.   The  DOS  mouse  driver then  loads  as  normal.

Preparing for a diskette boot

1.  Boot to the  DOS  5  Operating  system  using the  Boot  Manager menu.

2.   place  a  diskette  in the  diskette  drive  and  format  it.   Ensure that the  hidden  files  are  also placed  on that
diskette.

•      Format a: /s

3.  Capy the following  files {o the di.skette

•      Copy c:Con fig.sys A:\
•      Copy c:VAutoexec.bat A:\
•      Copy D:\OS2\MDOS\FSFILTER.SYS  A:\
•      Copy c:\DOS\him*:*  A:\
•      Copy c..\DOS\set*.* A..\
•      Copy c..\DOS\emm*.* A:\
•      Copy c..\DOS\mou*.* A:\
•      Copy c:\DOS\edi*.* A:\
•      Copy c..\DOS\doss*.* A:\
•      Copy c:\DOS\comman*.* A..\

This  will  copy the  files that this  lab  might  require.

4.  Remove that diskette from the diskette drive.

5.  Start OS/2.

6.   Place the diskette  back into the diskette drive and  start an  OS/2 editor.

You  will  be  editing the files from the  diskette  NOT the files from the  OS/2   D:  partition.

7.  Add  a  new line  in the   A.'\CONF/G.Sys file  prior to the first  DEVICE=  statement.

8.  On this  line type DEy/CE  =  A..\FSF/LTER,Sys
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FSFILTER   is   a   device   driver  that   provides   access  to  OS/2   disk  partitions   when   running   a   specific
version  of DOS.    This  statement  must  precede  any  statements  with  a  reference  to  a  file  stored  in  an
HPFS  partition.

9.   Ensure that  any commands  referred to from this file  are  pointing  to A:\

10.   Save those  changes.

11.   Edit the A,'\aqtoexec,bat file  and  ensure that all  commands  are  pointing  to A:\

Setting up the VDM to boot from a  DOS diskette

1.   Make  a  copy of a  DOS Window and  call  it My DOS 5 d/.skette

2.   Get into the Settings of My DOS  5 diskette

3.  Select DOS Settings

4.  Search for the option  called  DOS  Startqp_Dr/.ye

5.   Type  in   a:

6.  Save your changes.

Booting from the diskette and using it

1.   Place your bootable  diskette  in the  diskette  drive.

2.  Start My DOS 5 diskette

This  will  take  a  few  moments.     The   hidden   files  from  the   diskette  will   be   used  to  boot  that  VDM
session.   If all  goes well,  what you  should  see  is the  DOS  5  shell  you  set  up.

3.  Verify that you  have  indeed  started from  A:  by typing  yer

The  response  should  be  "IBM  DOS Version  5.00"   and  you  should  have  seen  the  diskette  drive  light go
On.
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Technical  Education

Creating an image copy of that diskette

1.   Start  an  OS/2  window.

2.   Make  a  directory and  call  it /.mages

3.  Type VMDISK  A:  D:\IMAGES\DOS5.IMG

The  image  file  created  will  be  a  complete  binary  ''dump"  of the  diskette.    Its'  file  size  will  correspond
to the  diskette  capacity  regardless of the  amount of space  actually  used  on the  diskette.

Setting up the VDM to boot from a  DOS image

1.   Make  a  copy of a  DOS Window and  call  it My DOS 5 /.mage

2.   Get  into the  Settings of My DOS  5 image

3.  Select DOS Settings

4.  Search for the option  named DOS  Startup_Dr/.yeL_

5.  Type   D:\images\dos5.img

6.  Save your changes.

Booting from the DOS image

1.  Start My DOS  5 image

Notice that this will take  less time than  booting  from the  diskette.

Results

This completes the  lab.   You  should  have  been  able to:

•      Boot DOs from the c:  partition while os/2 was active.
•      Boot DOs from  a diskette while os/2 was active.
•      Boot DOs from  an  image while os/2 was active.
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Defining WIN-OS2 Applications in a VDM

Background

This  exercise  focuses  on  SAVDM  and  MVDM.    The  sample  program  Fpamort.exe  used  is  an  applicati.on
developed  for  use  on  a  DOS/Windows  platform.     You  will  be  asked  to  create  Workplace  Shell  objects  and
in  for then  con figure  some of them  for use  as  a  SAVDM  and  others  as  MVDM.

•       SAVDM-Singleapplication  in  avirtual  DOS  Machine
•       MAVDM  -Multiple  applications  in  avirtual  DOS  Machine

Objectives

1.  Create two  program  reference objects  for the  program  FPAMORT.EXE

2.   Using  one of the  created  objects,  set the  program  settings for Fpamort.exe  and  use  as  a  SAVDM

3.   Using  the  other  created  object,   set  the   program   settings  for  Fpamort.exe   and   use   as  a  seamless
SAVDM

4.  Create  a  program  reference object that  references WINOS2.COM  and  con figure  it to  MVADM

Defining  a Single Application VDM  (SAVDM)

1.  Open the Templates folder.

2.  Drag  a copy of the Program object and  place  it on the  Desktop.

3.  On the Program  page, type the  path to the  FPAMORT.EXE file.

This  program  is  in  LABS.

4.  Go to the Sess/.on page.

5.  Select the WIN-OS/2 Full Screen  radio  button.

6.  Name the  program -Loan  Repayment.

7.  Close the Program-Sett/.ngs notepad.

8.  Start the  program.

The  intent  of this  section  is  to  set  up  a  SAVDM.     If  you  were  successful,  you  will   be  able  to  start  the
program  and  it will  be  in  a WIN-OS2 full  screen.   It will  also  be the only  program  in that session.
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Defining a  "Seamless" WIN-OS2 VDM

1.  Open the Templates folder.

2.   Drag  a copy of the Program object and  place  it on the  Desktop.

3.  On the Program page, type the  path to Fpamort.exe.

4.  Turn to the Sessi.on  page.

5.  Select the WIN-OS/2 window  radio  button.

6.   Name the  program  -Loan  Repayment.

7.  Close the Program-Sett/.ngs notepad.

8.  Start the  program.

The  intent  of this  section  is  to  set  up  a  Seamless  VDM.    If you  were  successful,  the  program  will  be  right
on the  Desktop.

Defining  a  Multiple Application VDM  (MAVDM)

1.  Open the Templates folder.

2.  Drag  a copy of the Program object and  place  it on the  Desktop.

3.   On the Program  page, type the  path to the WINOS2.COM  file.

Remember that WIN-OS2  support  has  been  installed  on the E,'   drive.

4.  Tab down to the Parameters.' field.

In  this  field,  you  will  enter  (as  parameters  to  WINOS2.COM)  the  full  paths  of the  Windows  programs

you  would  like  running  when this  MAVDM  is  started.

•     Type   ls drivel:\pathl\programl.exe , drive2:\pa{h2\program2.exe

/S                              Indicates standard  Mode.

drivel:                     The  drive  letter where the EXE file  is  located.

\pathl\programl.exe   ie. E:\LABS\FPAMORT.EXE The full  path to the executable file fpamort.exe

drive2:                     The drive  letter where the  second  EXE file  is  located.

\path2\program2.exe      ie. E:\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2\CLOCK.EXE  The  full  path  to  the  second  executable
file  clock.exe

5.  Go to the Sess/.on page and select DOS fu// screen

6.   Name the  program -  Loan  Repayment and  Clock in  an  MAVDM

7.  Close the Program-Setti.ngs notepad.

8.  Start the  program.
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Technical  Education

The  intent  of this  section  is  to  set  up  multiple  windows  application  in  one  VDM.     If  you  were  successful,

you  will  see the  Clock and the  Loan  Repayment  programs  started  in  that VDM.
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Starting OS/2 and  DOS from WIN-OS2 Applications

Background

ln this version  of OS/2,  you  can  start  DOS  and  OS/2  applications from  a WIN-OS2  session.

Objectives

1.   Start an  OS/2  application  from  a WIN-OS2  File  Manager

2.   Start  an  DOS  application  from  a  WIN-OS2  File  Manager

Setting the stage
1.   Create  a WIN-OS2  File  Manager program  reference

•      Open the Temp/ates folder.

•      Drag  a copyofthe programobject and  place  iton the  Desktop.

•       On  the program  page, type the  path,  E:\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2\WINFILE.EXE.

•      Tab down to the  work/.ng D/.rectory,' field.

•       Atthis  field,  enter E:\OS2\MDOS\WINOS2.

•       Namethe  program  WIN-OS2  File  Manager.

2.   Start WIN-OS2  File  Manager.

3.   View the files  in  D,.\OS2VAPPS

4.   Find  Klondike.exe.

5.   Start  Klondike.exe.

6.   Get to the Window  List.

Notice that Klondike Solitaire  appears  separate from the WIN-OS2 file  Manager.

7.  Close the  program  Klondike.

8.  View the files  in  E,`\[ABS

9.   Find  Graphic.exe.

10.  Start  Graphic.exe.

11.   Get to the Window  List.

Notice that Graphic appears  separate from the WIN-OS2 file  Manager.

12.  Close the  program  Graphic.
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Expected Results

lf you  were  able to complete the  steps  above, then  you  have  successfully demonstrated  OS/2s'  support for
launching  OS/2  and  DOS  applications  from  a  Windows  application.
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Technical  Education

Automatically starting a WIN-OS2 Application from the
group

Background

ln  this  version  of  OS/2,  when  you   start  a  WIN-OS2  session  you  can   indicate  what  programs  are  to  be
automatically started.

Objectives

1.   Customize    the    Full    Screen    WIN-OS2    session    to    automatically    start    the    Clock    program    upon
initialization  of the  WIN-OS2  session.

Setting the stage
1.  Start the WIN-OS/2 Full Screen object in the Commar)d Prompts folder.

2.  Open the  W/N-OS/2 Accessor/.es group.

3.  Select C/ock

4.  Select File from the  Program  Manager window.

5.   Select Copy...

A  dialog  Copy  Program  Item  will  appear.    The  COPY  Program  Item  field  should  indicate  CLOCK  and  the
From  Program  Group:  field  should  indicate  W/N-OS/2 Accessor/.es

6.  Ensure that the  To Group.. indicates Sfarfup

7.  Select the OK  pushbutton.

8.  Close the  Full  Screen  WIN-OS/2  session

9.  Open the  Full  Screen  WIN-OS/2   session

After   completing   the    above    steps,   the   WIN-OS/2   full    screen    session    should    have    initialized    and
automatically started the clock.
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Technical  Education

LAB ON:   Migration  Database
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Technical  Education

Creating a Migration Database

Background

You   can   create   your  own   database   of  DOS,   Windows,   and   OS/2   applications   and   then   specify  that
database  (instead  of  DATABASE.DAT)  when  you   run  the  Migrate  Applications  program.     Your  database
would  include  specific  settings  for your DOS  and  Windows  programs.

The  first  step  in  creating  a  migration  database  is to  create  a text file that  lists the  settings of the  programs
that you  will  want to  migrate  into the  OS/2  environment.    Once the text file  has  been  created,  you  will  use
a  utility,  PARSEDB,  to  compile the  file  into  a  binary database.   The  binary database  is  used  by the  Migrate
Applications  utility to  migrate  applications to  OS/2.

You  will  use  SAMPLE.TXT,  located  in the  Labs  directory on  the  E  drive  as   the  basis  for your database text
file.      SAMPLE.TXT   is   actually   a   subset   of  the   file   DATABASE.TXT   file,   located   in   the   \OS2\lNSTALL
sub-directory.

Once  the  database  text  is  completed,  you  will  run  the  PARSEDB  utility  program  to  compile  the  file  into  a
binary  database.   This  binary  file  will  be  used  by the  Migrate  Applications  utility.

Objective

You  will  build  a  database  to  be  used  by  the  Migrate  Applications  utility which  will  automatically  con figure
the  applications:

•       Graphic
•      Fpamort

Revising an existing database

1.   Use the  OS/2  System  Editor to  modify the  SAMPLE.TXT file  as  shown.

The  file  will  be  in  LABS.    SAMPLE.TXT  may  not  require  any  modifications  to  run ....  You  might  want  to
experiment with  adding or changing  some of its' values.

Read  the  body  of the  database  text  file  for an  explanation  of the  database  fields.    Do  NOT  delete  the
blank line  after the  IDLE  SECONDS  statement,  it  indicates  end  of input for  PARSEDB.
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REM   Graphi.c.exe   for   DOS

NAME

TITLE

TYPE

ASSOC    FILE

DEF   DTR

MOUSE    EXCLUSIVE   ACCESS

KBD    CTRL   BYPASS

KBD-ALTH6ME   BYPASS

DOS-RMSIZE

VIDEO   8514A   XGA    I0TRAP

VIDEO-SWITcff   NOTIFICATION

DPMI    irEMORy   [IMIT

DOS   FILES

EMS-MEMORY    LIMIT

XMS-MEMO,RY-LIMIT

IDLE   SENSITIVITy

IDLE-SECONDS

Graph1.c.EXE

DOS   Graphic

DOS

NULL

\LABS
OFF

NONE

OFF

412

OFF

0N

0
20
0
0

95
4

REM   ****You   MUST   leave   a   blank   li.ne   at   the   end   of   the   1.nput.

REM

REM    FPAMORT.exe    for   Wi.ndows

NAME

TITLE

TYPE

ASSOC    FILE

DEF   DTR

MOUSE    EXCLUSIVE   ACCESS

KBD    CTRL   BYPASS

COMFTON    SESSION

KBD   ALTHOME   BYPASS

DOS-RMSIZE

VIDEO   8514A   XGA    I0TRAP

VIDEO-SWITCFT   NOTIFICATION

DPMI   irEMORy   [IMIT

DOS   FILES

EMS-MEMORY    LIMIT

XMS-MEMORY-LIMIT

IDLE   SENSIFIVITy

IDLE-SECONDS

FPAMORT . EXE

Loan   Repayment
Wi.ndows

NULL

\LABS
OFF

CTRL    ESC

0N

0N

640
OFF

0N

512
2©

0
0

95
4

****You   MUST   leave   a   blank   li.ne   at   the   end   of   the   I.nput.

End   of  Database.

2.  Save the file as E.'\[ABS\SAMPDB.TXT

3.  Get to an OS/2 command  prompt
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Technical  Education

4.   Compile  SAMPDB.TXT  into  a  binary database

•       PARSEDB  D:\OS2\lNSTALL\DBTAGS.OAT  E:\LABS\SAMPDB.TXT  E:\LABS\SAMPDB.OAT

You  should  see the following text after pressing the  <Enter>  key:

•        Lines:  23Applications:  1

•       Writing  ''D:\Iabs\sampdb.dat"    ...done!

•       Processed  1  DOSapps,1  Windowsapps,  and0OS/2apps

5.   If any error messages  are  displayed,  notify your instructor.

6.   Close the  OS/2  command  prompt.

Migrating applications using the default database

For  your  own  satisfaction,  run  the  Migrate  Applications  utility  as  indicated  below  to  ensure  that  it  would
not  automatically  find  FPAMORT or  GRAPHIC.

1.   Start the  Migrate  Applications  utility.

This  will  be  in  the  System  Setup  Folder.

2.  Set the  program to search the  E,  F  and,  G  drives for applications.

3.   Select  Find.

4.   Search  for the  program  FPAMORT.

5.   Did  you  find  it?   You  should  not  find  it.

6.   Search  for the  program  GRAPHIC.

7.   Did  you  find  it?   You  should  not find  it.

8.   Continue  with  the  migration.

9.   Exit the  Migration  Application  Utility.

Migrating the applications using the new database   SAMPDB.DAT

1.   Start the  Migrate  Applications  utility.

2.   Replace  the  text  in  the  Database  Used  for  Find  Option  entrybox  with  the  path  and  filename  of  your
binary database:  E:\LABS\SAMPDB.DAT

3.  Set the  program to search the E drive for DOS  and Windows  applications.

4.   Select  Find.

5.   Highlight only  FPAMORT  and  GRAPHIC  applications

6.  Select to Migrate.
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7.   Exit when  completed.

Verify that your application runs with the new settings

1.   Get the  pop-up  menu  for graphic.

2.   Go to the  DOS  settings.

3.  Verify that the  settings you  specified  are  in  effect.

4.   Exit the  settings.

5.   Get the  pop-up  menu  for fpamort.

6.   Go to the  Win-OS2  settings.

7.  Verify that the  settings  you  specified  are  in  effect.

8.   Exit the  settings.
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LABS ON:   Commands and  retrieval
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Technical  Education

OS/2 Help Command Lab

Background

OS/2  offers  a  help  facility.  When  you  receive  an  error  in  the  form  of  SYSxxxx  you  can  get  more  detail
information  about this  error.  You  can  also get,  more  detail  on  OS/2  commands  and  parameters.

Objectives
•      Verifythat detail  help  exists for all  sYs  error codes.

•      Verify that one  can  get  information  about  OS/2  commands  without  having  to  personally  start the  OS/2
0n-line  Command  Reference.

SYS error codes
1.  Open  an  OS/2 Window.

2.  Type  in  Help sysl041  and  <Enter>.

Notice  You   will   be   given   a   repeat  of  the  error  code,   a   more  detail   explanation  of  the  error  and,
suggested  action(s).

3.  Try the following  system  error codes;

a.  sys39

b.  sysl719

c.  sys25

4.  At this time  do  not close this window.  You  will  be  using this  window for another lab.

Help Information

1.  Open  an  OS/2 Window.

2.  Type  in  Help help and  <Enter>.

3.  Notice that the  system  will  start the  OS/2  0n-Line  Command  Reference  and  show  you  the  page  that
explains this topic.

4.   Minimize the window that contains the OS/2 0n-Line Command  Reference.

Note:  The  window that  has the  OS/2  0n-Line  Command  Reference  is  a  separate window than the one
that you were  using.

5.   Using  the  same  window  that  you  used  for  entering  the  help  command,  request  help  for the  following
topics;

a.  Batch
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b.  Path
c.  Format

The  system  will  not  restart the  OS/2  0n-Line  Command  Reference  if it is  already 'starfed'.

6.  To review the topics you  have  selected:

a.  Select Options from the  action  bar of the  OS/2  0n-Line  Command  Reference.

b.   From  its'  pull  down  menu,  select Viewed  pages

Notice:  You  can  review  all  of the topics  you  had  currently  requested  help  for.

7.   Do not close the window that you  have  been  requesting  help topics from.

You  will  be  using  this  window for another  lab.
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Technical  Education

OS/2 Commands and Command Retrieval

Background

OS/2  commands  and  syntax  are  nearly  identical  to  those  in  DOS.    There  are  additional  OS/2  commands.
The  OS/2  Command  Reference  indicates which  commands  are  unique to OS/2.

The   SET   KEYS=ON   statement   in   the   CONFIG.SYS   file   will   allow   the   user   to   retrieve   and   edit   the
commands that were  previously  issued  from the  OS/2  Full  Screen  or Windowed  command  prompt.

The  retrieval  function  can  be  enabled  or  disabled  any time  by typing  KEYS  ON  or KEYS  OFF  respectively,
even though  SET  KEYS =ON  is  in  the  CONFIG.SYS  file.

The  command  queue  is  stored  in  a  "wraparound  buffer"  which  has  a  maximum  size  of 64KB.    When  the

queue  is full, the oldest commands will  be  discarded  as  new commands  are  entered  from the  keyboard.

The  command,  CHCP  changes  the  code  page  for  the  current  session,   it  is  intended  to  be  used  at  the
command  prompt.    Any  programs  started  under  the  primary  command   processor  inherit  the  command
processor  code  page.    One  can  change  the  code  page  support  in  different  sessions.    For  instance  code
page  437  can  be  activated  in  one  session  while  code  page  850  could  be  the  active  code  page  in  another
session.      In   OS/2   sessions,   CHCP   checks   that   the   proper   DEVINFO=    statement   is   included   in   the
CONFIG.SYS  file  for the  code  page  being  requested.   If not,  a  message  is  displayed.

Objectives
•       Review  some  existing  DOS  commands  (for  redirection,  piping  and  filtering)  that  are  also  available  in

OS/2.
•      Experimentwith  some os/2 commands.
•       Become  familiar with the  use  of KEYS,  KEYS  LIST,  KEYS  ON  and  KEYS  OFF  commands.
•      Be aware of the active code  page on yoursystem.

Redirection,  Piping and Filtering

1.   Redirect  output  from  the   DIR  command  to  a  file  called   MYFILE.NEW  instead  of  displaying   it  to  the
screen.

a.  Open  an OS/2 Full Screen session.

b.   From the  E:  Drive type dir  >  myfile.new

2.   Pipe  output from  the  TYPE  command  into the  MORE  command  in  order to  see the  contents  of the  file
you  created  in the  previous step.

a.  Type type myfile.new I  more
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If  the  contents  of  the  file  could   not  be  shown  on   1   screen,  then  you  would   see  the  --  MORE--
appear at the  bottom  of the  screen.    Pressing  the  enter  key would  be  your way of indicating  to the
computer to continue onto the  next screen.

The  MORE command  sends output from  a file to the  screen,  one  full  screen  at a time.

3.   Use the  FIND  command  to filter  MYFILE.NEW for a  specific  string  of text.

a.  Type find "labs" myfile.new

No  lines  should  appear as  a  result of that find.

Question:    You  have  been  using  the  LABS  sub-directory.    Why  were  there  no  findings  of the  word
'Iabs'?

Other OS/2 Commands

1.   Use   the   OS/2   Command   Reference   to   find   information   on   the   MOVE   command.      Note   that   this
command  is  used  for  relocating  one  or  more  files  from  one  directory to  another on  the  same partition
(drive).

2.   Move  the   MYFILE.NEW  file  from   where   it   is   currently   located   (the   root  of  the   E:   Drive)  to  another
directory and  rename  it.

a.  Open  an  OS/2  session.

b.  From the E:  Drive command  prompt type move myfile.new E:\Iabs\newname.txt

Note the error code you  receive.

c.  This time type move myfile.new \Iabs\newname.t)ct

3.  Verify  in  LABS that  it  now  includes  a  file  called  NEWNAME.IXT

4.  Use  the  OS/2  Command  Reference  to  recall  information  on  the  PSTAT  command  then  try  entering
PSTAT  from  an  OS/2  command  prompt.    Note  that  even  if you  are  not  running  applications,  OS/2  is
busy executing  OS/2 operating  system  related threads  in the  background.

5.   Testing  PSTAT;

a.  Start another OS/2 Window.

b.  Type  in the  PSTAT command  but do NOT press the  <Enter>  key yet.

c.  Start another OS/2 window and  now run MEM[A84 5.

d.  Quickly  return to the  PSTAT window and  execute  it.

Notice what appears  now that  MEMLA84 is  running.

6.  Use the  OS/2 Command  Reference to find  information on the TYPE command`   Note that this command
in  OS/2 displays the contents of one or more files.   In  DOS  mode only one file  is displayed.

7.   Use the  TYPE  command  to  consecutively  display the  contents  of all  CONFIG  and  AUTOEXEC  and  BAK
files  in your root directory.

a.  From the D:  Drive command  prompt type type con fig.* autoexec.* *.bak

b.   Press the  <Enter>  key.
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Technical  Education

c.  Watch  as the  contents of all  the  requested  files  are  displayed.

Note that global  file  name  characters  (*  and  ?)  can  be  used  with  the  file  names  you  specify.

8.   Repeat  the  previous  exercise  but  use  the  MORE  command  in  conjunction  with  the  TYPE  command  to
display the output one full screen at a time.

9.   Use the  HELP  OFF  command  to  set the  prompt  back to the  default  system  prompts  for  OS/2  and  DOS
modes.

a.  Open  an  OS/2 Full Screen  session.

b.   From the  D:  Drive  command  prompt type  help off

c.   Press the  <Enter>  key.

d.  Watch  as the  blue  bar containing  basic  help  information  is  removed.

e.   Press Ctrl+Esc to get the Window  List.

f.   Open  a  DOS  Full Screen.

9.   From the  D:  Drive  command  prompt type  help off

h.   Press the  <Enter>  key.

i.  Watch  as the white  bar containing  basic  help  information  is  removed.

Note that with  HELP OFF  it  is  difficult to determine  if you  are  in  DOS  mode or OS/2 full  screen  mode.

10.   Use the  HELP ON  command to  provide  a  help  line  as  part of the  command  prompt.

a.   From the DOS  Full Screen type help on

b.   Press the  <Enter>  key.

c.  Watch  as the white  bar containing  basic  help  information  is  added.

d.  Open the OS/2 Full Screen  session  you  used  in the  last step.

e.   From the  D:  Drive  command  prompt type  help on

f.   Press the  <Enter>  key.

9.  Watch  as the  blue  bar containing  basic  help  information  is  added.

11.   Use the  MKDIR (or MD)  command  in  OS/2 to create  multiple  directories  in  one  step.

a.   From the  D:  Drive command  prompt type md Jim Barbara Camille

b.   Press the  <Enter>  key.

c.   From the  D:  Drive command  prompt type dir *. to see the 3  new directories you  have created.

The  following  commands  can  have  multiple  arguments  on  one  line --DIR,  DEL,  TYPE,  MD,  RD,  VOL.

12.  Use  the  RMDIR  (or  RD)  command  in  OS/2  to  remove  the  directories  you  just  created.    Be  sure  to  do
this  in just one step!

13.  Enter multiple  commands on one  line  using the command  separator operator ''&".

a.  Open  an  OS/2 window.

b.  From the  D:  Drive command  prompt type md newdir & copy D:\config.sys D:\newdir

c.   Press the  <Enter>  key.
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d.   Verify there  is  a  new  directory called  NEWDIR  and  that  CONFIG.SYS  has  been  copied  into  it.

14.  Try  using  the  command  separator operator  ''&"  from  a  DOS  command  prompt.    Is  it  possible  to  enter
multiple  commands  on  a  single  line  in  DOS  mode?

KEYS Commands

1.   Retrieve the  commands you  have  entered  during this  lab.

a.  Return to the  OS/2  session  you  have  been  working  with.
b.  Type  keys list and  press Enter.
c.  You  should  see  a  list of all the  commands  you  have  entered  in  this  OS/2  session.
d.   Press the Up Arrow of the  Cursor Movement Keys to  retrieve the  previous command  in the queue.
e.   Press the  Down Arrow of the  Cursor Movement Keys to retrieve the  next command  in the queue.

2.  Turn  OFF the  retrieve  key support for this  OS/2  session  and  see  how commands  can  be  retrieved.

a.  Type keys off and  press  <Enter> .

b.  Try using the  Up Arrow and  Down Arrow to retrieve  commands.

c.  What  happens?

d.  To obtain the  command you  entered  last press  <F3>.

e.  To obtain the  last entry one character at a time  press  < F1 > .

f.  Type  keys  list to  see the  list of commands that were  in  the  buffer before the  KEYS  OFF command
was executed.

3.  Start another OS/2 session to see  if retrieve command  support is  active.

a.  Start an OS/2 Window session.

b.  Type  keys to see  if KEYS  is on.

c.  Type keys list and  press  <Enter> .

d.  You  should  see a  list of the commands that have  been  entered  in this OS/2 session.

Notice that when  KEYS  OFF  has  been  entered  in one  session,  all  other sessions  are  unaffected.

4.   Retrieve the  last command within  A  DOS  Command  prompt.

a.  Start a  DOS Command  prompt.

b.   Go to E:

c.  Type dir and  press  <Enter>.

d.  Type cd\labs and  press  <Enter>.

e.  Press  <F3>  to retrieve only the last command entered.

OS/2's   enhanced    retrieval   function    is   not   supported   in   a   DOS   environment..      Within   the   DOS
environment, the  < F3>  key is  used to re-display only the  last command that was  issued.

5.   Return to the first OS/2 session  used  in the  KEYS Commands  section  of this  lab  (the one that currently
has  KEYS OFF)  and  enter more commands then turn  KEYS ON  again.

a.  Make the OS/2 Full Screen session  active.

b.  Type keys to ensure KEYS is off.
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Technical  Education

c.  Type dir and  press  <Enter>.

d.   Enter any other OS/2  commands  you  wish.

e.  Type  keys list

f.   Are the  last few  commands you  entered  in the  list?

9.  Type  keys on to make  retrieve  key support active.

h.  Type cd\ and  press  <Enter>.

i.  Type  keys  list  to  ensure  that  the  last  command  you  entered  has  been  added  to  the  command
queue.

What Version?   What CSD Level?

1.   Use the  VER  command to determine  what version  of OS/2  is  installed  on  your system.

a.   Open  an  OS/2  session.

b.  Type ver and  press  <Enter> .

c.  Open  a DOS  Full Screen and type ver then  press  <Enter> .

Note that the  DOS environment  is  actually  part of OS/2  so the  same version  information  is displayed.

2.   Use   the   SYSLEVEL   command   to   determine   what   Corrective   Service   Diskettes   (CSDs)   have   been
applied to your system.

a.   From  an  OS/2 session type syslevel and  press  <Enter> .

b.  Try this command  from  a  DOS Command prompt.

Note that the  CSD  levels  are  displayed  for each  component of OS/2  installed.

Which is the active Code Page?
•      Determine your sessions' active code page.

1.   Start an  OS/2 window.

2.  Type chcp and  press Enter.

A  message will  indicate which  code  page  is the  active one  in this  session.

3.  Open  another OS/2 window and type chcp

Notice that the active code  page will  be the same as the  previous sessions'.

•      Changingthe  active code  page  in  awindow.

1.  Get to one of your opened windows.

2.  Type chap 850 and then  press  <Enter> .
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If you  press  the   <Alt>   key  and  keep  it  pressed  down  while  you  press  the  following  numbers  on
the  keypad  2 ,  /  ,  0  (one  after the  other)  and  then  release  the   <Alt>   key,  notice  what  character
appears on the screen.

3.  Type chop 437 and then  press  <Enter> .

Try  the   <Alt>   key  and   keep   it   pressed   down   while  you   press  the  following   numbers  on  the
keypad  2  ,   /  ,  a  (one  after  the  other)  and  then   release  the   <Alt>   key,  notice  what  character
appears on the screen.

This  experiment  is  meant  to  show  that  you  can   have  different  characters  appear  on  the  screen  in
different  sessions  without  having  to  change the  physical  keyboard.    For example  if one  were  to  create
a   letter  using  the  special   French   characters  one  could   change  to  that  active  code   page  while  still
having the  English  keyboard  layout as your physical  keyboard.
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DDE  Lab                                                                             `,@i  \oiv`PL.

Background

You  can   use  the  dynamic  data  exchange  (DDE)  feature  to  change  data  in  one  program  or  session  and
have those  changes  take  effect  in  another  programs  or  session.    Your  program  must  be  capable  of using
the  DDE  feature.   The  program  can  be  a  PM  or a  Windows  application.

Some  programs  let  you  select  either  on-cJemand  or  aufomaf/.c  DDE.     On-demand  means  that  you  must
request the  change  between  sessions.   Automatic  means that  information  is  changed  as  soon  as  changes
occur in  one  session.

This  program,  Server.exe  has  DDE  capability and  has  been  written to talk to  a  specific client]  C//.enf.exe.

With  these  programs,  you  will  be  able  to  see  how the  client  can  request to  be  continuously  updated  with
information.   You  will  also  be  able to see,  how  a  client can  send  information  to  a  Server.

This  Lab  is to give you  some  idea  of the  power of DDE.   What  could  be  created  is  a  spreadsheet  program.
That    program  could  be  set  up  as  the  Server.    A  Client  program  could  be  a  graphics  program  that  would
request  data  from  the  Server  spreadsheet  and  then  graph  the  result.    As  an  example,  the  Client  could
request  information  from  data  file  ABC,  and  from  specific  cells  (A1-A15).   The  Server would  send that data
over,  and the client could  create a graph  based on that data.

Objectives
•       Verify  how  DDEfunctions.

•      Verify how to have a client request for automatic  updates from the server.

•      Verify how to have a client  request for a one time  update   from the Server.

•      Verify  howthe  client can  send  information tothe  server if required.

Starting the client and Server
1.  Open  an  OS/2 window session.

2.   Get to the Labs directory.

3.  Using the start command, start Server.exe

4.  Using the start command,  start C/i.ent,exe

5.   Using the start command,  start another C/i.ent.exe

6.  Using the start command,  start a third  C/i.ent,exe
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Initiating the  link

1.  Tile  each  of the  Server and  Client windows.

2.   From  each  of the  clients,  go to their Action  bars  and  select DOE.

3.   From the DOE  pull  down  menu,  select the option  Initiate.

This  is  how the  clients  request communication  with the  Server.

Requesting a one time update

1.   From the DOE pull  down  menu,  select the option  One Time Request.

Notice that the server will  send  a  message to that client;  Th/.s /.s a request message 0 from Server.

2.  At the same Client,  request another update from the  Server.

Notice that the  message  will  change from  the  number 0 to the  number  1;    rh/.s /.s a request message  /
from Server.

If you wish, try this on  another of the Clients.

Requesting a continuous update

1.  On  another of your Clients, from their DOE  pull  down  menu,  select the option  Start Continuous

Notice that the  server will  send  a  message to that Client;  Thi.s i.s a  reqLtesf message 0 from  Server.    If this
is the first request from this  Client, then the  message will  start from the  number 0 and  increment.

The  Server,  maintains  contact  with  all  of  its  clients,  it  will  deal  with  each  one  individually.    It  will'  know
what  message  number it  has  for each  client.     The  Server has  been  written,  such  that  after 2  seconds  it
sends another message to any Client that has requested a continuous  update.

If you wish, try this on  another of the Clients.
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A Client sending a message to the Server

1.   From  one of your clients,

2.   From the  DOE  pull  down  menu,  select the option  Poke.

Notice that the  server will  receive  a  message  from that Client;  Th/.s /.s a poke message 0 from  C//.er}f.

3.  At the  same  client,  do another  Poke.

Notice  that  the  message  will  change  from  the  number  0  to  the  number  1;    rh/.s  /.s  a  poke  message  /
from  Client.

4.   Send  a  Poke from  another Client.

Notice that the  message will  indicate  Th/.s  /.s poke message  0 from  C//.ent   This  again  indicates that the
Server  is  keeping  track of each  Client  individually.

Terminating a client

1.   From  one of your Clients,

2.   From  one of the  clients,  select the option Terminate from  the  DDE  pull  down  menu.

Notice   that   the   server   will    stop   sending    any   message   to   that   Client,    if   it   had    been   receiving   it
automatically.   This  does  not cause the  client to 'die'.

You  can  re-initiate the  Link to the  Server.
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LABS  ON:   Printing
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Creating and Installing a Printer

Background

One  printer  may  be  installed  during  OS/2  installation.     Additional  printers  can  be  added  using  a technique

practiced  in  this  lab.

Objectives

You  will  be  able to:

•      Create  a  new  printerobject.
•       Install  printer drivers  foros/2  and  WIN-OS/2.

Creating a printer object using Templates

Creation  of a  printer object:    lBM4019  Laser  Printer E  (IBM4019.DRV),  using  the  diskette  path  of A:

1.   Open the Templates folder and  drag  a  Printer template to the  Desktop.

2.  Change the  name field to Laser Pr/.nter

3.   Select the [PT2 port object  in the  Output  port window.

4.  Select Install new printer driver...

5.  Verify the  Printer driver shipped  with  OS/2  is  selected  in  the  Printer  Driver  selection  box  at the  top  of
the  panel.

6.   Scroll  and  select the  required  OS/2  driver,  lBM4019  Laser  Printer E  (IBM4019.DRV),  and  press  /nstaJ/

7.   If using the  LAN, the  correct directory  is  determined  by the  system.   Select OK

8.   Select OK when the  installation  of the  driver is  complete.

9.  Select Create to complete the definition of the  printer object.

10.   If prompted to  install the  equivalent WIN-OS/2  printer,  answer yes.

When the  installation  completes,  your new  printer object will  be on the  Desktop.
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Working With Printers

Background

You  have  installed  a  printer  object  on  the  Desktop.     In  this  exercise,  you  will  explore  how  printers  'are
used.

Objectives
•       You  will  be  ableto:

-Modify  printer settings.
-    Modify and  manipulate job  queues.

Modify the printer settings for the new printer object, Laser printer

1.   Change  default view of the  Laser  Printer to  a  Details view.

•      Open the settings  notebookforthe  Laser printer object.

•      On the view  page,  changethe defaultto  Details.

2.  Change the  paper orientation to  Landscape.

•      Turn to the  printer Drivertab.

•     SelectJob properties

The   Job   Properties  window   is   unique   for  each   printer  driver.      Not   all   options   shown   may   be
available to  all  printer drivers.

•      Select Help to learn  about otherjob  properties for your printer driver.

•      Select Landscape to change the  paper orientation  for all jobs sent to this  printer object.

•      Select oKto confirm the change.

•      Close the settings  notebook.

Exploring Job and Queue options.

Set the status of all  printer queues on  Hold.

1.  Display the  pop-up  menu for the  Laser Printer object and  select Change status

2.  Select Hold

3.  Repeat for the other printer.
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Making the Laser Printer the default printer

The  system  will  route  a  print job to the  default  printer if no other printer is  selected.   Exceptions:   The  Print
command,  entered  from  a  command  prompt  sends  output to  LPTl  by  default,  unless  directed  to  a  different
port  using the  Device  parameter.

1.   Display the  pop-up  menu  for the  Laser  Printer object.

2.  Select Set Default

3.  Select Laser Printer

View the contents of the Laser Printer queue

To vi6w the  contents  of the  queue  assigned to  Laser  Printer]  double-click the  printer icon.   The  Job  Details
View for the  printer displayed,  should  currently  be  empty.

1.   Print  C:\AUTOEXEC.BAT  by opening  Drive  C,  selecting  AUTOEXEC.BAT,  and  dragging  it to the  printer.

2.  Select P/a/.n text for the type of data.

3.   Print using the  < Print Screen>  keystroke.

4.  Verify the two jobs  are  in the  Laser printer queue.

5.   Display the  pop-up  menu  for the  second job.

The job  shown  in the  Job  Details View window  is  an  object,  like other objects  in the  Workplace  Shell,  it
can  be  manipulated.   You  may perform  a  number of tasks from the job's  pop-up  menu:

•      Copy -allows you to make  an  additional  copy of the  selected object.

•      Delete -cancels the selected object.

•      Change  status -allows you to ho!d  (pause)  a  print job, or release  a job that  is currently  held.

•       Print next -causes  a  particularjob to print  before  any other pending jobs.

6.  Select Pr/.nt next and observe.

Verify a print command goes to LPT1, if no other port is selected

1.  Open  an  OS/2 command  prompt.

2.  Type PRINT CONFIG.SYS

Question:   Which  queue was  CONFIG.SYS  print job  sent to?

3.   Display the job  pop-up  menu  and  select  Delete.

Delete all jobs  in the  printer queues  and  close  all  printer windows.
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WIN-OS/2 Printing and the Print Manager

Background

Generally,  you  should  use  the  printer  objects  on  the  OS/2  Desktop  to  manage  your  print jobs.    However,
you  may  have  customers  who  do  not  want to  go  to  the  OS/2  Desktop  to  see  their  print jobs.  For  a  given
port,  if there  is  a  printer object  on  the  Desktop,  jobs  sent to that  port from  the  WIN-OS/2  environment will
not  appear  in  the  WIN-OS/2  Print  Manager.    In  general,  if you  have  no  corresponding  printer  on  the  port]
the  WIN-OS/2  print jobs  will  be  managed  by the  Print  Manager.

You  installed  a  Laser  Printer on  LPT2.  and  the  corresponding  WIN-OS/2  printer driver was  installed.

In   this   exercise  you   will   install  WIN-OS/2   printer  drivers,   using  the  WIN-OS/2   Print  Manager.     Although
OS/2. has  a  wide  variety  of  printer  drivers  for  use  with  WIN-OS/2,  there   may  be  times  when  you   have
already  installed  just  the  OS/2  driver,  but  not  its  WIN-OS/2  equivalent,  or when  you  do  not  have  an  OS/2
driver.

In  this  lab,  you  will  work with  the  WIN-OS/2  Print  Manager.

Objectives

You  will  be  able to:

•       Install  a  WIN-OS/2  printer.

•       Use  and  configurethe WIN-OS/2  Print  Manger.

Installing a WIN-OS/2 printer driver.

You  will  be  installing  a  WIN-OS/2  printer:  IBM  Proprinter XLll  using  a  diskette  path  of A:

1.   Start a WIN-OS/2 full  screen  session.

2.   Open the  Control  Panel.

3.   Open  Printers.

Note the  printers  installed  previously are  available for use  in  the WIN-OS/2  environment.

4.  Select Add  > >  to display the  List of Printers.

5.   Use the  scroll  bar to display the  required  printer driver.

WIN-OS/2  does  not  create  the  path  for the  LAN.    Change  the  drive  and  directory  to  the  appropriate
path  and  select OK

6.  Select the  printer in the  Installed  Printers  list and  select Connect„.

7.  Select [PT1,OS2 in the  Ports  listbox.   Press OKhp3.

Try to  keep  drivers  in  the  OS/2  and  WIN-OS/2  environment  in  matching  pairs.    If there  is  no equivalent
OS/2 driver,  create  another printer on  the  Desktop,  using  lBMNULL for the  printer driver,  and  assign  it
to  LPT2.
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8.   Print job  defaults  may  be  modified  by selecting the  printer and  selecting  Seturp„,

9.   Make the  new  printer the  default  printer.

10.   Select the  newly  installed  printer  in  the  Installed  Printers  listbox.

11.  Select the Set Defauft Pri.nter

Print using the WIN-OS/2 printer

1.  Turn on Print Manager

•      Checkthe  use  print  Managercheckbox.

•      Verify the  proprinter or your attached  printer is the  Default  printer.

•      Close the  printers window and the  control  panel.

2.   Start  Print  Manager  in  the WIN-OS/2  Main  group.

3.   Pause  all  printers.    Minimize the  Print  Manager.

4.   Start  Notepad  in the WIN-OS/2  Accessories  group.

5.  Enter some  keystrokes  and  print the  data.

6.   Select  Print Setup  and  verify that the  default  printer is your printer on  LPT1.   Select OK

7.  Select File and Print

Question:  Does  the  job  appear  in  the  Print  Manager?    lt will  not  appear  even  though  Print  Manager  is
checked  because there  is a  corresponding  OS/2  port.

8.  Return to the OS/2  Desktop.   Note that your job  has  been  sent to the OS/2  print system.

9.   Delete the job.

10.   Return to WIN-OS/2  and  print the  Notepad  file  again.

Question:   ls your print job  in the WIN-OS/2  Print  Manager queue?

11.   Delete  all jobs  in  the  Print  Manager.

12.   Select the  Notepad  (untitled)  item  and  press  Delete.

13.  Close all open windows and  close the WIN-OS/2  Program  Manager.
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LAB ON:   Fonts
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Technical  Education

Installing OS/2 and WIN-OS2 Fonts

Background

Although  OS/2  fonts  can  be  installed  during   installation,  you  may  not  have  installed  all  needed  fonts  or

you  may subsequently  purchase  additional  ones.

Objectives

You  will  be  able to:

•      Add  newfontsto  be  used  by os/2  applications.
•       Add  fontsto  be  used  by  a  windows  application.
•       Install  printer drivers  for os/2  and  WIN-OS/2.

Installing a Type 1  font for the WIN-OS2 Environment

ATM  fonts  for  WIN-OS2  shipped  with   OS/2  are   installed   in  \PSFONTS\PFM.     Additional  fonts   have   been
installed  in  \LABS.

1.   Start  a  WIN-OS2  full  screen

2.   Start the  ATM  Control  Panel

3.  Add  a font of your choice:

•      SelectAdd„. to  produce the ATM  Fonts window.

•       Use the  directories  listbox to  build  a  source  directory  path  for D:\PSFONTS\PFM

Other available  fonts  are  displayed  in  the Available  Fonts  listbox.

•       Select any entry  in the  Available  Fonts  listbox.

•      Select Add

4.   Activate  ATM.

Selecting the  ON activates ATM.

5.  Select Exi.t to close the ATM  Fonts window.

If installing  a  sans-serif (block-ended)  font,  only  install  the  plain  version  of the  font  (do  not  install  bold
or italic versions).   This will  save  space.   ATM  uses the  plain  version to create  bold  and  italics.

6.  Start WRITE and  experiment with the  new font you  have  selected.

7.   Close the WIN-OS2  session.
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Installing  additional  OS/2 fonts

Fonts  available  in the  public domain  have  been  installed  in  the \LABS  directory for you.

1.  Open the OS/2 Font pa/ette

2.  Select Edit font...

3.  Select Add„.

4.   Change to the  E:\LABS\FONTS  and  select Add„,

5.   Select a few fonts  in the  Font files window.

6.  Select Add

To  make  use  of the  new  added  fonts  you  have to  close  the  Fonts  palette  and  re-open  it.    That  is  how
the  font  list will  be  updated.

7.   Experiment with  some of the fonts.

8.   Close  all  windows.
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LABS  ON:   Installing applications
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Technical  Education

Installing AMIPRO for Windows

Background

Amipro  is  a  Windows  application  by  Lotus.    This  version,  that  you  will  be  installing]  is  actually  a  Working
Model.   This  means that  not all  of the  features  of this  application  will  be  installed.    Recall,  the  intent  of this
lab  is  not  to  learn   how  to  use  the  application   but  to  see  how  easy  it  is  to  install  any  application.    The
instructions  for installing the  entire  package  would  not  be  any different.

Amipro,  is a windows word  processor.

Objective
•      T.o see one  of the  methods of installing  a windows  application.

Installing  AMIPRO

1.   Start a Windows  Full  screen  session.

2.   Insert diskette  entitled Ami.Pro d/.sk t  of 2

3.  Select the word Fi./e from the Action  Bar of WIN-OS2.

4.   From  its  pull  down  menu,  select the option  Run

5.  Type A:install

A  pop-up  menu  will  appear requesting  for a  name  and  initials.   Select:

•       NAME to  be /BM
•       lNITIALs to  be /BM

6.  Select to Install Ami Pro Working Model.

7.   Install  this  application  on the  G  partition.

•       G:VAMIPROWM

8.   Follow the  instructions.

After the  installation  of this  application, the WIN-OS2  session  will  remain  open.
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Starting Amipro Working  Model

1.   Go to the  G  partition  from  a  command  prompt.

2.  Go to \amiprowm

3.  Type  in ami.pro.exe to start the  program.

Introducing   Amipro

1.   Start Amipro.

2.  Do the Quicks{ari Tutorial   OR

3.   From the  Amipro action  bar,  select F/.Je

4.   From  that  pull-down  menu,  select Open...

5.  Select the file Mercury,sam

6.   Click on the  OK  button.

7.   Read  that file.

8.   Experiment with  other files.
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Installing Describe 32 bit for OS/2

Background

Describe  OS/2  application.  The  version  you  will  be  installing  is  their  32  bit  application.    Describe  is  a  word

processor.   This version,  is  a  Working  Model.

Objective
•       Toseewhat  is  involved  in  installing  a  32  bitOS/2  application.

Installing  DESCRIBE

1.  Open  an  OS/2 session.

2.   Insert diskette  entitled  Desscr/.be.

3.   Get to the a prompt.

4.  Type setupos2.

5.  Select the option  Opt/.ons from the Action  Bar.

6.   From the  pull  down  menu,   select the option to /nsta// Descr/.be.

A warning  will  appear,  indicating that the  stand-alone  software  is  about to  be  installed.

7.   Click on  the  Yes  button to continue the  installation.

8.   Enter the  destination  of where this  application  will  be  installed.

Use the  G  drive.

9.  Type  in  G,`\DesGo/d\

10.   Select the  Cancel button  not to  install this  application  in the  group  MAIN.

The  installation  program  will take  a few  minutes to  install  its' files.

11.  You   should   receive  the   message  that  the   Describe   installation   has   been   successfully   completed.
Select the OK button to get rid of that message.

12.  Select the option  Opt/.ons from the Action  Bar.

13.   From the  pull  down  menu,   select the option to Exit Installation.

This will  return  you to the  command  prompt session.
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S{ariing  Describe

1.   Go to the  G  partition  from  a  command  prompt.

2.  Go to \Desgold

3.  Type  in  Descr/.be

Introducing   Describe

1.   Start  Describe.

2.   From the  Describe  action  bar,  select Fi./e.

3.   From that  pull-down  menu,  select Open ....

4.  Select Directories to  be Data   and  double  click on  it.

5.  Select Document and  press the  OK button.

6.   Read  that file.

7.   Experiment with  other files.
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Installing Wordperfect for DOS

Background

Wordperfect  is  a  DOS  application.

Objective
•       Tosee  howone  can  install  a  DOs  application.

Installing  WORDPERFECT V5.1

1.   Open  an  OS/2  window.

2.   Insert diskette  entitled /nsta///learn/uti.//.ti.es

3.   Get to the a  prompt.

4.  Type  install

OS/2  will   determine  that  this   application   is   actually   not   an   OS/2   application   and   will  open   a   DOS
session.

A  menu  will  appear asking  if you  wish  to continue  with  the  installation.   Select  Y

5.   Select Yes  when  asked  if installing  to  a  Hard  Drive

A  menu  will  appear with  default options.

6.  Type the  number 2.

The  default  of the  installation  is  the  C  partition,  which  you  will  not  be  using.    Option  2  will   introduce
another panel  called  Custom /nsfa//af/.on

7.  Type the  number 2.

This will  produce a  panel  called  Custom /nsta/J,' [ocat/.on of F/./es

8.  Type  the  number  1.    (This  will  show  a  current  path  of where  the  installation  program  thinks  it  will  be
installing  this  application.)

9.  Type the  path  G:\WP51  and then  press the Enter key.

10.   If the WP51  directory does  not exist,  you  will  be  asked  if you  wish  it to be  created.   Answer Y

11.   Type  in  the  number 9.

This will  exit out of your customized  path  information.

12.  You  will  be  returned to the Custom  Installation  panel.

13.   Type the  number 3, to  install  Disks.
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14.   Select  YES  to  install  the  Utility  Files.

15.   Select  YES  to  install  the  Learning  Files.

16.   Select  YES to  install  the  Help  File.

17.   Select YES to  install  the  Keyboard  Files.

18.   Select  YES to  install  the  Style  Library.

19.   Select  YES to  install  the  Printer Test  File.

20.   Select YES to  install  the Wordperfect  Program.

21.   Insert diskette  as  prompted.

22.   Select YES to  install  the  Speller.

23.   Insert diskette  as  prompted.

24.   Select YES to  install  the  Thesaurus.

25.   Select  NO to  install  the  French  Speller.

26.   Select  YES to  install  the  PTR  Program.

27.   Insert diskette  as  prompted.

28.   Select YES to  install  the  Graphic  Drivers.

29.   Select  NO to  install  the  small.DRS  file.

30.   Select YES to  install the  Graphic  Images.

31.   Select Option  5 to  select and  install  Printer and  Exit.

32.   Insert diskette  as  prompted.

33.  Select the  printer that  is  attached to your system.

34.  There  is  1  printer attached to your system.

35.  When  prompted for license  number press enter.

Starting  WORDPERFECT V5.1

1.   Go to the  G  partition.

2.   Go to  WP51

3.  Type in  wp,exe to start the program.
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IBM Canada Ltd.

Phone Numbers

IBM Service Phone number

OS/2 Support 1-800-992-4777

IBM  Direct 1-800-465-7999 x345

Customer Relations 1-800-465-6600

Customer Assistance 1 -800-465-1234

(905)  316-9000

Education Direct 1 -800-661 -2131

(905)  946-1100

IBM  Dispatch (hard) 1-800-465-6666

(905)  316-1222

IBM  Dispatch (soft) 1-800-465-2222
(905)  316-1333

IBM  BBS  Montreal (514)  938-3022

IBM  BBS Vancouver (604)  664-6466

IBM  BBS Toronto (905)  316-4255
(416)  492-1823

IBM  BBS Atlanta (404)  835-6600
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.  ,jendix A.   Appendix A  -  Installation  Files

lesponse  file topics:

There are five sections in this Appendix:

•   Section  1  --The contents of a SAMPLE.RSP

•   Section 2 --The contents of a USER.RSP

•   Section 3 --The contents of a CONFIG.SYS fie for Response Fne Install

•                   .   Section 4 --The contents ofa CONFIG.SYs fie for panel Install

•   Section 5 --The contents of a PRDESC.LST fie

;ection  1  --SAMPLE.RSP

The fouowing pages contain the contents of the SAMPLE.RSP file.   The fie can
also be found in the OS2\INSTALL subdirectory of OS/2 2.I.

+

* Advance Power Management
*

+      Specifies whether or not to instau APM.
+

+     Valdpams:
+

+          0 = Don't install
+           I = Autodetect (DEFAULT)
+          2-Instan
+

+++++++++*+++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++

APM - I

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++

+

+ AltemateAdapter
+

+      Specifies secondary adapter for two display systems.
+      This should be a lower or equal resolution display since
+     the highest resolution display win be primary for pM.
+

+     Vahd parms:
+

+          0= None (DEFAULT)
+          1 = Otber than fouowing (DDINSTAL will handle)
+         2 = Monochrome/Printer Adapter
+         3 = Color ciraphics Adapter
+         4 = Enhanced Graphics Adapter
+          5 = PS/2 Display Adapter
+         6 = Video Graphics Adapter
+          7 = 8514/A Adapter
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+          8 = XGA Adapter
+          9= SVGA Adapter
*

+++++++*+++++++++++++I++++++++++++++I+++++*++++**+*++**++*++++*

AltemateAdapter = 0

*++*+++++++++++++++**+*++****++++*++++*+++*+++++++++++++++++**

+

+  BaseFnesystem
+

+      Specifies which fie system should be used to format
+     the instau partition
+

+      Vahd parms:
+

+           l = HPFS  (DEFAULT)
+         2-FAT
+

++++++++++++++++*++++*++**+++*+++++++++++*+*+*++++++++++++++++

BaseFifesystem = 1

+*+++*+++++++++*++*+++++*++++++++++++++*+++++++++++I+++**+++++

+

+  CDROM
+

t      Specifies which, if any,  CD ROM devices you wish to
+      instau support for.
+

+      Varidpams:
+

+          0  -None
+           i  =  Autodetect
+          2= CDTechnology T330l
+           3= HitachicDR-1650,1750,3650
+          4= HitachicDR-3750
+           5=IBMCD-ROM  I
+           6=IBMCD-ROM  II
t           7 = NEC25,36,37,72,73,74,82,83,84
t          8 = NECMuitispin 38,74,84
+          9 = PanasoniccR-501,LK-MC50ls
+           10 = PioneerDRM-600
+           1 i = PioneerDRM-604X
+             12= SonycDU-541,561,6211,7211
+           13=SonycDU-6ll1
+            14= TexelDM-3021,502l
t           15 = TexelDM-3024,5024
t           16 = Toshiba320l
+           17 = Toshi6a3301,340 l
+           18= OTHER
+

+      NOTE: Autodetection is enabled
only when al scsi



+               device drivers are loaded.
*++*+++**+++++++**+***+***+***++*++++++***++*++**+*++*+*+++++*

CDROM-0

+++*+++***++**+*++++++**+++++++*+++++++++**+*++++**+++*++*++++

+

+ Countrycode
+

*      Specifies which country should be installed.   This

causes a.11 country infomiation to be installed.

Varid Pams:

3 didt country code (DEFAULT shipped version)

++*+++*+++++*+++++++++++++*+*++++++++++++++++I++I++++*++++++++

Countrycode = 001

++++*+++++++++++I++++++*++++++++++++*++++++*+++++++*++++++++++

*

+ CountryKeyboard
+

I      Specifies which country keyboard should be installed.
*     This causes all keyboard infomation to be installed.
+

+     Vahdpams:
+

+          2-5 character keyboard code (DEFAULT= "US")
+

++++++++**++++++++++++++++*+*+++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

CountryKeyboard = US

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+

+  Defaultprinter
+

+      Specifies which default printer to install
+

+     Vahdpams:
+

+          0-None
+or
+

+         Keyvalue = printer driver index (DEFAULT = line # of
+         42XX) in PRDESC.LST shipped on first pinter diskette
+

+               NOTE: the driver index is the same as the line
+                       number in the ASCII PRDESC.I,ST ffle that
+                      the desired printer name appears on
+

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Defaultprinter = 0

**+*+**+++++I+*+*+***+*+++*++++++*+I+**+++*+*++**+++++++++++++

+

*  DiagnosticAds
+

I      Specifies whether or not to install certain RAS
*      uthities.
+

+      Vahdparms:
+

t          0 = Don't instau
*           I = Instau (DEFAULT)
+

*++++++++++++++++++*++++*+*+*+++++++I+**+++++++++++++++++++++

DiagnosticAds = I

*++*++++++++++++*++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++*++++++

+

*  DisplayAdapter
*

+      Specifies which adapter should override the primary
+      adapter detected by the install process
*

+      Valdparms:
+

+          0= Accept as correct (DEFAULT)
+          1 = Other than fouowing (DDINSTAL win handle)
+          2 = Color Graphics Adapter
+          3 = Enhanced Graphics Adapter
+          4 = Video  Graphics Adapter
+           5= 8514/A Adapter
+          6= XGA Adapter
t          7 = SVGA Adapter
+

+++++++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

DisplayAdapter = 0

++++++++++++++++++++++++*+*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+

+  Documentation
+

+      Specifies which documentation should be instaled
+

+     Varidpams:
+

+          0-None
+          i = AI (DEFAULT)
+          2 = OS/2 Command Reference
+          3 = Os/2 Tutorial
t         4 = Rexx Documentation
+

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++



Documentation = 1

++++++++***+*++++*+*++++++++I++++++*++++*++++++**+++*++*+++*++

+

+  DOSSupport
+

+      Specifies whether or not to install DOS  Box.
+

+      Vahid Farms:
+

+          0= Don't instau DOS
+          l = Instal DOS (DEFAULT)
+

I+++++++*+++++++++++**++++++*+*++++++++++**+++++*+*++*++++++*

DOSSupport = I

++++++++*++*++++*++++++++++*++++++*++++++++*++*+++*++++++++*++

+

I WIN-OS/2Support
+

*      Specifies whether or not to install WIN-OS/2
*      Environment.  If do, select WIN-OS/2 groups or
+      other components.   This option is valid only
+      when option  I  (DOSSupport) is selected for
+      the DOSSupport keyvalue.
+

+ Varid Parms:
+

+      O=DO  NOTinstalwlN-Os/2
+  ----  Fouowin8s  INSTALL wlN-Os/2 ----------------------
+      l =All available groups and components (DEFAULT)
+      2=WIN-OS/2 Readme  File
+      3=WIN-OS/2 Accessories Group
+      4=WIN-OS/2 Screen save uthity
+      5=WIN-OS/2 Sound utihty
+      6=WIN-OS/2 Main and startup Group ONLY (Minimum support)
*

+  Note:
*       I WIN-OS/2 Main Group and startup Group win be
+          installed mandatouly when WIN-OS/2 supported
+            (  case  l,2,3,4,5  ).
+        + Case 6 is minimum WIN-OS/2 support.
+

+  Example:
+

+      WIN-OS/2Support=3,4
+     would instan WIN-OS/2 Main Group, Startup Group and
+      WIN-OS/2 Accessories and screen save uthity.
+

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

WIN-OS/2Support = 1
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+++++++**+**+++++**++++*+*+I++I+++**++++++**+*+***++****+*+*++

+

+ WindowedwIN-OS/2
+

+      Specifies whether windows++ apphcations should run in
+      windowed sessions on the  presentation Manager desktop
+      or in Fun screen sessions.   This option is veld only
I      when option  1  (WIN-OS/2 Support) is selected for the
*      DOSSupport keyvalue.
+

+      Valdparms:
+

+          0 = Windowed WIN-OS/2 sessions
+           i = Fun screen WIN-OS/2 sessions
+

**++++*+++++++++++++++*++++++++++*+**+*+++**+++++++++++I+++++

+WindowedwIN-OS/2 = I

+**++++++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++*++

+

I WIN-OS/2Desktop
+

I      Specifies what the WIN-OS/2 desktop should look like.
+      This option is valid only when option  l  (WIN-OS/2
+      Support) is selected for the  DOSSupport keyvalue.
t      Option  I  should be selected only if windows++ currently
+      exists (two related options fouow this one).
+      Option 2 should be selected only irwIN-OS/2 has
+      previously been installed.
+

+     Vahdpams:
+

+          0 = Instau standard WIN-OS/2 desktop (DEFAULT)
+           l = Copy existing windows++ desktop and use as the
+             WIN-OS/2 desktop (two related options fouow)
+          2= Preserve WIN-OS/2 desktop currently installed
+

*++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+WIN-OS/2Desktop = 0

++++++I++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+

+ Existingwindowspath
+

Specifies the path to an existing Windows++ system.
Ths option is valid only when option  I is selected
for the WIN-OS/2Desktop keyvalue.

+

+     Valdparms:
+

A string that specifies the path to the existing
Windows+t system (Example: C:\WINDOWS)
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+

+++*++++*+*++**+*+++++++++++***+**++++++*++++*+++*+***+++++*++

*Existingwindowspath=

+++*+I++++++++++++*+++++++++++*++++**+*+++++++*+++*++++++++*++

+

+  ShareDesktopconfigFiles
+

+      Specifies that the desktop configuration ffles should
+      b-e shared between an existing windows++ system and the
*      WIN-OS/2 system being instaled.   If this option is
+      selected, the windows*+ desktop win be updated when
*      changes are made to the WIN-OS/2 desktop.   This
+      option is valid only when option  1  is selected for the
+      WIN-OS/2Desktop keyvalue.
+

+     Valdpams:
+

+          0 = Do not share the windows++ desktop configuration
+               fue s
*           l = Share the windows++ desktop configuration Rues
+

*+**++++++++**++++++++*++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+ShareDesktopconfigFfles = I

*++++++++++++++++*++*++++++++++++*+++*++++++++++++++++++++++++

+

I  DPMI
+

+      Specifies which DPMl options to install.
+

+  Vahd  Parms:
+

+      0-none
t      1=All   (DEFAULT)
+      2=Virtual DOs protect Mode Interface
+     3= Virtual Expanded Memory Management
+     4=Virtual Extended Memory support
+

++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

DPMI-I

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+

+ ExitonError
+

*     Specifies if the install program should exit with an
+     error code if an error occurs.   This also detemines    `
+     whether the instauation process win exit with a return
+     code when it completes rather than the c-A-D panel.
+

+     Valdparms:
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+

*          0  =  Do not exit when error occurs; display panel
+                 (DEFAULT)
+           i  =  Exit quietly with a return code
+

*++++++I+**++++*++++++*++++++++++++****+++++++*+++*++++*++**+

ExitonEnor = 0

++++++*+++++++++++++++++t++++++++++++*+++++*+++++*+*++++++++++

+

+  Fonts
+

+      Specifies which fonts should be installed
+

+      Varid  parms:
*

+          0  -None
+           I  =  AI (DEFAULT)
+           2  =  Courier                     (Bitmap)
+           3  =   Helvetica                  (Bitmap)
+          4  =  System Mono-spaced    (Bitmap)
+          5  =  Times Roman              (Bitmap)
I          6  =  Courier                    (Outline)
+           7  =   Helvetica                  (Outline)
+          8  =  Times  New Roman        (Outline)
+

++++++*++++++*+++++++++++*++++++++***+++*+++++I+++++++++++++++

Fonts - 1

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+

+  Formatpartition
+

+      Specifies whether or not to format the install
+      partition
+

t     Valdpams:
+

+          0= Do not format (DEFAULT)
+         i -Fomat
*

+++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Fomatpartition = 0

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++

+

+  Include
+

+      For a description of the function of this keyword,
+     see lncludeAtEnd which is functionally equivalent
*      to this keyword.
+



*      Vatid parms:
+

+          KEYVVORD  =  vahid fflenane
+

+++++***+++I+++**+*+*+++++++++*+++++++*+*+**+*++++++++++++*+*

+  Include = include.rsp

*++++++*++++++*++**+++++++*++**++*+*+*+*+***++++I+******+++*++

+

*  IncludeAtEnd
*

*      Specifies another response Rue to process along
*     with the current one.   There may be multiple
*      occurrences of this keyword.   The "included"
+      response fie is appended to the end of all
+      response hues that have been processed before
*      thisone.
+

e8.
+     -Fflel.RSP
+

Processing

+          IncludeAtEnd = Ffle2.RSP                Mouse = l
+          IncludeAtEnd = Fne4.RSP                Mouse = 2
*          Mouse= 1                                       Mouse=4
*                                                           Mouse= 3
+     -Fife2.RSP
+

+          IncludeAtEnd = File3.RSP
+           Mouse= 2
+

+     -Ffle3.RSP
+

+           Mouse= 3
+

+     -Ffle4.RSP
+

+          Mouse=4
+

+

+      No validity checking is done.
+

+     Valdpams:
+

+          KEYWORD  =  vahd fuename
+

+++++*+++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*++++++++

+  IncludeAtEnd = atend.rsp

++++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++t++++++++++++++++++++++

+

I IncludelnLine
+

+      Specifies another response ffle to process along
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+      with the current one.   There may be multiple
*      occurrences of this keyword.   The "included"
*      response fie is processed immediately when the
*      keywordis found.
+      No validity checking is done.
+

+eg.

+     -Fifel.RSP
+

Processing

+          IncludelnLine = Ffle2.RSP              Mouse = 3
+          IncludelnLine = Ffle4.RSP               Mouse = 2
+          Mouse= i                                       Mouse=4
*                                                        Mouse-I
+     -Ffle2.RSP
*

*          IncludelnLine = Fife3.RSP
I          Mouse= 2
+

+     -Ffle3.RSP
*

+           Mouse= 3
+

+     -Fife4.RSP
+

+           Mouse= 4
+

+

+      Vahdparms:
+

+          KEYTWORD  =  veld fuename
+

+++++++++*++++++I++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+  IncludelnLine = inline.rsp

++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++

+

+  MigrateconfigFnes
*

+      Specifies whether or not to migrate configuration hues
*      from a previous release of the operating system.
+

+     Vahdpams:
+

+          0 = Don't migrate
+          l = Migrate hues (DEFAULT)
+

+++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

MigrateconfigFifes = I

+++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++t+++++++++++++

+

+ MigrateApprications
+



*      Specifies whether or not to migrate existing DOS,
*      Windows** and os/2 apphcations.   Only those
+      apphcations hsted in the database specified win
+      bemigrated.
+

+     Valdpams:
+

+           Drives to  search, database to use for search
+           (Example:  C:D:,C:\OS2\INSTALL\DATABASE.DAT)
*

+*+++++*+++++*+++++*+++++*+++++*+++++++++*+++**++++++++++++*+

*  MigrateApphcations =

+++++++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++*++++++*+++++++++++++***++++

+

+  MoreBitmaps
+

*      Specifies whether or not to install more bitmaps.
+

+     Vahdpams:
+

+          0= Don`t install More  Bitmaps
+           I = Instau More Bitmaps (DEFAULT)
+

+++++*+++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++*++I+++++*+++++**++**++++

MoreBitmaps = 1

++++++++++*+++*+++++++*++++++++++++*+++++++*+++++++++++++**+++

+

+  Mouse
+

*      Specifies which mouse device driver, if any, to
+      instau
+

+     Valdpams:
+

No pointing device support
PS/2 Style Pointing Devicee
Bus Version

(DEFAULT)

Serial Version
Import Version
LOStech (tin) `C' Series Serial  Mouse
IBM  PS/2 Touch Display
LOStech 'M' Series Mouse
PC Mouse Systems (tin) Mouse
Other Pointing Device for Mouse Port

+

+++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Mouse - 1

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+

+  Mouseport
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+

*      Specifies to which port a serial-type mouse should
I      be attatched (valid for serial or Lodtech(tin) mice)
+

*     Validpams:
+

+          0  =  No port necessary (DEFAULT)
+           i  -COM1
+          2-COM2
+          3  -COM3
+         4-COM4
+

++++*+++++++*++++++++I++I+++++++++++++*+++++++*+++*++++++++++

Mouseport = 0

++*++*+**+++++++++++*++++++++++I+*+++++++++++++++++++++++*++++

+

I  OptionalFifesystem
+

I      Specifies whether or not to instau optional file
+      system(s)  i.e.  HPFS
+

I     Vahdpams:
+

+          0 = DO  Not  Install optional Fire system(s)
+          I = Instau optional Fife system (DEFAULT)
+

+ + + + + + + + + + + + * + + + + + + + + + + + + + * + + + + + +.+ + + + + + * + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + * + + + + +

OptionalFnesystem = I

++++++++++++I++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*++++++++++*+++++++

+

+   Optionalsystemutirities

Specifies whether or not to install the fouowing
system uthities.

+

+   Vahd Pans:
+

+       0 = Install none
+       l=Instalau(DEFAULT)
+       2=BackupHard Disk
+       3=Change File Attributes
*       4=Display Directory Tree
+       5=Manage partitions
+       6 = Iidbel Diskettes
+       7=Link object Modules
+       8 = Picture uthities
+       9= PMREXX
+       10=Recover Files
t      ll=Restore Backed-up Files
+      12=SortFnter
+      13=InstauationAid
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+

+  Example:
+              Optionalsystemuthities = 2,9,4
+              would install Backup,
PMREXX
and Tree utihities.
+

++++++++**+++++++++*+*+*++++*+**+**+++I+*+*****++++I++**+++***

Optionalsystemuthities = I

+++++++++++++++++*+++*+++++++++*+I+++++++I++**++++++++*+++*+++

+

*  OS2IniData
+

+      Specifies a profue string to be written to the
+     user configuration fie os2.INI.   There may be
+      multiple occurrences of this keyword.
+

+     Valdpams:
+

+          KEYWORD  =  /AppName/KeyName/Keyvalue/
+

+               NOTE: Since each of these names can contain
+               imbedded blanks and whitespace, the "slash"
*               character must be used as a dehmiter.   There
+               must be three tokens delineated on all sides or
+               this keyword win be ignored.
+

+ + + + + + + + + +-+ + + + + + + * + + + * + + + + + + + + + + + + * + + + I + + + + + + + + + + + + * + + + * + + + + +

OS2IniData = /AppName/KeyName/Keyvalue/

++++++++++*+*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++

+

+  PCMCIA
+

+      Specifies whether or not to instau PCMCIA.
+

*     Valdpams:
+

+          0 = Don`t install
t          I = Instal (DEFAULT)
+

++++++++++++++++I+++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++*++++++++++++++

PCMCIA-1

+++++++++++++++++++++t+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*++++

+

+ Primaycodepage
+

t     Specifies whether "national" or "multi-lingual" code
+     page is primary (first active code page before
*      switching).
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+

+      Vahdpams:
+

*          i = National (DEFAULT)
+          2 = Multilingual
+

+++++++++I++*+*++++++++++++++*+++*++++*+++++++++++*++++*+*+**

Primarycodepage = 1

I+++*++*++++I+++++++**+*++++++++++++++++++++++++***+++++++**++

*

+  Printerport
+

I      Specifies to which printer port the default printer
+      should be attached
+

+      Varid  parms:
+

+           l= LPTl  (DEFAULT)
+          2-LPT2
+          3-LPT3
+          4-COMl
I          5-COM2
+          6-COM3
+          7-COM4
+

*+++++*++++++++++++++**++I++++++++I+++++++++++++++++++**+++++

Printerport = I

+++++++++++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+

+  ProcessEnvironment
+

+      Each of the Keyword/Keyvalue statements specified in
+     this response fie may be added to the environment as
+      environment variables.
+      This makes it possible for user programs, batch Rues,
+      etc.  (UserExit) to access response fie settings.
+

+     Valdpams:
+

+          0  =  Do not add keyword/keyvalue statements specified
+               in this response fie to environment.
+          l  =  Add all keyword/keyvalue statements specified
+               in this response ffle to environment (DEFAULT).
+

+++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

ProcessEnvironment = I

+++*+++t++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++t+++++t++t+++++

+

+   Progresslndication



+

+      Specifies whether or not to display progress indicators
+      during the instalation.   Disabling this will allow a
+     frontend program to display something else while we do
*     our job in an unattended environment.
+

+      Veld parms:
+

+          0  =   No progress indication
+           I  =  Progress indication (DEFAULT)
*

+**+++++**++**++******+++++++*++++++*++++***++++***+++++++++*

Progresslndication = I

*+*++++++++++t++++++++++++++++++*+++*+++*+++++++++++++*+++++++

+

*  RebootRequired
t
+      Specifies if the machine should be automatically
+      warm booted when installation is complete.   This is
*      ignored if the Extendedlnstall response is specified.
*

+     Valdpams:
*

*          0=Ask user to reboot (DEFAULT)
+           I = Auto-reboot
*

*+++*++++++**+*+++++++++*++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++**+++++

RebootRequired = 0

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++

+

+  REXX
+

+      Specifies whether or not to instau REXX
+

+     Validpams:
+

+          0= Don`t  lnstau REXX
+          l = Instal REXX (DEFAULT)
+

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

REXX - 1

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++tt++++++++t*+++++

+

+  SCSI
+

+     Specifies which, if any, CD ROM adapter support you
t     wish to install support for.
+

+     Vahdpams:
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*

I         0  -None
*           I  =  Autodetect
+            2=Adaptecl510,1520,1522
+           3=Adaptecl540,1542
+          4 = Adaptecl640
t           5=Adaptecl740,1742,1744
+           6=DPTPM20ll,  PM2012
*           7 = FutureDomain  845,850,850IBM,860,875,885
+           8= FutureDomain  1650,1660,1670,1680,MCS700
+          9 = FutureDomain 7000EX
+           10= IBMPS/2 SCSI Adapter
I          1l = IBM16-Bit AT Fast scsI Adapter
+

++++*+++++++++++++++++++*+++++++*+**+**++++++*+++++++++++++++I+

SCSI -1

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++*+++++++++++*++++++++++++

+

* SerialDevicesupport
+

+      Specifies whether or not to install the serial
+      device driver.
+

+     Vahdpams:
+

+          0 = Don't install
+          I = Instau (DEFAULT)
+

++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++*++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++

SerialDevicesupport = I

++++++++++*+*++++++++**+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+

+  Sourcepath
+

+      Specifies a sinde media (no disk switching) that should
*     be used as a source drive and directory from which to
+      instau.
+

+     Valid pams:
+

+          KEYVALUE = drive and optional path (D:\OS2SE20\...)
t                     DEFAULT= A:\
+

+++++*+++++++++++++++*++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+  Sourcepath = D:\os2se21

+++++++t+++++++++++++++++++++++++++t++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+

+ TangetDrive
+



+      Specifies the target drive to which os/2 should be    .
+      instaued.   This drive is assumed to be a vahd
+      partition.   Ifa partition other than c: is specified,
*     it is assumed that MOST support is already instaled to
+      enable booting an operating system from any partition.
+

+     Valdpams:
+

*          KEYVALUE = d:
+

+              where "d:" is a valid partition that os/2 may be
*               installed to.
*                      DEFAULT = first acceptable partition
*

++++*+*+++++++++++++++++++++++++I+++**+++++++++++*+++*+++++++

TargetDrive = C:

+++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++*+++

+

* WIN-OS/2TargetDrive
*

*      Specifies which valid partition drive to install
+      WIN-OS/2.
+

+ Valid Panns:   any valid FORMATTED partition.
+

+            C: (DEFAULT)
+D:

+

+

+

+   .          7J.
+

+  Example:
+

+      WIN-OS/2TargetDrive= D:
*     would instal WIN-OS/2 to partition D: located in
+      \OS2\MDOS\WINOS2
+

+++++++++++++*+++++++*+++++++++I++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++++

+WIN-OS/2TargetDrive = C:

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+

+  ToolschdGanes
+

+       Specifies whether or not to install tools and games
+       such as editors andjigsaw.
+

+   Vahd Parms:
+

+       0 = Install none
+       l=Instauau(DEFAULT)
+       2 = Enhanced Editor
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+       3= Search and scan Tool
+       4 = Terminal Emulator
*        5 = Chart  Maker
*       6= Personal productivity
+       7 = Sohtaire -Klondike
+        8= Reversi
+        9 = Scramble
+       10= Cat a.nd  Mouse
+       ll-Pulse
+       12-Jigsaw
+       13=Chess
+

+  Example:
+               ToolsAndGames = 2,8,13
+              would instan the Enhanced Editor, Reversi and
+                 Chess.
+

+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++*++++++++++++++*++++++++++*

ToolsAndGa.mes = 1

*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*++*+*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+

+  ConfigsysLine
+

+      Specifies a text line to be appended to  CONFIG.SYS.
+     There may be multiple occurrences of this keyword.
+      No valdity checking is done.
+

+     Valdpams:
+

t          KEYW'ORD  =  a vahd CONFIG.SYS statement
+

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++

+ ConfigsysLine = REM This is a CONFIG.SYS remark line.

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+

+  Copy
+

+      Specifies a source fie and destination directory
+     ofa fie to be copied duringinstall.   Enors are
+      ignored, though they win be logged.   Packed ffles
+      are acceptable since UNPACK win do the copy.
+     There may be multiple occurrences of this keyword.
+      No valdity checking is done.
+

+     Vahdpams:
+

+          KEYW.ORD =  source ffle destination
+

+            wbere source ffle  =  veld fuename
+               and destination  =  valid directory name
+

OS/2 2.I



+             ex:  Copy  =  readme.dat   c:\os2
+

+++++*+*+*+*+++++++*++*+*+++*+++++*++++*+*+++++++*++++**+++++

+  Copy = vga c:\  /n:ini.rc

++*+++**+*+*++*++++++++++++++++**+***++*+*+**++++**++++I++++*+

+

I   EarlyuserExit
+

+      Specifies the name of a program that Install win
+      DosExec after the target drive is prepared.   Install
+     waits for the program to return.   This keyword may occur
+     more than once.   Each win be executed in the order that
+     they appear at the end of os/2 Install.   The only
*     difference between this keyword and the userExit keyword
*      is that this one is executed early in the installation
+      process while the latter is executed at the very end.
+

+      Valdparms:
+

+          KEYVALUE = user exit program name (DEFAULT = none)
+

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*++++

I EarlyuserExit = T c:\config.sys

++++++++++++*+++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++**++++++++++++++++

+

+  Extendedlnstall
+

+      Specifies program to be run asynchronously while sE
+      Instau  DosExits
+

+      Vahdparms:
+

+         KEYVALUE = fun pathname of program
+          (DEFAULT = none)
*

++*+++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++

+ Extendedlnstan = PROGRAM.EXE

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++I+++++++++

+

+ID
*

+     Specifies some identification string which may be
+     used by install or userExit to identify the
+     response ffle(s) used for this installation
+

+     Valdparms:
+

t        KEywoRD =  Ascll sting
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*++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++*+++++*+++++++++++**++++++++++++

*ID = OS2SE20 Sample  Response File

++++++++++++++*+***++*++++++**+++++++++++++**+*+++++++++++++++

+

+   SeedconfigsysLine
+

+      Specifies a text line to be appended to the CONFIG.SYS
+      written to the seed system from which pM Install boots.
+      This win allow device drivers (that may be required) to
+      become part of that seed system.
*     There may be multiple occurrences of this keyword.
*      No validity checking is done.
+

*     Varidpams:
*

*          KEYWORD  =  a veld CONFIG.SYS statement
+

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

* SeedconfigsysLine = REM This is a remark line in the seed CONFIG.SYS.

+++++++++++++++*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++I++

*

I  UserExit
+

*     Specifies the name ofa program that Instal win
+      DosExec before exiting memory.   Install waits for the
+     program to return.   This keyword may occur more than
+      once.   Each win be executed in the order that they
+     appear at the end of os/2 Install.
+

+     Vahdpams:
t
+          KEYVALUE = user exit program name (DEFAULT = none)
+

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+++++++++++

+  UserExit = T.EXE C:\OS2\INSTALL\INSTALL.LOG

+++++++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+

+ Version
+

+      Specifies specific version of the operating system for
+     which this ffle is intended.   The ffle can be used for
+     future versions, thouch some keywords may no longer
+      bevahd.
+

+     Vahd parms:
+

+          KEYWORD  =  some version string (detemined later)
+

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

OS/2 2.1



+Version = OS2SE20

++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*++++

+

I DDlnstau
+      Use os/2 Device Driver Installation to install external
+      loadable device drivers. A Device  Driver profue ( a
+     text fie with a.DDp fie name extension)   must be
*     provided by the device driver author to control the
+      installation of the device driver.
+

+     Valdparms:
+          DDIsrc  =    Directory where the.DDp dues are.
+          DDIDest  =  Directory where to copy the device driver
*                                 Rues.

+           DDIDDP  =    List of.DDp Rues to instau.
*                          (exanple: ffle i.DDP,ffle2.DDP)
+

+

+++++++*+++++++++++++++++++*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

+DDIsrc   =  Z:\DDP
+DDIDest  =  C:\
+DDIDDP    =   +.DDP

it+.(ion  2  --  USER.RSP

This is the ffle built when you completed your initial installation.

AltemateAdapter = 0
APM-0
BaseFnesystem = 2
CDROM-
SCSI -
Countrycode = 001
CountryKeyboard = US
Defaultpinter = 0
DiagnosticAids = 1
DisplayAdapter = 0
Documentation = 1
DOSSupport = I
WIN-OS/2Support = 1
+WindowedwIN-OS/2 = 1
+WIN-OS/2Desktop = 0
+Existingwindowspath=
+SbareDesktopconfigFfles = 1
DPMI - 1
ExitonError = 0
Fonts - I
Fomatpartition = 1
MigrateconfigFfles = 0
+MigrateApplications=
MoreBitmaps = I
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Mouse = 1
Mouseport = 0
0ptionalFiresystem = 1
0ptionalsystemuthities = 1
PCMCIA - i
Primarycodepage = I
Printerport = 1
ProcessEnvironment = I
Progresslndication =  I
RebootRequired = 0
REXX - 1
SerialDevicesupport = 1
Sourcepath = X:\
twIN-OS/2TargetDrive = e:
TargetDrive = F:
ToolsAndGames = 1
+ConfigsysLine=

H
;ection  3  --  CONFIG.SYS  file  for a  Response  File  Install

irr

H

a

E

E

E

i
I
E

H;ini+

E

ii`

buffers = 32
iopl - yes
memman = noswap
protsheu = sysinst I.exe
set os2_sheu = cmd.exe /K A:\sta.rtup.cmd
diskcache = 64,LW
protectonly = yes
libpath = .;\;\os2\du;X:\img\lcu;
ifs = hp fs.ifs /c:64
pauseonerror = no
codepage = 850
devinfo = kbd,us,keyboard.dcp
devinfo = scr,ega,vtbl850.dcp
device = \dos.sys
set path = \;\os2;\os2\system;\os2\install;A:;
set dpath = \;\os2;\os2\system;\os2\install;A:;
set keys = on
basedev = printo 1.sys
basedev = ibm lflpy.add
basedev = ibm 1 s506.add
basedev = ibm2flpy.add
basedev = ibm2adsk.add
basedev = ibm2m57.add
basedev = ibm2scsi.add
basedev = ibmint 13 .i 13
basedev = os2dasd.dmd
device = \testcfg.sys
device = \refpart.sys

rein +++ Start of Thinhaps additions  +++
device = larmsgdd.os2
device = protman.os2
device = netbeui.os2
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device = netbios.os2
device = ibmtok.os2
run = netbind.exe
run = larmsgex.exe
call = a:\srvattch.exe y:  serverl
call = a:\srvattch.exe z:  \\serverl\1culog
device = a:\srvifs.sys
ifs = a:\srvifsc.ifs  +  /s:2  /a:0
can = a:\srvattch.exe x:  \\serverl\gdrive
run = x:\img\lcu\srvrexx.exe

Section  4  --  CONFIG.SYS  file  for a  Panel  Install

iopl - yes
memlnan = noswap
protshen = sysinst 1.exe
set os2  shen = x:\img\os2v20\disk_l\sysinst2.exe x:\img\os2v20
diskcac-he=64,LW
protectonly = yes
hbpath = . ;\;\os2\du;X:\img\lcu;
ifs = hp fs.ifs /c:64
pauseonerror = no
codepage = 850
devinfo = kbd,us,keyboard.dcp
devinfo = scr,ega,vtbl850.dcp
device = \dos.sys
set path = \;\os2;\os2\system;\os2\instan;A:;
set dpath = \;\os2;\os2\system;\os2\install;A:;
set keys = on
basedev = printo I.sys
basedev = ibm lflpy.add
basedev = ibm I s506.add
basedev = ibm2flpy.add
basedev = ibm2adsk.add
basedev = ibm2m57.add
basedev = ibm2scsi.add
basedev = ibmint 13 .i 1 3
basedev = os2dasd.dmd
device = \testcfg.sys
device = \refpart.sys

rein  +++ Start of Thinl,aps additions  +++
device = larmsgdd.os2
device = protman.os2
device = netbeui.os2
device = netbios.os2
device = ibmtok.os2
run = netbind.exe
run = larmsgex.exe
call = a:\srvattch.exe y: serverl
call = a:\srvattcb.exe z: \\serverl\lculog
device = a:\srvifs.sys
ifs = a:\srvifsc.ifs  +  /s:2 /t /a:0
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call = a:\srvattch.exe x:  \\serverl\gdrive
run = x:\img\lcu\srvrexx.exe
buffers = 32

5  --  Printer description  list

I.  AST TurboLeser: AST TurboLeser (PSCRIPT.DRV)

2.  Affa Matrix Chromascript v5l_8: Agfa Matrix Chromascript v51_8 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

3.  Asta-Compugraphic 9400PS v49_3: Aofa-Compugraphic 9400PS v49_3 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

4.  Affa/Compugraphic 400PS: Aofa/Compugraphic 400PS (PSCRIPT.DRV)

5.  Apple Laserwriter: Apple I.,aserwriter (PSCRIPT.DRV)

6.  Apple ljaserwriter 11  NT: Apple  Leserwriter 11  NT (PSCRIPT.DRV)

7.  Apple Laserwriter 11 NTX: Apple Leserwriter 11 NTX (PSCRIPT.DRV)

8.  Apple I,aserwriter Plus: Apple I.aserwriter Plus (PSCRIPT.DRV)

9.  Apple Leserwriter Plus v42_2: Apple Leserwriter Plus v42_2 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

10.  COMPAQ  PAGEMARQ  15: COMPAQ  PAGEMARQ  15 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

11.  COMPAQ  PAGEMARQ 20: COMPAQ  PAGEMARQ 20 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

12.  Citizen  PN48:  Citizen PN48 (EPSON.DRV)

13.  Colomate PS v51   9: Colormate PS v5l_9 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

14.  Dataproducts  LZR  1260 v47  0:  Dataproducts LZR  1260 v47_0 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

15.  Dataproducts LZR-2665:  Dataproducts LZR-2665 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

16.  Didtal LN03R Scriptprinter:  Digtal LN03R Scriptprinter (PSCRIPT.DRV)

17.  Didtal LPS  Printserver 40:  DiStal LPS  Printserver 40 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

18.  Epsom 24 pins -136 columns:  24-pin  136 Col (EPSON.DRV)

19.  Epson 24 pins -80 columns:  24-pin  80 Col (EPSON.DRV)

20.  Epson 9 pins -  136 columns:  9-pin  136 Col (EPSON.DRV)

21.  Epson 9 pins -80 columns: 9-pin 80 Col (EPSON.DRV)

22.  Epson AP-2250 9 pins -  80 columns: AP-2250 (EPSON.DRV)

23.  Epsom AP-3250 24 pins -  80 columns: AP-3250 (EPSON.DRV)

24.  Epson AP-5000 24 pins -80 columns: AP-5000 (EPSON.DRV)

25.  Epson AP-5500 24 pins -  136 columns: AP-5500 (EPSON.DRV)

26.  Epson Actionhaser  1000/1500: Epson ActionLeser  1000/1500 (LASERIET.DRV)

27.  Epson Actionlidser 11: Epson Actionl.aser 11 (LASERJET.DRV)

28.  Epsom DFX-5000 9 pins -  136 columns:  DFX-5000 (EPSON.DRV)

29.  Epson DFX-8000 9 pin -  136 colulrm:  DFX-8000 (EPSON.DRV)

30.  Epson EPL-6000 Laser: EPL-6000 (EPSON.DRV)

31.  Epson EPL-7000: Epson EPL-7000 (LASERJET.DRV)
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32.  Epson EPL-7500 v52_3:  Epson EPL-7500 v52_3 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

33.  Epson EPL-8000:  Epson EPL-8000 (LASERJET.DRV)

34.  Epson EPL-8000  PS  Card 82605:  Epson EPL-8000 PS  Card  82605 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

35.  Epson EX-1000 Color 9 pins -136 columns:  EX-1000 (EPSON.DRV)

36.  Epson EX-800 Color 9 pins -  80 columns:  EX-800 (EPSON.DRV)

37.  Epson  FX-1050  9 pins  -136 columns:  FX-1050  (EPSON.DRV)

38.  Epsom  FX-1170  9 pins -136 columns:  FX-1170 (EPSON.DRV)

39.  Epson FX-286e 9 pins -  136 columns:  FX-286e (EPSON.DRV)

40.  Epsom FX-850 9 pins -  80 columns:  FX-850 (EPSON.DRV)

41.  Epson FX-870 9 pins -80 columns:  FX-870 (EPSON.DRV)

42.  Epsom JX-80 Color 9 pins -  80 columns: JX-80 (EPSON.DRV)

43.   Epson  LQ-1010  24 pin -132 column:  LQ-1010  (EPSON.DRV)

44.  Epson  LQ-1050 (N9)  24 pins -136 columns:  LQ-1050 (N9) (EPSON.DRV)

45.  Epson LQ-1050 24 pins -136 columns:  LQ-1050 (EPSON.DRV)

46.  Epson  LQ-1070 24 pins -136 columns:  LQ-1070 (EPSON.DRV)

47.  Epson  LQ-1170 24 pins -136 columns:  LQ-1170 (EPSON.DRV)

48.  Epson LQ-2500 Color 24 pins -  136 columns:  LQ-2500 (EPSON.DRV)

49.  Epson LQ-2550 Color 24 pins -  136 columns:  LQ-2550 (EPSON.DRV)

50.  Epson LQ-500 24 pins -  80 columns:  LQ-500 (EPSON.DRV)

51.  Epson  LQ-510 24 pins -80 columns:  LQ-510 (EPSON.DRV)

52.  Epson  LQ-570 24 pins -80 columns:  LQ-570 (EPSON.DRV)

53.  Epson LQ-850 (N9)  24 pins -  80 columns:  LQ-850 (N9) (EPSON.DRV)

54.  Epson LQ-850 24 pins -  80 columns:  LQ-850 (EPSON.DRV)

55.  Epson LQ-860 Color 24 pins -  80 columns:  LQ-860 (EPSON.DRV)

56.  Epsom LQ-870 24 pins -  80 columns:  LQ-870 (EPSON.DRV)

57.  Epson LQ-950 (N9) 24 pins -  Ilo colurms:  LQ-950 (N9) (EPSON.DRV)

58.  Epson LX-800 9 pins -  80 columns:  LX-800 (EPSON.DRV)

59.  Epson LX-810 9 pins -80 columns:  LX-810 (EPSON.DRV)

60.  Epson Stylus 800 Inkjet: Stylus 800 (EPSON.DRV)

61.  Generic Postscript Printer: Generic Postscript Printer (PSCRIPT.DRV)

62.  HP 7470A Plotter: HP7470A (PLOITERS.DRV)

63.  HP 7475A Plotter: HP7475A (PLOTTERS.DRV)

64.  HP 7550A Plotter: HP7550A (PLOITERS.DRV)

65.  HP 7580A Plotter: HP7580A (PLOITERS.DRV)

66.  HP 75808 Plotter: HP7580B (PLOTrERS.DRV)

67.  HP 7585A Plotter: HP7585A (PLOITERS.DRV)
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68.  HP 75858  Plotter:  HP7585B  (PLOTTERS.DRV)

69.  HP 75868  Plotter:  HP7586B  (PLOTTERS.DRV)

70.  HP Colorpro:  HP7440A (PLOTTERS.DRV)

71.  HP DeskJet:  HP  DeskJet (HPDJPM.DRV)

72.   HP  DeskJet  1200C:  HP  DeskJet  1200C (PSCRIPT.DRV)

73.  HP  DeskJet  500:  HP  DeskJet  500 (HPDJPM.DRV)

74.  HP DeskJet 500 in Epson EPL-6000 mode: HP  DeskJet 500 (EPSON.DRV)

75.  HP DeskJet  500C:  HP DeskJet 500C (HPDJPM.DRV)

76.  HP DeskJet  510:  HP  DeskJet 510 (HPDJPM.DRV)

77.  HP DeskJet 550C:  HP DeskJet  550C (HPDJPM.DRV)

78.  HP DeskJet Plus:  HP  DeskJet  Plus (HPDJPM.DRV)

79.  HP DeskJet  Portable:  HP  DeskJet Portable (HPDJPM.DRV)

80.  HP DraftMaster I:  HP7595A (PLOTrERS.DRV)

81.  HP DraftMaster 11:  HP7596A (PLOTTERS.DRV)

82.  HP Draftpro:  HP7570A (PLOTTERS.DRV)

83.  HP haserJet 2000:  HP LeserJet 2000 (LASERJET.DRV)

84.  HP LaserJet 4:  HP LaserJet 4 (LASERJET.DRV)

85.  HP IjaserJet 4/4M  PS v2011110:  HP  LeserJet 4/4M  PS v20ll   ilo (PSCRIPT.DRV)

86.  HP LaserJet 4L:  HP IjaserJet 4L (LASERJET.DRV)

87.  HP LeserJet 4M:  HP LeserJet 4M (LASERJET.DRV)

88.  HP LaserJet 4Si:  HP  LeserJet 4Si (LASERJET.DRV)

89.  HP LeserJet 4Si Mx:  HP  LeserJet 4Si Mx (LASERJET.DRV)

90.  HP LeserJet 4Si/4Si Mx PS v20l I:  HP LeserJet 4Si/4Si Mx PS v20l i  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

91.  HP haserJet  500 Plus:  HP LaserJet 500 Plus (LASERJET.DRV)

92.  HP LeserJet Classic:  HP haserJet Classic (LASERJET.DRV)

93.  HP LeserJet IID:  HP LeserJet IID (LASERJET.DRV)

94.  HP LeserJet IID v52  2:  HP haerJet IID v52_2 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

95.  HP LeserJet Ill:  HP LeserJet Ill (LASERJET.DRV)

96.  HP haserJet Ill Cartridge Plus:  HP haserJet Ill Cartridge Plus (PSCRIPT.DRV)

97.  HP haserJet Ill v52_2:  HP LaserJet Ill v52_2 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

98.  HP haserJet IIID: HP haserJet IIID (LASERJET.DRV)

99.  HP haserJet IIID Cartridge Plus: HP haerJet IIID Cartridge Plus (PSCRIPT.DRV)

loo.  HP LeserJet IIID v52_2:  HP LeserJet IIID v52_2 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

101. HP LeserJet IIIP: HP I,aserJet IIIP (LASERJET.DRV)

102. HP haserJet IIIP Cartridge Plus: HP haerJet IIIP Cartridge Plus (PSCRIPT.DRV)

103. HP haserJet IIIP PS v52_2: HP haserJet IIIP PS v52_2 (PSCRIPT.DRV)



104.  HP LaserJet IIIsi:  HP  LeserJet IIIsi (LASERJET.DRV)

105.  HP  LaserJet  IIIsi  PS v52_3:  HP  LeserJet  IIIsi PS  v52_3 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

106.  HP LaserJet  IIP:  HP  LaserJet IIP (LASERJET.DRV)

107.  HP LaserJet  IIP Plus:  HP LeserJet IIP Plus (LASERJET.DRV)

108.  HP  LaserJet  IIP v52_2:  HP  IidserJet IIP v52_2 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

109.  HP  I,aserJet  Plus:  HP  LeserJet Plus (LASERJET.DRV)

110.  HP  haserJet Series 11:  HP  haserJet Series 11 (LASERJET.DRV)

Ill.  HP PaintJet Driver by Micrografx:  Paintjet (SMGXPJET.DRV)

112.  HP PaintJet Driver by Micrografx:  Paintjet XL (SMGXPJET.DRV)

113.  HP PaintJet XL300  PS v20l 1   112:  HP PaintJet XL300 PS v20l i   112 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

114.  IBM  2380  PPS  11:  IBM  2380  PPS  11  (IBM42XX.DRV)

115.  IBM  2381  PPS  11:  IBM  2381  PPS  11  (IBM42XX.DRV)

116.  IBM  2390  PPS  11:  IBM  2390  PPS  11 (IBM42XX.DRV)

117.  IBM 2390  PS/I:  IBM  2390  PS/I  (IBM42XX.DRV)

118.  IBM  2391  PPS  11:  IBM  2391  PPS  11  (IBM42XX.DRV)

119.  IBM  3816 -OID:  IBM  3816 -OID  (IBM52XX.DRV)

120.  IBM  3816 -OIS:  IBM  3816 -OIS  (IBM52XX.DRV)

121.  IBM 4019  Laserpinter:  IBM 4019  Leserprinter (IBM4019.DRV)

122.  IBM 4019  Leserprinter E:  IBM 4019 Leserprinter E (IBM4019.DRV)

123.  IBM 4019 haserprinter:  IBM 4019 haserprinter (LASERJET.DRV)

124.  IBM 4019 Leserpinter E:  IBM 4019 Laserpinter E (LASERJET.DRV)

125.  IBM 4019 v52_l  (17  Fonts):  IBM 4019 v52_i  (17  Fonts) (PSCRIPT.DRV)

126.  IBM 4019 v52_1  (39  Fonts):  IBM 4019 v52_l  (39 Fonts)  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

127.  IBM 4029 (17  Fonts 300 Dpi):  IBM 4029 (17 Fonts 300 Dpi) (PSCRIPT.DRV)

128.  IBM 4029 (17  Fonts 600 Dpi):  IBM 4029 (17  Fonts 600 Dpi) (PSCRIPT.DRV)

129.  IBM 4029 (39 Fonts 300 Dpi):  IBM 4029 (39 Fonts 300 Dpi) (PSCRIPT.DRV)

130.  IBM 4029 (39 Fonts 600 Dpi):  IBM 4029 (39 Fonts 600 Dpi) (PSCRIPT.DRV)

131.  IBM 4029  Laserprinter  10:  IBM 4029 haserprinter  10 (IBM4019.DRV)

132.  IBM 4029 haserprinter  loL:  IBM 4029 Irdserprinter  loL (IBM4019.DRV)

133.  IBM 4029 Leserprinter  lop:  IBM 4029 Leserprinter  lop (IBM4019.DRV)
I

134.  IBM 40291,aserprinter 5E: IBM 4029 Laserpinter 5E (IBM4019.DRV)

135. IBM 4029 Laserpinter 6: IBM 4029 haserpinter 6 (IBM40l`9.DRV)

136. IBM 4029 haserpinter 6P: IBM 4029 Leserprinter 6P (IBM4019.DRV)

137. IBM 4029 haserprinter  10: IBM 4029 Leserprinter 10 (LASERJET.DRV)

138. IBM 40291.asexpinter  loL: IBM 4029 haerprinter loL (LASERJET.DRV)

139. IBM 4029 haserpinter 5E: IBM 40291,asexprinter 5E (LASERJET.DRV)
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140.  IBM 4029 Laserpinter 6:  IBM 4029 Leserpinter 6 (LASERJET.DRV)

141.  IBM 4039  Laserprinter (300 Dpi):  IBM 4039  Leserprinter (300  Dpi)  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

142.  IBM 4039  I,aserprinter (600  Dpi):  IBM 4039 Iidserprinter (600  Dpi)  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

143.  IBM 4070  IJ:  IBM 4070  IJ (IBM42XX.DRV)

144.  IBM 4072 ExecJet:  IBM 4072 ExecJet (IBM42XX.DRV)

145.  IBM 4079 Color Jetprinter PS:  IBM 4079 Color Jetpinter PS (PSCRIPT.DRV)

146.  IBM 4201  Proprinter:  IBM 4201  Proprinter (IBM42XX.DRV)

147..  IBM 4201  Proprinter 11:  IBM 4201  Proprinter 11 (IBM42XX.DRV)

148.  IBM 4201  Proprinter Ill:  IBM 4201  Propinter Ill (IBM42XX.DRV)

149.  IBM 4202 Proprinter 11 XL:  IBM 4202 Proprinter 11 XL (IBM42XX.DRV)

150.  IBM 4202 Proprinter Ill XL:  IBM 4202 Proprinter Ill XL (IBM42XX.DRV)

151.  IBM 4202 Proprinter XL:  IBM 4202 Proprinter XL (IBM42XX.DRV)

152.  IBM 4207 Proprinter X24:  IBM 4207 Proprinter X24 (IBM42XX.DRV)

153.  IBM 4207 Proprinter X24E:  IBM 4207 Proprinter X24E (IBM42XX.DRV)

154.  IBM 4208 Propinter XL24:  IBM 4208 Proprinter XL24 (IBM42XX.DRV)

155.  IBM 4208  Proprinter XL24E:  IBM 4208 Propinter XL24E (IBM42XX.DRV)

156.  IBM 4216-031  v514 SheetFeed:  IBM 4216-031  v51   4 SheetFeed (PSCRIPT.DRV)

157.  IBM 4224 -01  & 02 & E3:  IBM 4224 -01  & 02 & E3 (IBM42XX.DRV)

158.  IBM 4224 -C2:  IBM 4224 -C2 (IBM42XX.DRV)

159.  IBM 4226 Model 302:  IBM 4226 Model 302 (IBM42XX.DRV)

160.  IBM  5183  Portable  Printer:  IBM  5183  Portable Printer (EPSON.DRV)

161.  IBM  5201  Quietwriter  11  (IBM52012.DRV)

162.  IBM  5202 Quietwriter Ill:  IBM  5202 Quietwriter Ill (IBM52XX.DRV)

163.  IBM  5204 Quickwriter:  IBM  5204 Quickwriter (IBM52XX.DRV)

164.  IBM  6180  Plotter:  IBM6180 (PLOTTERS.DRV)

165.  IBM 6182 Plotter:  IBM6182 (PLOTTERS.DRV)

166.  IBM 6184 Plotter:  IBM6184 (PLOTTERS.DRV)

167.  IBM  6186-I  Plotter:  IBM6186-l  (PLOITERS.DRV)

168.  IBM 6186-2 Plotter:  IBM6186-2 (PLOITERS.DRV)

169.  IBM 7371  Plotter:  IBM737l  (PLOTI`ERS.DRV)

170.  IBM 7372 Plotter:  IBM7372 (PLOITERS.DRV)

171.  IBM 7374 Plotter:  IBM7374 (PLOITERS.DRV)

172. IBM 7375-i  Plotter: IBM7375-I  (PLOITERS.DRV)

173.  IBM 7375-2 Plotter:  IBM7375-2 (PLorITERS.DRV)

174. IBM NULL Printer Driver (IBMNULL.DRV)

175. IBM Personal Page Printer 11-30: IBM Personal Page Pinter 11-30 (PSCRIPT.DRV)



176.  IBM  Personal  Page  Printer 11-31:  IBM  Personal Page  Printer 11-31  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

177.  IBM  Personal Pagepinter:  IBM  Personal Pageprinter (PSCRIPT.DRV)

178.  Kyocera F-1000A/F-1000:  Kyocera F-1000A/F-1000 (LASERJET.DRV)

179.  Kyocera F-1800A/F-1800:  Kyocera F-1800A/F-1800 (LASERJET.DRV)

180.  Kyocera F-2000A/F-2200S:  Kyocera F-2000A/F-2200S  (LASERJET.DRV)

181.  Kyocera  F-3000A/F-3300:  Kyocera F-3000A/F-3300 (LASERJET.DRV)

182.  Kyocera F-5000A/F-5000:  Kyocera F-5000A/F-5000 (LASERJET.DRV)

183.  Kyocera F-800A/F-800:  Kyocera F-800A/F-800 (LASERJET.DRV)

184.  Kyocera F-820:  Kyocera F-820 (LASERJET.DRV)

185.  Kyocera FS-1500A/FS-1500:  Kyocera FS-1500A/FS-1500 (LASERJET.DRV)

186.  Kyocera FS-3500A/FS-3500:  Kyocera FS-3500A/FS-3500 (LASERJET.DRV)

187.  Kyocera FS-5500A/FS-5500:  Kyocera FS-5500A/FS-5500 (LASERJET.DRV)

188.  Kyocera FS-850A/FS-850:  Kyocera FS-850A/FS-850 (LASERJET.DRV)

189.  Kyocera P-2000:  Kyocera P-2000 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

190.  Kyo.cera Q-8010:  Kyocera Q-8010 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

191.  Linotronic  100 v38  0:  Linotronic  loo v38_0 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

192.  Linotronic  loo v42  5:  Linotronic  100 v42_5 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

193.  Linotronic 200 v47   I:  Linotronic 200 v47_1  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

194.  Linotronic 200 v49  3:  Linotronic 200 v49_3 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

195.  Linotronic 300 v47  0:  Linotronic 300 v47_0 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

196.  Linotronic 300 v47   1:  Linotronic 300 v47_1  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

197.  Linotronic 300 v49  3:  Linotronic 300 v49_3 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

198.  Linotronic  500 v49  3:  Linotronic 500 v49_3  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

199.  NEC LC-890:  NEC LC-890 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

200. Ohvetti LP 5000: Ohvetti LP 5000 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

201.  Panasonic KX-Pl 123 in Epson LQ-850 mode:  Panasonic KX-Pl 123 (EPSON.DRV)

202.  Panasorric KX-Pl 124 in Epson LQ-2500 mode:  Panasonic KX-P1124 (EPSON.DRV)

203.  Panasonic KX-Pl 124i in Epson LQ-850 mode:  Panasonic KX-Pl 124i (EPSON.DRV)

204.  Panasonic KX-P1180 in Epson FX-86e mode:  Panasonic KX-Pl 180 (EPSON.DRV)

205.  Panasonic  KX-Pl 191  in Epsom FX-86e mode:  Panasonic KX-Pl 191  (EPSON.DRV)

206.  Panasonic KX-P1624 in Epson LQ-2500 mode:  Panasonic KX-P1624 (EPSON.DRV)

207. Panasonic KX-P1654 in Epson LQ-1050 mode: Panasonic KX-P1654 (EPSON.DRV)

208.  Panasonic KX-P1695 in Epson FX-1050 mode:  Panasonic KX-P1695 (EPSON.DRV)

209. Panasonic KX-P2123 in Epson LQ-860 mode: Panasonic KX-P2123 (EPSON.DRV)

210. Panasonic KX-P2124 in Epson LQ-860 mode:  Panasonic KX-P2124 (EPSON.DRV)

211. Panasonic KX-P2180 in Epson LX-850 mode:  Panasonic KX-P2180 (EPSON.DRV)
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212.  Panasonic KX-P2624 in Epson LQ-1050 mode:  Panasonic KX-P2624 (EPSON.DRV)

213.  Panasonic  KX-P4410:  Panasonic  KX-P4410 (LASERJET.DRV)

214.  Panasohic KX-P4420:  Panasonic KX-P4420 (LASERJET.DRV)

215.  Panasonic KX-P4430:  Panasonic KX-P4430 (LASERJET.DRV)

216.  Panasonic  KX-P4450:  Panasonic  KX-P4450 (LASERJET.DRV)

217.  Panasoric  KX-P4450i:  Panasonic KX-P4450i (LASERJET.DRV)

218.  Panasonic  KX-P4455 v51  4:  Panasonic KX-P4455 v5l_4 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

219.  Phaser Card vl   1:  Phaser Card vl_I  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

220.  QMS  1725  Print System:  QMS  1725  Print System (PSCRIPT.DRV)

221. QMS  860 Print System:  QMS  860 Print System (PSCRIPT.DRV)

222. QMS Colorscript  loo:  QMS  Colorscript  loo (PSCRIPT.DRV)

223.  QMS  Colorscript  loo  Mod  10:  QMS  Colorscript  100 Mod  10 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

224. QMS  Colorscript  loo Mod 30: QMS Colorscript  loo Mod 30 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

225. QMS Colorscript  loo Mod 30si:  QMS  Colorscript  loo Mod 30si (PSCRIPT.DRV)

226.  QMS  Colorscript 210:  QMS  Colorscript 210 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

227.  QMS  Colorscript 230:  QMS Colorscript 230 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

228.  QMS  IS  X320T:  QMS  IS  X320T (PSCRIPT.DRV)

229.  QMS-PS  1500:  QMS-PS  1500 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

230.  QMS-PS  1700:  QMS-PS  1700  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

231.  QMS-PS  2000:  QMS-PS  2000 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

232.  QMS-PS  2200:  QMS-PS  2200 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

233.  QMS-PS  2210:  QMS-PS  2210 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

234.  QMS-PS  2220:  QMS-PS  2220 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

235.  QMS-PS 410:  QMS-PS 410  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

236.  QMS-PS  800:  QMS-PS  800 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

237.  QMS-PS  800 Plus:  QMS-PS  800 Plus (PSCRIPT.DRV)

238.  QMS-PS  810:  QMS-PS  810 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

239.  QMS-PS  810 Turbo:  QMS-PS  810 Turbo  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

240.  QMS-PS  815:  QMS-PS  815 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

241.  QMS-PS  815  MR:  QMS-PS  815 MR (PSCRIPT.DRV)

242.  QMS-PS  820:  QMS-PS  820 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

243. QMS-PS  820 Turbo:  QMS-PS  820 Turbo (PSCRIPT.DRV)

244.  QMS-PS  825: QMS-PS  825 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

245. QMS-PS  825 MR: QMS-PS  825 MR (PSCRIPT.DRV)

246. Qume ScripTEN: Qume ScripTEN (PSCRIPT.DRV)

247. Seiko Colorpoint PS  Model 04: Seiko Colorpoint PS Model 04 (PSCRIPT.DRV)
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248.  Seiko  Colorpoint  PS  Model  14:  Seiko  Colorpoint PS  Model  14 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

249.  Seiko  Personal Colorpoint PS:  Seiko  Personal Colorpoint  PS  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

250. Seiko  Personal Colorpoint PSE: Seiko  Personal Colorpoint PSE (PSCRIPT.DRV)

251.  Snentwriter  LC  890XL v50  5:  Sifentwriter LC  890XL v50_5 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

252.  Sflentwriter2 290 v52  0:  Shentwriter2 290 v52_0 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

253.  Sflentwriter2 Model 90 v52_2:  Sflentwriter2 Model 90 v52_2 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

254.  TI  2115  (13 fonts)  v47  0:  TI  2115  (13 fonts)  v47_0  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

255. TI 0rilidser 2108: TI Onrilidser 2108 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

256.  TI  0mnilaser 2115:  TI  Omnilaser 2115 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

257. TI hicroLeser PS17 v  521: TI microLeser PS17 v_52_I  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

258. TI microl,aser PS35 v  52   i: TI nricrol,aser PS35 v_52_I  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

259. Tektronix Phaser 200e  17 fonts: Tektronix Phaser 200e  17 fonts (PSCRIPT.DRV)

260. Tektronix Phaser 200e 39 fonts: Tektronix Phaser 200e 39 fonts (PSCRIPT.DRV)

261. Tektronix Phaser 200i v2011   108: Tektronix Phaser 200i v20l I   108  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

262. Tektronix Phaser 11  PX v2  02: Tektronix Phaser 11  PX v2  02 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

263. Tektronix Phaser 11  Pxe  17 font: Tektronix Phaser 11  Pxe  17 font (PSCRIPT.DRV)

264. Tektronix Phaser 11  Pxe 39 font: Tektronix Phaser 11  Pxe 39 font (PSCRIPT.DRV)

265. Tektronix Phaser 11  Pxi v2010: Tektronix Phaser 11  Pxi v2010 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

266. Tektronix Phaser Ill  Pxi v2010: Tektronix Phaser Ill Pxi v2010 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

267. Tektronix Phaser  IISD v20l I: Tektronix Phaser IISD v2011  (PSCRIPT.DRV)

268. Varityper VT-600:  Varityper VT-600 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

269. Wang LCS15: Wang LCS15 (PSCRIPT.DRV)

270. Wang LCS15  Fontplus: Wang LCS15  Fontplus (PSCRIPT.DRV)
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